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Abstract
We study magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind, using observations by
the 4 Cluster spacecraft during periods where they are located in this region. Use
of data from the 4 Cluster spacecraft allows us to look at the three dimensional
structure of events at high time resolution, up to 0.04s for magnetic field data.
We present a case study of a magnetic reconnection event that was observed
within the solar wind flow on the 2nd March 2006. This event enables us to test
the consistency of the temporal and spatial structure of magnetic reconnection
from large- to small-scales. We use data from the four Cluster spacecraft to study
the three-dimensional structure of the event at sub-second resolution. This showed
significant differences in the magnetic field data between spacecraft, despite the
fact that they are separated by distances of only order 104km. Thus the structure
appears to have variations over relatively small scales. We conclude that mag-
netic reconnection in the solar wind is not necessarily large-scale but, contrary to
previous results, may be somewhat patchy in nature.
We also present a sketch for magnetic reconnection which has a more compli-
cated structure than previous sketches of magnetic reconnection events in the solar
wind. In addition we have introduced the observed magnetic field and ion veloc-
ities over the event depending on the inflow parameters and the strength of the
diamagnetic effect of the outflow ions and electrons. We also compare a similarly
structured mathematical model (Owen and Cowley , 1987b) with 3 case studies in
the solar wind and compare the outflows predicted by the model with the observed
outflows.
Finally we present the workings of an algorithm to find magnetic reconnection
events in the solar wind and the subsequent statistical analysis of the events found.
The statistical analysis revealed that magnetic reconnection events occur for a wide
range of solar wind conditions. We found that the exhaust speed was between
0.1− 2× Alfve´n speed leading to the conclusion that, for ratios of less than 1, not
all the magnetic field energy is converted to kinetic energy and, for those ratios
greater than 1, that the reconnection site had a higher local Alfve´n speed than
where the exhaust was observed by the spacecraft. We also compared the data
between Cluster spacecraft and determined that the spacecraft usually witness
magnetic field structures that are strongly correlated with each other.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Basic Plasma Physics
1.1.1 What is a Plasma?
A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas comprised of charged (and possibly some neutral)
particles which exhibit collective behaviour and obeys the following plasma criteria.
1.1.2 Plasma Criteria
For an ionised gas to be considered a plasma it must obey the 3 criteria known as
the plasma criteria. These are the quasi-neutrality condition, the plasma parameter
and the collision condition.
The quasi-neutrality condition requires the plasma over its entire scale length
to be quasi-neutral i.e. that the fluid volume is sufficiently large compared to its
volume elements that any concentrations of charge will be shielded. This implies:
L λD = (0kBTe
nq2
)1/2 (1.1)
where L is the scale length of the system, λD is the Debye length, 0 is the per-
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mittivity of free space, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the electron temperature,
n is the electron density and q is the electron charge. The Debye length is the
distance at which there is a balance between the thermal particle energy which
acts to perturb quasi-neutrality and the electrostatic potential energy which acts
to restore neutrality.
There must be a sufficient number of particles in the Debye sphere in order for
the shielding effect to occur. The Debye sphere is a sphere of radius, λD. Therefore:
ND  1 (1.2)
ND = (
4pi
3
)(nλ3D) ∝
T 3/2
n1/2
(1.3)
where ND is the number of particles in the Debye sphere, also known as the plasma
parameter, and n is the number density of the plasma. Finally the collision criterion
states that the frequency of collisions with neutral particles must be much less than
the period of plasma oscillations, so:
ωpτn  1 (1.4)
ω2p =
neq
2
me0
(1.5)
Where ωp is the plasma frequency, ne is the electron number density, τn is the
mean period between collisions, q is the charge on an electron, and me is the mass
of an electron.
1.2 Maxwell’s Equations and the Lorentz Force
To describe an electric and/or magnetic field environment we use Maxwell’s equa-
tions. In the following equations, E and H are electric and magnetic field respec-
tively, D is the electric displacement, B is the magnetic induction vector, 0 and
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µ0 are the permittivity and the permeability of free space respectively, ρ is the
total electric charge density and j is the current density.
∇× E = −δB
δt
(1.6)
Equation 1.6 is known as Faraday’s law of induction; a time varying magnetic
field will produce a spatially varying electric field.
∇ ·B = 0 (1.7)
Gauss’ law for magnetism, given by the Equation 1.7, indicates that a magnetic
field is divergenceless, which leads to the conclusion that magnetic monopoles do
not exist.
∇ · E = ρ
ε0
(1.8)
Gauss’ Law, Equation 1.8, states that the electric flux through any closed
surface is proportional to the enclosed electric charge.
∇×B = µ0j + µ0ε0 δE
δt
(1.9)
The final equation (1.9) is the Ampere - Maxwell law for magnetic field loops
where the latter term indicates the depolarization term added by Maxwell and the
first term is the original Ampere law where a time-varying electric current produces
a spatially-varying magnetic field.
When considering Maxwell’s equations it is also useful to note the following
relations (in a vacuum):
D = 0E (1.10)
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H = µ0B (1.11)
1.3 Single Particle Motion
The most important force acting on a charged particle in a plasma, in the context
of the solar wind, is usually the Lorentz force, which is given by:
F = q(E + v×B) (1.12)
q is the charge on the particle, E is the electric field, v is the particle velocity
and B is the magnetic field. Thus if a non-stationary charged particle is in an
electric or magnetic field (or both) then forces will act on the particle as described
in Sections 1.3.1 - 1.3.3.
1.3.1 Uniform Magnetic Field
In a uniform magnetic field, the particle acceleration, given that no other force is
acting (no E field), will be described by:
m
dv
dt
= q(v×B) (1.13)
so the acceleration will be in a direction perpendicular to both v and B. This means
that a particle with no velocity (v =0) will remain at rest, and a particle travelling
in the direction parallel to the B field (v ‖ B) will not be accelerated (as there are
no forces acting upon it). If v is non-zero and not parallel to B, the particle will
feel a force and be accelerated. Given that this force acts perpendicularly to both
v and B the motion must be curved. If the initial velocity is entirely perpendicular
to B then the motion will describe a circle, otherwise, as is the general case, there
will be a component of the velocity parallel to B and thus the motion will describe
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a helix: circular motion of a particle around a moving guiding centre. The motion
is described by the angular frequency (gyrofrequency):
ωc =
qB
m
(1.14)
and radius (gyroradius)
rL =
V⊥
ωc
(1.15)
The acceleration is dependent on particle charge q and so positive and negatively
charged particles will gyrate around the guiding centre in opposite directions.
1.3.2 Uniform Electric and Magnetic Fields
In an environment with a uniform electric field as well as a uniform magnetic field
a particle will experience both an electric field force of mdv
dt
= qE and the force of
q(v×B) and thus the motion will be curved. In the case of a stationary particle it
will initially only accelerate along E until there is a velocity component v and the
particle experiences the force due to q(v×B). The resulting motion is the gyration
of a particle around a guiding centre moving at a drift velocity perpendicular to
E and B:
vE =
E×B
B2
(1.16)
substituting E = F/q in Equation 1.16 we convert the equation for guiding
centre drift into a form valid for any force acting on a charged particle in a magnetic
field:
vE =
F×B
qB2
=
1
ωc
(
F
m
× B
B
)
(1.17)
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1.3.3 Non- Uniform Fields
A more realistic situation will include non-uniform fields. In many cases there will
be a magnetic field gradient (∇B 6= 0) or the magnetic field will have curvature
(∇ × B 6= 0). For both of these cases there will be a resultant magnetic drift of
charged particles. We first consider a non-homogeneous magnetic field in order to
find the drift due to a magnetic field gradient:
B = B0 + (r.∇)B0 (1.18)
where B0 is the magnetic field strength at the guiding centre and r is the distance
from the guiding centre. The second term on the right hand side describes the
changes in the magnetic field with distance from the guiding centre. In this case
it is assumed that B is changing in a particular direction. Then the equation of
motion (Equation 1.13) becomes:
m
dv
dt
= q(v ×B) = q(v ×B0) + q[v × (r.∇)B0] (1.19)
The velocity of the particles is made up of a gyration and drift component v =
vg + v∇. In this case we make the assumption that v∇  vg this means that we
can omit v∇ × (r.∇)B0 as a negligible small term. There is no net drift due to
gyration in a homogeneous field and so we can also omit the vg×B0 term here to
obtain:
m
dv∇
dt
= q(v∇ ×B0) + q[vg × (r.∇)B0] (1.20)
Rearranging and generalising the above equation we find the gradient dirft to be:
V∇ =
mv2⊥
2qB3
(B×∇B) (1.21)
This drift is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field B, and the
direction of the gradient ∇B.
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Next we consider field which is curved in order to find the drift of charged
particles due to the curvature of magnetic field, curvature drift. In this situation
a particle will experience a centrifugal force:
Fc = mv
2
‖
Rc
R2c
(1.22)
where Rc is the radius of curvature. The curvature drift will therefore be:
Vc =
1
ωc
(
Fc
m
× B
B
)
=
mv2‖
q
Rc ×B
R2cB
2
(1.23)
By adding Equations 1.21 and 1.23 we can say that the overall drift velocity is:
Vm = V∇ + Vc = (v2‖ +
1
2
v2⊥)(
B×∇B
ωcB2
) (1.24)
It can be written in this form as −∇B = ( B
R2c
)Rc in a cylindrically symmetric
field. For more detail on single particle motion please refer to Baumjohann and
Treumann (1997).
1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a way of modelling the dynamics of a plasma in
which the single particle effects are ignored and the plasma is treated as a single
magnetised fluid, thus combining the principles of fluid dynamics and Maxwell’s
equations. MHD is valid for low frequency and large time and length scales; thus
plasma particle speeds speed of light, time between collisions time scales, the
mean free path of particles  overall length scale of the plasma and the Lamour
radius  overall length scale of the plasma.
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1.4.1 MHD Equations
Mass Conservation: The mass conservation equation is as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇(ρv) = 0 (1.25)
where ρ is mass density and v is velocity. Here the change in ρ for a fixed region
of space is given by ∂ρ
∂t
and the ∇(ρv) term denotes the rate at which mass enters
or leaves the region (no mass is spontaneously created or destroyed in this region).
Thus mass is conserved.
Equation of motion: The equation of motion of a particle under MHD condi-
tions is given by:
ρ(
∂
∂t
+ v.∇)v = −∇.P + ρqE + j×B + ρg (1.26)
where P is the pressure tensor, j × B is the Lorentz Force where j is the electric
current ρq is the charge density and so ρqE is the electric field force and ρg is the
gravitational force. The pressure tensor is the plasma pressure. It is represented
thus as in a magnetised plasma the pressure is not necessarily isotropic and often
has different pressures parallel and perpendicular to the field. If p⊥ = nkBT⊥ =
nkBT‖ = p‖ then the pressure is isotropic and therefore ∇.P = ∇p. As the
plasma can be considered quasi-neutral we can effectively ignore the τ |E| term as
negligible, the same applies to the gravitational term in most cases to get:
ρ(
∂
∂t
+ v.∇)v = −∇.P + j×B (1.27)
Ohm’s Law: The generalised Ohm’s law is given by:
E + v×B = ηj + ( 1
ne
)j×B− ( 1
ne
)∇Pe + (me
n2e
)
∂j
∂t
(1.28)
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where ηj is the resistive term, ( 1
ne
)(j×B) is the term due to the Hall effect, ( 1
ne
)∇Pe
is the electron pressure term, and (me
n2e
)∂j
∂t
is the term due to the electron inertia to
the current.
Ideal MHD (IMHD): In the ideal MHD situation the following assumptions
can be made with regard to Ohm’s Law:
1. Resistivity vanishes, η = 0 (therefore the fluid is infinitely conducting) and
so the resistive term is lost.
2. The 3rd and 4th terms on the RHS are often small enough to be considered
negligible due to the length and time-scales relevant to MHD.
3. Assume that the currents perpendicular to the field are weak, thus the Hall
term is negligible.
and thus the ideal Ohm’s law becomes:
E + v×B = 0 (1.29)
which corresponds to the ‘frozen-in-flow’ situation, which will be explained further
in Section 1.4.2.
Resistive MHD (RMHD): If the plasma has a finite resistivity due to Ohmic
losses (joule heating) the result is resistive MHD or RMHD and Ohm’s Law be-
comes:
E + v×B = ηj = j/σ (1.30)
where σ is the conductivity. RMHD is useful for the discussion of magnetic recon-
nection and hence essential in this thesis.
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1.4.2 Frozen - in Field Condition
When the frozen-in-field condition holds, cold plasma particles in a collisionless
plasma will be bound to a specific flux tube, as will more energetic particles in the
absence of strong magnetic field gradients or curvature. Therefore whenever a flux
tube starts to move, the plasma will move with it. The opposite is also true: as a
moving plasma can not leave the flux tube it is bound to, it will transport the flux
tube along with it. The magnetic Reynolds number is used to define to what degree
the frozen in field condition is satisfied. This depends on the characteristic scale
length over which the magnetic field varies and the conductivity of the plasma.
To define this mathematically we will start with 3 basic equations: Faraday’s law
(Equation 1.6), Ampere’s law (Equation 1.9), and resistive Ohm’s law (Equation
1.30).
Rearranging Ohm’s law to make E the subject gives:
E =
j
σ
− v×B (1.31)
And taking the curl:
∇× E = −∇× (v×B− j
σ
) (1.32)
Then equating Ohm’s Law and Faraday’s law:
− dB
dt
= −∇× (v×B− j
σ
) (1.33)
dB
dt
= ∇× (v×B− j
σ
) (1.34)
Substituting Ampere’s law (Equation 1.9) into this equation where dE
dt
= 0 rear-
ranging to make j the subject j = 1
µ0
∇×B
dB
dt
= ∇× (v×B− 1
µ0σ
∇×B) = ∇× (v×B) + 1
µ0σ
∇2B (1.35)
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A dimensional analysis using ∇ → 1
LB
where LB is the characteristic length over
which the field varies produces the following:
B
τ
=
V B
LB
+
B
τd
(1.36)
where we define the magnetic diffusion time-scale as τd = µoσ0L
2
B and τ is the
characteristic time over which the magnetic field varies. The ratio of the first and
second terms on the RHS define the magnetic Reynolds number. This can be used
to determine if a medium is diffusion (second term) or flow (first term) dominated.
RM =
V B/LB
B/τd
=
V/LB
1/µ0σ0L2B
= µoσ0LBV (1.37)
When RM  1 the diffusion term can be neglected as it is much smaller than the
flow term. The plasma is deemed frozen-in as the magnetic field moves together
with the plasma flow. Note that in a diffusion-dominated region the plasma is able
to move across the magnetic field lines.
The Lundquist number is an alternative ratio which can help determine what
the dominant forces in a plasma are. The Lundquist number is given by:
S =
vAL
η∗
(1.38)
where vA is the Alfve´n speed =
B√
µ0ρ
, η∗ = 1
µ0σ
and L is the global scale length.
High Lundquist numbers indicate a plasma that is highly conducting and, as with
a high magnetic Reynolds number, indicate frozen-in-flow (Schindler and Hornig ,
2001). In this thesis, we investigate the plasma in the solar wind environment
which is a region with high Lundquist and magnetic Reynolds numbers. This
indicates that this is a region in which the plasma is frozen-in to the magnetic
field.
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1.4.3 Magnetic Pressure and Tension
The magnetic total force term in MHD equations is given by:
Fm = j×B (1.39)
Using Ampere’s law (Equation 1.9) this can be re-written as:
Fm =
1
µ0
[(∇×B)×B] (1.40)
Which can be expressed as:
Fm = −∇⊥( B
2
2µ0
) +
B2
µ0
Rc
Rc
(1.41)
Where Rc is the radius of curvature of the magnetic field lines and Rc is the
magnitude of this radius. The first term is the magnetic pressure acting in the
direction perpendicular to B caused by a gradient in magnetic field strength and
the second term is the magnetic tension force which acts to ‘straighten’ curved
magnetic field lines. These forces are relevant for any non-uniform field. In the
solar wind, the subject of investigation in this thesis, we would not expect the
magnetic field to be completely uniform at any time and thus these forces are
relevant to any study.
1.4.4 Plasma Beta, β
Plasma β is the ratio of the plasma to magnetic pressure. Plasma pressure, as-
suming an isotropic plasma, is given by:
pp = nkBT (1.42)
and magnetic pressure is given by:
pm =
B2
2µ0
(1.43)
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Thus the plasma β is given by:
β =
2µ0nkBT
B2
(1.44)
where n is the number density of the medium, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is
the temperature, B is the magnetic field strength and µ0 is the permeability of free
space. For more detail on MHD in its various forms please refer to Baumjohann
and Treumann (1997).
1.5 Other Relevant Plasma Structures
This section contains a brief description of some terms which will be used later in
this thesis.
Flux Tubes and Flux Ropes
A flux tube is a region of enclosed magnetic field with constant flux (for examples
in the solar wind context see: Moldwin et al., 2000; Bruno et al., 2001, 2007).
The magnetic field orientation at the boundary of the flux tube is parallel to the
boundary (the boundary is often modelled as a current sheet). These regions are
often cylindrical and tube-like in nature (hence the name flux tube). Flux ropes
are groups of twisted magnetic flux tubes (Solanki , 1996).
Shocks
Shocks are transitional layers between regions of different plasma parameters (De
Hoffmann and Teller , 1950). There are three different types of shock to consider
in a plasma that obeys the laws of magnetohydrodynamics: slow mode, interme-
diate and fast-mode shocks (Kantrowitz and Petschek , 1966). Slow and fast-mode
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shocks are both compressive: the difference between them being that the tangen-
tial component of the magnetic field decreases as plasma flows across a slow mode
shock and increases across a fast mode shock. An intermediate-mode shock is non-
compressive (Kennel et al., 1985). For a more detailed look at shocks in plasmas
see Balogh and Treumann (2013).
Current Sheets
Current sheets (e.g. Speiser , 1973; Scheper and Hassam, 1998) appear between
regions of oppositely-directed magnetic field lines. Charged particles move around
magnetic field lines in a helix shape, the direction of which depends on the sign
of the charge of the particle in question (as previously discussed in Section 1.3.3).
Figure 1.1 shows the basic concept of how a current sheet is formed. The red
and green arrows indicate the magnetic field at opposite sides of the current sheet.
Because the two magnetic field regions are oppositely-directed, like charges around
each of the regions will be moving in the same direction in the boundary between
the two. This will cause a current in the region between the magnetic field regions
which is shown here by the black circles, to be directed out of the page. In the solar
wind, many such current sheets will form as there are many regions of magnetic
field directed towards and away from the Sun (Priest , 1985; Li , 2008).
Turbulence
Turbulence (Kolmogorov , 1941), which is defined as chaotic changes in a sub-
stance, can occur in any situation that has a flow. In turbulent flows we often
see that the pressure or flow velocity of the substance changes over time scales
much shorter than that of the lifespan of the system. Turbulence is increased in
a plasma environment the further the plasma is from thermodynamic equilibrium
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Figure 1.1: This sketch shows the basic shape of a current sheet between two sets
of oppositely directed magnetic field lines, indicated by the red and green arrows.
The black circles indicate the direction of the current out of the page as denoted
by the curl of the field.
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(Tu and Marsch, 1995; Bruno and Carbone, 2013). There are two main ways that
turbulence is caused by the movement away from equilibrium: plasma currents
and spatial gradients (Pupodopoulos , 2009).
1.6 The Sun and the Solar Wind
1.6.1 Basic Solar Parameters
The Sun is the source of the space plasma that is analysed in this thesis. It is a
4.5 billion year old star that is approximately halfway through its lifespan (Meyer ,
2007). The Sun has a mass of 2 × 1030 kg, a radius of 6.9 × 108 m and is made
up predominately of hydrogen ( 90%) and helium ( 10%) (Gu¨del , 2007). The Sun
consists of many layers; the central part of the Sun, the ‘Core’, is the source of
energy via proton- proton chain, the next section is the ‘Radiative zone’, energy
is transported outwards via predominately radiative methods, the outer section of
the Sun is called the ‘Convection zone’ where convection is now the dominant form
of energy transport (Marsch, 2006; Howe, 2009).
The Solar atmosphere is made up of a further three layers. The photosphere is
the innermost region, then the chromosphere and finally the corona which is the
outer atmosphere of the Sun and extends out into the heliosphere. The Sun rotates
differentially; the equator rotates much more rapidly than the poles (Meyer , 2007).
1.6.2 The Solar Cycle
The solar cycle is the cyclic fluctuation of solar activity over the course of approx-
imately 11 years (Hathaway , 2010). The periodic activity is most clearly reflected
in the sunspot number which fluctuates greatly, from zero at the solar minimum
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Figure 1.2: The yearly-averaged sunspot numbers from 1610-2010, image credit
NASA.
to sometimes over 200 at solar maximum during a given cycle. The daily sunspot
number has been recorded since 1849 which gives us a long term (in terms of human
life at least) idea of the fluctuation of sunspot numbers (see Figure 1.2). It is shown
that there is a great variation in the sunspot number for various solar maxima,
from less than 10 sunspots to almost 200. The Maunder Minimum (Eddy , 1976),
shown in Figure 1.2, in which there was a consistent period of very low sunspot
number, corresponds to a period of significantly below average temperatures in
Europe (Mullan, 2009). Figure 1.3 shows the direct connection between the to-
tal solar irradiance (shown on the top panel) and the sunspot number (shown on
the bottom panel). At the point of maximum solar irradiance we see the highest
number of sunspots (Borrero and Ichimoto, 2011).
The sunspot location changes over the solar cycle as shown by Figure 1.4. At
the start of the cycle the sunspots appear at approximately ±30◦ but towards the
end of the cycle sunspots are found nearer the equator (Solanki , 2008).
The Babcock model is used to help explain the changes in solar activity over the
solar cycle (Babcock , 1961). A sketch of the Babcock model is shown in Figure 1.5.
The first two images, stage 1, on the left of Figure 1.5 shows the Sun in its initial
bipolar field at the start of a solar cycle. The plasma of the Sun is frozen into the
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Figure 1.3: The total solar irradiance and the monthly sunspot numbers for the
years from 1975 to 2015 (Hansen, 2013).
Figure 1.4: The diagram shows the positions of sunspots in latitude on the sun from
1873 to 2010. The vertical dashed lines indicate the sunspot minimum (Solanki ,
2008).
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Figure 1.5: The 3 main stages of the Babcock model. At stage 1 the Sun has a
dipole field, at stage 2 the magnetic field lines have been twisted under the surface
of the Sun by differential rotation, in the 3rd stage bipolar magnetic field regions
form and loops of magnetic field break the surface. These bipolar loops neutralise
and merge at the equator and the polarity of the solar dipole switches around.
Adapted from Babcock (1961)
solar magnetic field and so the plasma will move with the magnetic field and vice
versa. As the Sun rotates differentially with the plasma at the equator rotating
much quicker than that at the poles the magnetic field will get stretched out at
the equator. This is seen at stage 2 where the submerged magnetic field lines have
been dragged around. Stage 3 shows where the magnetic field has formed loops due
to instabilities formed by twisting. In a fourth stage these loops naturally move
towards the surface due to their magnetic buoyancy and produce bipolar magnetic
regions (BMRs) associated with the formation of sunspot regions. These BMRs
move towards the solar equator and the magnetic field is neutralised and reversed
(Babcock , 1961; Charbonneau, 2010).
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) and flares are associated mostly with stage
3 of the Babcock model in the active regions (although they can occur at any
time during the solar cycle). CMEs and flares are caused by the reconnection of
magnetic field on the surface of the Sun and they expel matter out into the solar
wind. For more details see Mullan (2009).
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1.6.3 The Solar Wind
The solar wind is an ionised, highly-conducting plasma that flows continuously
and near radially outward from the Sun at speeds which are both supersonic and
super-Alfve´nic (Parker , 1958, 1965). It arises as the inward force of solar gravity
is less than the outward corona pressure, and thus the plasma is driven outwards
(Marsch, 2006; Meyer , 2007).
The atmosphere of the Sun is not in static equilibrium. In the Parker model
of the solar wind the atmosphere is considered to be steady, spherically symmetric
and isothermal. The following equations are those for a steady atmosphere with a
radial velocity, v.
d
dr
(r2ρv) = 0 (1.45)
ρv
dv
dr
= −dp
dr
− Gmpρ
r2
(1.46)
Here r = radial distance from the sun, ρ = mass density, v = flow speed, p =
the gas pressure, G = the gravitational constant and mp = is the proton mass.
Substitute in cs = (p/ρ)
1/2 the speed of sound:
ρv
dv
dr
= −c2s
dρ
dr
− Gmpρ
r2
(1.47)
Dividing through by ρ:
v
dv
dr
= −c
2
s
ρ
dρ
dr
− Gmp
r2
(1.48)
Substituting ρ = 1
r2v
:
v
dv
dr
= −c2sr2v
d
dr
(
1
r2v
)− Gmp
r2
(1.49)
rearrange:
v
dv
dr
= −c2sr2v(
2
r3v
− 1
r2v2
dv
dr
)− Gmp
r2
(1.50)
v
dv
dr
− c
2
s
v
dv
dr
=
2c2s
r
− Gmp
r2
(1.51)
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(v − c
2
s
v
)
dv
dr
=
2cs
r2
(r − rc) (1.52)
where rc =
mpGM
4kT
. There are several sets of solutions to this equation. Of the two
physical solutions one gives a ’solar breeze’ where the outflow is very slow. The
other is the now accepted solution where the solar wind is subsonic near the Sun
and increases in speed with radial distance.
The real solar wind (Ogilvie and Coplan, 1995) is comprised of both a fast
and slow component. Each have sightly different properties. The most obvious
difference is the speed of the two components; the slow solar wind (Schwadron
and McComas , 2003) has a speed of approximately 400 km s−1 ± 100 km s−1
whereas the fast solar wind (Hassler et al., 1999) has a speed in the region of
800 km s−1 ± 100 km s−1. The slow solar wind is on average much more dense
than the fast solar wind with the slow solar wind having an average density of
approximately 10 cm−3 and the fast wind 3 cm−3. In the slow solar wind the
electron temperature is higher than that of the protons (but the reverse is true
in the fast solar wind). In the slow solar wind the proton temperature is near
isotropic but in the fast solar wind the parallel temperature is higher than the
perpendicular temperature. The slow solar wind tends to have a much larger
proportion of helium particles. The fast solar wind streams have been linked to
coronal holes as their open magnetic field structure is thought to accelerate solar
wind plasma to higher speeds. The slow solar wind’s origin is not well-defined but
is thought to be emitted from regions of closed magnetic field lines (Marsch, 2006).
The solar wind, being highly conductive, and with a magnetic Reynolds number
RM ' 7× 1016, is considered frozen into the magnetic field of the Sun at least for
the distances which we will be considering in this thesis, and thus the outward
solar wind flow drags the magnetic field lines along with a footpoint anchored in
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Figure 1.6: The magnetic field lines of the Sun are frozen into the outflowing solar
wind plasma and so are dragged out with it, with a footpoint anchored in the solar
atmosphere. Due to solar rotation the footpoint is rotated round the Sun bending
the field lines into an archimedian spiral shape (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997;
Parker , 1968).
the solar atmosphere. Due to the additional effect of solar rotation, the magnetic
field lines are bent into an Archimedean spiral shape (Parker , 1968), as shown
in Figure 1.6. Here the frozen in plasma is indicated by the circles labelled 1-5.
The arrows indicate the movement of this plasma away from the Sun and the bold
black line shows the shape of the frozen-in field line.
The radial and azimuthal field components are the basis of a simple mathe-
matical model of the interplanetary magnetic field. The radial field strength B(r)
is given by:
Br =
B0dA0
dA
(1.53)
where B0 is the strength of the magnetic field at the solar surface, dA0 is a unit
area at the solar surface, dA is an area with equal B flux passing through it as dA0
at a distance r from the Sun.
Here the magnetic field strength Br is a ratio of the areas that the initial
magnetic flux B0 passes through as we move away from the Sun. We need to put
this into a form we can define with variables that can easily be measured. We can
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consider that dA is the same fraction of a sphere of radius r as dA0 is to a sphere of
the solar radius, R0. dA = dA0(
4pir2
4piR20
) = dA0(
r2
R20
). Substituting this into Equation
1.53:
Br =
B0dA0
( r
R0
)2dA0
= B0(
R0
r
)2 (1.54)
The azimuthal field strength is:
Bφ =
−Ω
Ur
B0(
R20
r
) (1.55)
where Ω is the angular frequency of solar rotation and Ur is the radial velocity
component of the solar wind. The azimuthal magnetic field is dependent on the
ratio between the angular frequency of the solar rotation and the radial velocity
component of the solar wind (Parker , 1968).
As Br ∝ 1r2 and Bφ ∝ 1r the spiral winds tighter with increasing distance away
from the Sun. Additionally the interplanetary magnetic field lines can be divided
into sectors depending on whether they are directed sunward or antisunward. The
boundaries between two sectors of oppositely-directed field lines must have current
sheets. The overall structure of the solar magnetic field gives rise to the heliospheric
current sheet whose shape has been likened to that of a ballerina’s skirt, as shown
in Figure 1.7. The black lines indicate the magnetic field, and the surface shown
is that of the HCS. However this is a simplified version.
Solar Cycle effect on the Solar Wind
The solar cycle effect is also seen in the solar wind (Marsch, 2006; McComas
et al., 2008), which is illustrated in Figure 1.8: the top 3 images show the solar
wind speed over each orbit over the poles of the Sun as measured by the Ulysses
spacecraft. The first orbit, shown on the left hand panel, was made during the solar
minimum, the time of lowest solar activity during a cycle. It showed that there are
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Figure 1.7: A simplified view of the heliospheric current sheet (Baumjohann and
Treumann, 1997; Parker , 1968).
two distinct regions; around the equator the solar wind is predominately slow, at
speeds of approximately 300 km s−1 whereas, at higher latitudes the solar wind is
much faster at speeds of up to 1000 km s−1. The second orbit, shown in the middle
panel, occurred during the solar maximum. In this image there is no longer the
distinction in solar wind speed between the equator and higher latitudes, instead
the fast and slow solar wind speeds occur at all latitudes. The panel on the right
shows the final orbit of the Ulysses spacecraft during the next solar minimum.
The bottom panel shows the solar activity with the sunspot number in black and
the average current sheet tilt in red. The current sheet tilt is the angle between
the heliospheric current sheet and the equator. Thus any observations of the solar
wind will be affected by the solar cycle (McComas et al., 2008).
1.6.4 Solar Events
Solar Flares
Solar flares (Carrington, 1859) occur predominantly in the corona at or between
regions of flux cancellation (Haisch, 1989). They release energy at a rate of ap-
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Figure 1.8: The top 3 panels show the three orbits that the Ulysses spacecraft
made around the Sun. The leftmost panel, Ulysses first orbit, is during the solar
minimum, the second orbit is during solar maximum and and the final panel show-
ing the final orbit is during the next solar minimum. The graphs show the solar
wind speeds over each latitude that the spacecraft encountered, where the red line
shows instances where the solar IMF was facing outward and the blue line shows
instances where the solar IMF was facing inward. The bottom panels show the
solar activity levels over the time period that Ulysses was active with the black
line indicating the number of sunspots and the red line indicating the tilt of the
heliospheric current sheet. (McComas et al., 2008)
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proximately 1023 J in a total time frame of between 10− 100 ms (Machado et al.,
1988). Flares release radiation from across the electromagnetic spectrum. They
are often associated with Coronal Mass Ejections (Haisch, 1989).
Coronal Mass Ejections
Coronal Mas Ejections (CMEs) are large ‘bubbles’ of coronal plasma and magnetic
field being ejected at speed from the Sun which are thought to be propelled out-
wards via magnetic reconnection in the solar atmosphere (Hansen et al., 1971). The
properties of CMEs vary greatly: speeds are often in the range of 300−3000 km s−1,
masses range from 5× 1012− 5× 1013 kg and the energy contained ranges between
1023 − 1024 J (Gosling et al., 1974, 1976). The daily occurrence frequency of
CMEs ranges from approximately once per day during the solar minimum to ap-
proximately 4 times per day at solar maximum (Howard et al., 1985; Bothmer ,
2006).
Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs)
Co-rotating interaction regions (Hundhausen, 1973; Bryant et al., 1963; Hunda-
hausen and Burlaga, 1975), so called as they co-rotate with the Sun (as the plasma
is frozen-in to the Sun’s magnetic field which is rotating), are formed due to the
compression between regions of fast and slow solar wind. CIRs are particularly
observed in the region of the heliosphere between 2-6 AU (Smith and Wolfe, 1976).
The compression occurs as the high speed solar wind streams ‘catch up’ with slow
solar wind streams. The leading edge of the CIR is a pressure wave that moves
into the slow region and the trailing edge is a pressure wave moving into the fast
region (Hundhausen and Gosling , 1976). Figure 1.9 shows an illustration of a CIR
(Hundhausen, 1973). The solid lines indicate the magnetic field and the arrows
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Figure 1.9: An illustration of a co-rotating interaction region The solid lines indi-
cate the magnetic field and the arrows show the direction of the IMF. The darkest
shaded region shows the compressed slow solar wind and the other shaded region
shows the fast solar wind. (Hundhausen, 1973)
show the direction of the solar wind flow. The darkest shaded region shows the
compressed slow solar wind and the other shaded region shows the fast solar wind
(Hundhausen, 1973).
1.7 Earth’s Bowshock and Foreshock
In this thesis we will be considering the ambient solar wind, but as we are using the
Cluster spacecraft to obtain data we must be able to determine whether Cluster
is in the ambient solar wind and/or if its observations can be affected by the
Earth’s magnetosphere. Figure 1.10 shows a representation of the magnetic field
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environment around Earth. The blue circle indicates the location of Earth, the
green lines show the Earth’s magnetic field, the orange shaded area shows the
plasma sheet, the red line indicates the position of the Earth’s bow shock and the
yellow arrows show the incoming solar wind.
In this thesis we are not concerned with any of the data within the Earth’s bow
shock, instead we ensure that the data that we use is outside and not connected
to it.
1.7.1 Bow shock
The Earth’s bow shock is formed as the supersonic solar wind encounters the
Earth’s magnetic field (Ness et al., 1964; Gosling et al., 1967). The solar wind
downstream of the bowshock, in the magnetosheath must be slowed to subsonic
speeds as it consists of shocked plasma (Argo et al., 1967).
The angle of incidence of the solar wind IMF to the bow shock causes different
types of shocks to appear along the boundary. The two extreme of these are
perpendicular and parallel shocks. Perpendicular shocks (Kennel et al., 1985),
which are often located on the evening side of the bow shock have a small ‘foot’
and overshoot on either side of the discontinuity as is shown in Figure 1.10.
1.7.2 Foreshock
The parallel shock (Parker , 1961) found on the morning side of the bow shock is
known as the foreshock (Asbridge et al., 1968; Fairfield , 1969; Greenstadt , 1976).
There are oscillations of the magnetic field travelling up and downstream, these
oscillations can be found at large distances upstream of the shock (Kennel et al.,
1985).
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Figure 1.10: A schematic representation of a typical solar wind - magnetic field
interaction. The yellow arrows indicate a typical solar wind flow, the red line
the Earth’s bow shock, the green lines the Earth’s magnetic field and the orange
shaded region in the plasma sheet. The grey arrows indicate a typical IMF and
the purple arrows indicate the direction of the shock on the morning side (in the
parallel shock case) and on the evening side (in the perpendicular shock case). The
boxes next to each of the shock arrows indicates what the magnetic shock profile
looks like in each case.
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This means that if the Cluster spacecraft were upstream of the foreshock and
magnetically connected to the bowshock it is likely that the Cluster spacecraft will
see a highly oscillatory magnetic field (Russell et al., 1983) and suprathermal ions
propagating upstream (Gosling et al., 1984).
The spacecraft could also encounter foreshock events such as foreshock cavi-
ties in which the plasma density and magnetic field is depressed and there is an
increased flux of energetic ions (Parks et al., 2006).
1.8 Magnetic Reconnection
Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental plasma process that occurs in thin current
sheets, in which the frozen-in field condition of MHD is violated in such a man-
ner that pairs of magnetic field lines merge to produce topological changes in the
global field (Giovanelli , 1947; Parker , 1957, 1963; Sweet , 1958; Vasyliunas , 1975;
Gosling et al., 2005). The process of magnetic reconnection converts magnetic
field energy to bulk flow energy and plasma heating (Parker , 1963; Gosling et al.,
2006). The amount of energy converted depends on the reconnection rate, duration
of reconnection and the extent of the reconnection X-line (Petschek , 1964; Phan
et al., 2009). Reconnection allows magnetic field regions and plasma that were
previously independent to interact. For example the reconnection of the interplan-
etary magnetic field with the Earth’s magnetic field at the magnetopause allows
the solar wind plasma to stream down reconnected field lines into the magneto-
sphere (Dungey , 1961). Magnetic reconnection, as shown in Figure 1.11, involves
magnetic field lines, which have an anti-parallel component, merging. Figure 1.11
is a 2-dimensional cut through a reconnection region. A point appears where the
two magnetic field lines merge (X-point) and reconnect to form new magnetic field
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Figure 1.11: Oppositely directed field lines merge together to change the topology
of the magnetic field. A point appears where the two magnetic field lines merge
(X-point) and reconnect to form new magnetic field lines which move away from
the X-point due to magnetic tension forces (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997).
lines which move away from the X-point due to magnetic tension forces (Dungey ,
1953).
A simple 2D model of steady state magnetic reconnection is shown in Figure
1.12. Here there are 2 main regions: the ‘external region’ and the ‘diffusion region’
(Petschek , 1964). In this configuration there is a non-vanishing electric field in
the direction out of the page and the magnetic field vanishes at the neutral point
(in the centre of the diffusion region). In the ‘external region’ the 2 inflow regions
have oppositely-directed magnetic field lines which move towards each other in the
x direction as denoted by the grey arrows. The magnetic field lines are moving
towards each other due to the force acting on them directed towards the centre
supplied by the non-vanishing electric field directed out of the page. In the external
region IMHD applies as the plasma is highly ideal (S  1) (Schindler and Hornig ,
2001).
The ‘diffusion region’ is separated on Figure 1.12 into the ion diffusion region
(shaded in red), and the electron diffusion region (shaded in blue). In the diffusion
region the Reynolds number is near 1, and the locally defined Lundquist number
(where L is replaced by δ) is much smaller than the global Lundquist number and
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so the plasma is not frozen in, resistive diffusion can occur and plasma can move
across magnetic field lines (Biskamp, 1986). As is shown on Figure 1.12 the size of
the diffusion region for electrons and ions is different. The ion diffusion region is
the larger of the two regions and encompasses the electron diffusion region. This is
because the electrons and ions have different inertias and so the electrons remain
frozen in closer to the reconnection site. The differing sizes of the ion and electron
diffusion regions means that there is a dielectric effect between the two regions
where there is a gradient in charge density. This effect produces the Hall current
which is indicated by the dotted arrowed lines. These currents also produce the
Hall magnetic field indicated inside the Hall current loops.
The outflow region contains reconnected magnetic field lines along with plasma
from both inflow regions that has been accelerated by reconnection (Sato, 1979).
This outflow is often referred to as a reconnection exhaust (and is how we will refer
to it for the remainder of this thesis) and is characterised by an increase in ion
velocity in the direction away from the reconnection site. Models of reconnection
have been updated and revised since the theory was first introduced, we discuss
some of the relevant theories below.
1.8.1 Sweet-Parker Model
The Sweet-Parker model (Sweet , 1958; Parker , 1957) is one of the first attempts to
describe reconnection. Sweet’s mechanism for magnetic reconnection is described
in Figure 1.13. Here there are two regions of magnetic field lines embedded in
a conducting fluid (a plasma) which are directed anti-parallel to each other. If
these two regions are pressed together (as indicated by the short arrows) then
this plasma will get ‘squeezed out’ between the two regions as shown by the long
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Figure 1.12: A simple 2D model of magnetic reconnection (Torbert et al., 2016).
The thick black vertical lines represent the magnetic field lines that are moving
towards each other, the reconnected field lines are indicated by the thin black lines
and the outflow jets are indicated by the thick blue arrows. The plasma inflow
is shown by the thin blue arrows and the red arrows show the electron inflow in
the ion diffusion region. The ion diffusion region in indicated by the red shaded
region and the electron diffusion region is indicated by the blue shaded area. The
Hall currents are indicated by the dashed arrows and the Hall magnetic fields are
indicated by the dotted and crossed circles.
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arrows, which allows the field lines to move closer together and merge. In this
diagram there is a neutral point in the centre where the magnetic field lines merge.
The transition layer where the plasma is being squeezed is indicated by the width
2l and the overall size of the two regions is given by the width 2L (Parker , 1963).
In this model it is assumed that the diffusion region is thin and that it’s length is
of the same order of magnitude as the scale length, l, and the external region is
homogeneous. From these assumptions the reconnection rate is given by the ratio
between the inflow speed and the Alfve´n speed:
M =
Vin
VA
=
√
η
µ0LVA
=
1√
S
(1.56)
where Vin is the inflow speed, η is the resistivity and S is the Lunquist number.
The main limitation with the Sweet - Parker model is that it gives reconnection
rates which are much too low to explain the rapid energy release in, for example,
solar flares (Parker , 1963). An example of a laboratory test of the Sweet-Parker
theory is given in Ji et al. (1999)
1.8.2 Petschek Model
The Sweet-Parker model only takes into account diffusion for the conversion of
magnetic field energy into other forms. The Petschek model (Petschek , 1964) also
includes the effects of propagation of Alfve´n waves and thus we get a slightly
different topology for the reconnection as shown in Figure 1.14. In this model
the original current sheet is bifurcated into two slow mode shock waves which
propagate away from the Sweet-Parker current sheet, indicated on the figure as
the length 2y*, which is much smaller than the overall length of the system. In the
Petschek model both diffusion and wave propagation are important mechanisms
for the annihilation of magnetic field energy in different regions of the reconnection.
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Figure 1.13: The Sweet mechanism for magnetic reconnection. Regions of oppo-
sitely directed field lines embedded in a plasma are pushed together, the plasma
is squeezed out between the two regions allowing the magnetic field lines to move
closer together and merge. The distance 2l indicates the transition layer where
the plasma is being squeezed out and 2L indicated the width of the two regions.
(Parker , 1963)
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Diffusion is faster and therefore more dominant near the X-point and central Sweet-
Parker current sheet. The rate of diffusion decreases with distance from the X-
point and thus further from the X-point wave-propagation will be the dominant
mechanism. This means that local to the X-point the Sweet-Parker model holds
(Parker , 1957; Kulsrud , 2001). Where wave propagation dominates, the field lines
will be bent sharply at the wave rather than bending gradually over the whole
boundary (Petschek , 1964). In this case the maximum reconnection rate is where
the magnetic field at the diffusion region is half that of the magnetic field outside
the reconnection region, Bdiff =
1
2
B where Bdiff = B(1− 4Mpi ln( LLe )) and Le is the
global external length scale. Thus the reconnection rate is given by:
M <
pi
8
1
lnR
(1.57)
where R is the magnetic Reynolds number. In this model the reconnection rates
can be much larger than those found in the Sweet-Parker model which helps to
better explain solar flare phenomenon (Petschek , 1964). However the numerical
simulation conducted by Biskamp (1986) concluded that the Sweet-Parker mech-
anism is the more realistic solution.
1.8.3 Fast Reconnection Model
We define fast reconnection (Priest and Forbes , 1992) as being where the reconnec-
tion rate is faster than the maximum rate predicted by the Sweet-Parker Model.
There are two different models of fast reconnection (Sonnerup, 1988); almost-
uniform reconnection, where the magnetic fields are approximately uniform and
anti-parallel, and non-uniform reconnection, where the magnetic field lines are
strongly curved. In the almost-uniform model Petschek’s model is a special case,
as the magnetic field lines are only slightly curved. Fast reconnection is achieved
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Figure 1.14: The Petschek model which includes wave propagation. The thick
solid lines indicate the boundary layer where the magnetic field lines bend sharply
(Petschek , 1964).
in this case as the x-line diffusion region shortens as the driving rate of reconnec-
tion is increased. The other, non-uniform case has strongly curved magnetic field
lines and so the magnetic field strength at the diffusion region is increased (Priest
and Forbes , 1986). This is often known as flux pile-up as the magnetic flux near
the diffusion region has been increased. It also differs from the uniform case as
the diffusion region lengthens with increased driving rate of reconnection. The
non-uniform model has some similar features to the almost-uniform case but also
includes some features that were found in numerical simulations (e.g. Biskamp,
1986; Lee and Fu, 1986); spikes of reversed current at the end of the diffusion
region and strong jets of plasma along the separatrix lines. The separatrix lines
are those lines that divide different regions of magnetic flux.
In the next chapter we will discuss magnetic reconnection in more detail in the
solar wind environment.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
It was discovered by Gosling et al. (2005) that magnetic reconnection occurs in the
solar wind environment. Solar wind reconnection events give us a unique oppor-
tunity to study various aspects of magnetic reconnection that had not previously
been possible to observe, as the solar wind current sheets do not have the limit-
ing and fluctuating boundary conditions, in both time and space, that are seen
in environments such as the laboratory or in the Earth’s magnetosphere (Davis
et al., 2006). The solar wind rapidly convects structures associated with a mag-
netic reconnection event over a spacecraft, allowing us to see a snapshot of the
event. Additionally, we may view individual events using multiple spacecraft due
to their number in the solar wind. For example, the Advanced Composition Ex-
plorer (ACE) and Wind spacecraft are permanently situated in the solar wind and
Cluster and Geotail spend large portions of their orbit in the solar wind at certain
times of the year. This allows us to do multi-spacecraft analysis on e.g. a recon-
nection exhaust over large distances, spanning 100s of RE, and time scales of a few
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hours or greater.
The current idealised 2D magnetic reconnection model for the solar wind as
devised by Gosling is as show in Figure 2.1. Reconnection acts to bifurcate the
original undisturbed current sheet into the two current sheets labelled A1 and
A2, due to the continual inflow into the reconnection site and propagation of
pairs of Alfve´nic disturbances along the field (Gosling , 2011). These two current
sheets bound the reconnection exhaust, which is shown pointing away from the
reconnection site. The magnetic field is represented by the solid arrows and can be
seen to rotate significantly over each of the current sheets. The figure also shows
an example of a spacecraft trajectory through such an exhaust as represented by
the dotted arrowed line. From the point of view of the spacecraft, a magnetic field
rotation should occur as it crosses each of the two current sheets and it should
observe an acceleration of the plasma (the reconnection exhaust) between the two
current sheets.
From this information it is clear that the main signature of magnetic reconnec-
tion should be the finding of accelerated or decelerated flows within a bifurcated
magnetic field reversal region. The reconnection exhuast accelerates ions to speeds
of the order 30 km s−1. Depending on the orientation of the magnetic reconnec-
tion event this acceleration will appear as an accelerated or decelerated flow. If
the reconnection site is positioned sunward of the traversing spacecraft the ions
will appear to have been accelerated, as the increase in ion velocity is in the same
direction as the bulk flow. If, however, the reconnection site is anti-sunward of the
traversing spacecraft then the ions will appear to have been decelerated, as the
increase in ion velocity is in the opposite direction to the bulk solar wind flow. It
is therefore often necessary to calculate the sum of the changes to the components
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Figure 2.1: An idealised view of 2D reconnection in the solar wind. The original
current sheet has been bifurcated to form two current sheets labelled A1 and A2
which bound the reconnection exhaust flowing away from the reconnection site.
The magnetic field lines (shown by the solid black arrows) are seen to rotate over
each of the two current sheets. A typical spacecraft trajectory is also shown by
the dotted arrow (Gosling et al., 2005).
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of the ion velocity to get an accurate view of the ion velocity change.
The accelerated flows should theoretically be Alfve´nic as the plasma in the
reconnection exhaust is frozen into the magnetic field (Parker , 1963; Petschek ,
1964). This magnetic field is moving away from the X-point due to the magnetic
tension forces. Alfve´n waves propagate due to the ion mass density and the mag-
netic tension force, driving the reconnected magnetic field lines away from the
reconnection X-point (Alfve´n, 1942). Therefore the magnetic field lines will move
away from the X-point at a maximum of the Alfve´n velocity:
VA =
B√
µ0ρ
(2.1)
where B is the magnetic field strength, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and ρ
is the mass density of the plasma. It is possible to have a velocity lower than this
if the transition from magnetic energy to kinetic energy is not 100% efficient.
An example of spacecraft encountering a magnetic reconnection event in the
solar wind is shown in Figure 2.2. This data is taken from 3 spacecraft, ACE,
Cluster-3 and Wind which all saw the same magnetic reconnection event on the
2nd February 2002 (Phan et al., 2006). The panels (a) and (b) show data from the
ACE spacecraft in GSE coordinates, with the magnetic field data shown in panel
(a) and the ion velocity data shown in panel (b). Data from Cluster 3 and Wind
are shown in panels (c) and (d) and (e) and (f) respectively. The data shows a
bifurcated magnetic field structure: there are two distinct rotations, between which
there is an increase in ion velocity. For example Cluster spacecraft observations
show two rotations of the magnetic field at 02:32UT and 02:34UT predominately
in the GSEz direction (red trace). ACE initially sees the event at approximately
01:30 UT with Cluster 3 and Wind and observing at approximately 02:30 UT and
04:00 UT respectively. This means that reconnection was occurring for at least
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Figure 2.2: Magnetic field data and ion velocity data in GSE co-ordinates for the
spacecraft ACE, Cluster and Wind of the same magnetic reconnection event that
passed over the 3 spacecraft over a time frame of a few hours. The magnetic field
data shows a magnetic field rotation predominately in the z-direction and the ion
velocity data shows a velocity enhancement over the rotation also predominately
in the z direction. (Phan et al., 2006)
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Figure 2.3: 3D representation of the event on the 2nd February 2002 with the
positions of the two current sheets, indicated in blue, relative to the ecliptic plane,
indicated in yellow, and the position of the 3 spacecraft relative to the Sun-Earth
frame are shown. The two red arrows indicate the direction out the outflow exhaust
and the red line indicates the position and direction of the X-line as measured by
the 3 spacecraft. The orange lines indicate the motion of the spacecraft relative to
the exhaust. (Phan et al., 2006)
2.5 hours. Additionally, the positions of the spacecraft can be used to determine
the lower limit to the length of the X-line. In this instance the X-line was found
to be at least 390 RE in length as illustrated by Figure 2.3. This figure shows the
extrapolated structure of a magnetic reconnection event in the solar wind based
on the magnetic field and ion velocity data shown in Figure 2.2. The blue planes
are the current sheets, the red line indicates the X-line and the red arrow indicates
the direction of the exhaust jet. The yellow plane indicates the ecliptic plane and
the Earth, Cluster, ACE and Wind spacecraft are marked.
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However there are several models for magnetic reconnection that have been
used to describe this phenomenon in other situations or environments.
2.2 Reconnection in the Magnetospheric
Context
2.2.1 Reconnection at the Magnetopause
Paschmann et al. (1979) found evidence for magnetic reconnection associated par-
ticle acceleration at the magnetopause. The reconnection model they devised is as
shown in Figure 2.4. Here the dashed line marks the magnetopause separating the
magnetosheath on the left, and the magnetosphere on the right. The magnetic field
in the magnetosheath is directed southward (indicated by the solid lines) whereas
in the magnetosphere it is directed northwards. Thus, where the two magnetic field
lines meet at the magnetopause, reconnection may occur. The reconnected field
lines and the plasma frozen into it are ejected poleward and equatorward at high
speed. Data from the ISEE mission which flew through this region (as indicated
by the dotted arrow) revealed the first evidence of these high speed jets.
A paper by Heyn et al. (1985) looked at the possible layers which may re-
sult from reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. They used essentially a 2D
MHD compressible Petschek-type model but generalised for the conditions at the
magnetopause. There are 4 possible discontinuities that can be present in the
reconnection in this model (as shown in Figure 2.5): A contact discontinuity, C,
inside the boundary layers separates plasma flow from the magnetosheath and
magnetosphere, a large amplitude Alfve´n rotational wave appearing on either side,
A and A˜, which deflects and accelerates plasma, a slow shock or rarefaction on
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Figure 2.4: Magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause. The dashed line marks
the magnetopause thus region 1 is the magnetosheath and region 2 is the magne-
tosphere. The solid lines indicate the magnetic field lines and the hatched region is
the boundary layer. The reconnected field lines are convected poleward. The dot-
ted arrow shows the trajectory that the ISEE spacecraft took when it flew through
this region (Paschmann et al., 1979).
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either side (depending on the inflow conditions), S− and S˜− or R− and R˜−. At
each of the discontinuities the magnetic field is slightly rotated, except at A where
there is a large rotation.
A slow mode shock is a a shock in which the magnetic pressure is lower in the
disturbed side of the shock than on the undisturbed side (the opposite is true of a
fast mode shock). A rarefaction is the reduction of density, thus a rarefaction wave
is a moving wave of low density. These rarefaction waves often occur with shock
waves. A switch off type shock is where the tangential magnetic field component is
switched off over the shock (a switch on type would have the tangential component
being switched on) Boyd and Sanderson (2003).
The general configuration in the Heyn model is AS−(R−)CS˜−(R˜−)A˜. The
Petschek model (Petschek , 1964) has symmetrical inflow conditions, which means
that for this case the Alfve´n wave and the slow shock on each side of the re-
connection event will merge into a single, switch off type, slow shock. With
non-symmetrical inflow conditions the two waves will be separate and must be
considered as such. If we consider the problem in 2D, with no transverse magnetic
fields or plasma flows, one of the Alfve´n discontinuities disappears and therefore
the configuration would be as shown in Figure 2.5; the heavy black lines represent
the magnetic field lines, the plasma flow is represented by the dashed lines, the
magnetosphere is labelled region I˜ and the magnetosheath region I. At the Alfve´n
wave, A and the slow shock wave S˜− the plasma is accelerated and escapes along
the magnetopause. This diagram also shows the slow rarefaction R−, red shaded
region, and a contact discontinuity C, the green arrow. The structure of recon-
nection here is AS−(R−)CS˜−(R˜−). Whether the wave is a slow shock wave or a
slow rarefaction wave depends on the inflow conditions. A slow shock will form if
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v > vACS and a slow rarefaction wave will form if v < vACS where:
vACS =
(µ− 1)2
4
γ(β + 1) + (2− γ)µ
γ(β + 1)− (µ+ 1) + (2− γ)µ (2.2)
where v = ρ˜0/ρ0, µ = B˜0, β =
8pip0
B20
and γ = cp
cv
the ratio of specific heats. This
is shown in Figure 2.5. Thus a spacecraft travelling through an exhaust of a
reconnection event should be able to distinguish these regions, given high enough
resolution data.
A spacecraft travelling through the event (for example from the magnetosphere,
I¯, to the magnetosheath, I) would observe a reconnection exhaust of the deflected
and accelerated magnetosphere plasma in the yellow region between the slow shock
S˜ and the contact discontinuity, a reconnection exhaust of deflected and acceler-
ated magnetosheath plasma which could be encountered in a number of regions
depending on where the spacecraft crosses, a region of low density plasma at the
rarefaction wave R− (red shaded region) and a large rotation of the magnetic field
at the Alfve´n wave, A, where a component of the magnetic field at either side of
the Alfve´n wave will be anti-parallel.
Recently the Magnetospheric Multiscale spacecraft (MMS) has been studying
magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. The MMS spacecraft is a set
of 4 identical spacecraft that was launched in 2015. Burch et al. (2016) describes
an encounter with a reconnection dissipation region on 8 December 2015 during the
first scan of the magnetopause. This event involved the radial traversal of guide
field reconnection. Other studies have reported electron energisation and mixing
in the diffusion region (Chen et al., 2016), observations of parallel electric fields
associated with reconnection (Ergun et al., 2016) and observations of an electron
outflow jet for asymmetric reconnection (Khotyaintsev et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.5: The heavy purple arrowed lines indicate the magnetic field lines, the
separatrix by the dashed lines, the magnetosphere is labelled region I˜ and the
magnetosheath region I. the ion flow from the magnetosphere is indicated by the
brown lines and the ion flow from the magnetopause region by the navy blue lines.
At the Alfvn wave, A (the blue arrowed line) and the slow shock wave S˜− (the yellow
arrowed line) the plasma is accelerated and escapes along the magnetopause. This
diagram also shows the slow rarefaction R− (the red hatched wedge) and a contact
discontinuity C (green arrowed line) (Heyn et al., 1985).
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2.2.2 Reconnection Models Including Hall Magnetic Fields
In Phan et al. (2007), a model for magnetic reconnection initiated in the magne-
tosheath was devised based on observations made by the Cluster 1 spacecraft as
it travelled though the magnetosheath. This region contains accelerated plasma
outflows, inter-penetrating ion beams, reconnection inflows, associated tangential
reconnection electric fields and Hall magnetic fields. This magnetic reconnection
configuration is summarised in Figure 2.6. This figure is drawn in the LMN co-
ordinate system where L is along the plasma outflow direction, M is in the X-line
direction and N is in the direction normal to the current sheet. Here the X-line
is indicated in the centre of the diagram with the inflow of plasma pointing to-
wards and the outflow jets pointing away from it. The Hall magnetic fields are
located either side of the outflow jet with the Hall current flowing round them, as
indicated by the dashed lines (Phan et al., 2007). The Hall currents exist because
the ion diffusion region and the electron diffusion region are not the same size. In
fact the ion diffusion region extends further from the reconnection X-line than the
electron diffusion region. This means that there will be a dielectric effect at the
boundary between the two regions as there is a charge gradient as well as between
the ion diffusion region and the background. These currents, labelled on Figure
2.6 as Hall currents, form a loop. This current loop produces a magnetic field due
to Ampere’s Law and is labelled on Figure 2.6 as the Hall magnetic field (Craig
et al., 2003).
2.2.3 Multiple Magnetic Reconnection Sites
It has also been suggested, initially by Lee and Fu (1986), that there could be
multiple reconnection sites in the same region, i.e. reconnection occurs in a ad-
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Figure 2.6: Hall magnetic fields are included in this model, located at either side
of the outflow jets. The Hall currents are indicated by the dashed arrows (Phan
et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.7: Multiple reconnection X-lines (adapted from Slavin et al. (2003)). Flux
rope structures have been formed due to a cross-tail current. The X-line with the
fastest reconnection rate is located in the centre and the reconnecting magnetic
field has enveloped the X-lines and flux ropes at either side of this line and thus
they will be ejected away from the dominant X-line. (Slavin et al., 2003)
jacent sites, which creates a magnetic loop between them. Multiple reconnection
sites will, in general, create flux rope structures (helical magnetic field). Where
there are several X-lines it is inevitable that one of them will reconnect at a faster
rate than the others and so will reconnect the field lines further out first. Thus,
the X-line with the highest reconnection rate will be the first to reconnect the
outer magnetic field lines which will serve to envelope all the flux ropes forming
on either side of the dominant X-line. This will force the plasma and magnetic
field structures away from the dominant X-line, along the current sheet. Figure
2.7 shows the configuration of the multiple X-line idea. The fastest reconnecting
field line in the centre has forced the magnetic field to envelope the other X-lines
and flux ropes at either side which will be expelled outwards (Lee and Fu, 1986).
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2.3 Owen and Cowley (1987a)
There are also single particle models of reconnection (e.g. Owen and Cowley ,
1987a), which are taken in the context of the geomagnetic tail. In the model
described in Owen and Cowley (1987a), which we will discuss in this section, it is
assumed that there is symmetrical inflow of plasma on either side of the current
sheet.
The time-independent model must be considered first. In the plane normal to
the neutral line, the configuration is as shown in Figure 2.8. In this case the X-line,
labelled XN is stationary. The central current sheet is indicated by the black solid
line, the magnetic field by the solid arrowed lines, the plasma sheet (occupied by
the plasma beams) by the blue hatched regions bounded by the blue dashed line
and the outer boundary of the high speed ions by the black dashed line. This
diagram illustrates reconnection for an inflow plasma velocity of 0.3VA, where VA
is the Alfve´n speed, and a reconnection rate of Ey = VAB/4. It is possible to
illustrate other reconnection rates by scaling the vertical axis proportionally with
the change in reconnection rate (Owen and Cowley , 1987a).
This model can then be used as the foundation for time-dependent reconnection
models in which, for example, the reconnection rate varied, or there was motion
of the neutral line. Considering first the model with time-dependant reconnection
rate, we use the steady state model shown in Figure 2.8 as a reference. In this
case we assume that the reconnection rate Ey is now time dependent; EyN(t).
Information about any changes in the reconnection rate are propagated along the
current sheet with the reconnecting X-lines and thus this information travels at
approximately the Alfve´n speed. Figure 2.9 shows the case where the reconnection
rate has been increased from that of Figure 2.8, to a rate 3 times as large after
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Figure 2.8: Steady state reconnection looking along the stationary X-line (labelled
XN). The horizontal solid black line indicates the current sheet, the solid arrowed
lines indicate the magnetic field, the blue hatched region is the plasma sheet (oc-
cupied by the plasma beams) and the black dashed lines show the boundary for
the high speed ions. This diagram shows reconnection for inflow plasma speeds of
0.3 VA and a reconnection rate of Ey = VAB/4 however it is possible to represent
other reconnection rates by scaling the vertical axis proportionally with the change
in reconnection rate (Owen and Cowley , 1987a).
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an arbitrary time τ has elapsed. The Bz has been tripled, and thus the event
boundaries are wider up to the point that the information regarding the change
in reconnection rate has travelled to: Vfτ . Lines a − a and b − b represent the
last reconnected field lines before the change and pass through the current sheet
at Vfτ at either side of the neutral line (Owen and Cowley , 1987a).
Secondly, time-dependent reconnection in the form of movement of the X-line is
considered; steady movement and an increase or decrease of the X-line speed. In the
situation where the X-line is in constant steady motion the resulting reconnection
configuration should appear as shown in Figure 2.10 (i). The neutral line is moving
at a speed of 0.7VA going from left to right. Previously in Figure 2.8 it was shown
that there was an asymmetry around the neutral line with a larger Bz to the left
of the neutral sheet due to the lobe moving from left to right whereas in this case
the neutral line speed exceeds the lobe speed and thus the asymmetry is switched
around. In part (ii) the neutral line has suddenly begun to travel at the speed in
(i) after initially being at rest. During the time τ that the neutral line has been
moving it has translated from point XN(0) to XN(τ). The last magnetic field lines
to be reconnected (a − a and b − b) have travelled a distance vfτ away from the
original neutral point location XN(0). Part (iii) shows a similar configuration to
part (ii) only this time the X-line has stopped moving from an original speed of
0.7VA going from left to right (Owen and Cowley , 1987a).
A variant on this time dependent model was produced by Semenov et al
(1983) and Biernat (1987) which is structured as Figure 2.11. In this case the
time dependence is due to a varying reconnection rate. The reconnected field
lines are caused to move by their tension with the Alfve´n velocity in the direction
of the reconnection exhaust. This unstable surface creates slow mode standing
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Figure 2.9: (i) shows the change in configuration with a ×3 increase in the recon-
nection rate. As information about variations in Ey at the neutral line propagates
at VF then only within the distance Vfτ has the field reached the new equilibrium.
Further than this the field is still in its original configuration. The change between
the two regimes occurs at a discontinuity at the point Vfτ either side of the neu-
tral line. Lines a− a and b− b represent the last reconnected field lines before the
change and pass through the current sheet at Vfτ at either side of the neutral line.
(ii) similar set up to (i) but in this case the reconnection rate is going from that
in (i) back down to the original reconnection rate (Owen and Cowley , 1987a).
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Figure 2.10: Part (i) shows the steady motion of the neutral line at a speed of
0.7 VA going from left to right. There is asymmetry to the right of the neutral line
as the neutral line velocity exceeds that of the inflow plasma velocity. Part (ii)
shows the configuration after an arbitrary time τ when the neutral line has, after
being initially at rest, started moving at the velocity stated in part (i). XN(0)
is the position of the neutral line before it has started to move and the position
XN(τ) indicates the position that the neutral line has moved to after time τ . The
magnetic field lines that were the last to be reconnected before the change are
indicated by a−a and b− b which cross the current sheet at a distance of vfτ from
the original neutral line position XN(0) . Part (iii) shows a similar configuration
to part (ii) except it shows the cessation of the motion shown in part (i) (Owen
and Cowley , 1987a).
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shocks which form the boundary of the plasma outflow region which is the shaded
area on Figure 2.11. Due to the reconnection rate being time-dependent, these
outflow regions form a bulge shape rather than the open-ended triangles seen in
Figure 2.9. This is because the change in reconnection rate changes the width
of the outflow region and so the reconnection structure evolves over time. If to
begin with there is no reconnection there will be a single un-bifurcated current
sheet. Once reconnection has begun the current sheet is bifurcated but only from
the point at which reconnection started; hence the bulge shape. The magnetic
field lines on either side of the bulge are ‘draped’ around it forming the travelling
compression region (TCR). They roughly follow the standing shocks boundary but
those magnetic field lines that come close to the current sheet are partially threaded
through the outflow region. Reconnection rate is dependent on the electric field
strength thus if the electric field strength tends towards 0 then reconnection will
stop, leading to the plasma outflow region and the reconnected magnetic field lines
to be expelled away from the X-line along the current sheet (Beyene et al., 2011).
The width of the outflow region is dependent on the rate of reconnection,
which is in turn dependent on the electric field strength. Increases (decreases) in
the reconnection rate will cause the width of the outflow to increase (decrease) and
so in a time-dependent magnetic reconnection event the structure will evolve over
time.
Moving into a more general model from the one devised in Owen and Cowley
(1987a) is one devised by Owen and Cowley (1987b), in which asymmetric inflow
conditions were introduced. In this case the reconnection would look as in Figure
2.12.
The inflow densities on either side of the current sheet (hatched region), n1 and
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Figure 2.11: A 2D representation of the time dependent magnetic reconnection
model (adapted from Kiehas et al., 2009). The magnetic field lines are indicated
by the black lines which point in opposite directions on either side of the current
sheet (indicated in green). The X-line is the line where the two magnetic field
regions merge. There is a plasma outflow region (shaded area) at either side of
the X-line due to reconnection. A spacecraft travelling through this region (pos-
sible trajectories indicated by the purple arrows) may pass though the travelling
compression region (TCR) typical of this model, though the travelling compression
region may equally be a bulge due to the motion of a flux rope under a spacecraft
(Beyene et al., 2011).
Figure 2.12: Asymmetric inflow and outflow conditions (inflow velocities and den-
sities not symmetric) mean that the outflow beams at either side of the neutral
line (indicated by NL) and at either side of the current sheet (hatched region) will
not be the same (Owen and Cowley , 1987b).
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n2 are not equal and thus the outflow beam velocities V0E1, V0E2, V0T1 and V0T2
are different from each other. The velocities of the outflow regions are given by
the following equations: (Owen and Cowley , 1987b)
V0E1 = 2R− vIM − n1
n1 + n2
∆v1 (2.3)
V0E2 = 2R− vIM + n2
n1 + n2
∆v1 (2.4)
V0T1 = 2R + vIM +
n1
n1 + n2
∆v1 (2.5)
V0T2 = 2R + vIM − n2
n1 + n2
∆v1 (2.6)
where R is given by:
R =
√
B2
µ0mi(n1 + n2)
− n1n2(vI1 − vI2)
2
(n1 + n2)2
(2.7)
∆v1 is given by:
∆v1 = vI1 − vI2 (2.8)
and v1M is given by
vIM =
(n1VIM + n2vI2)
n1 + n2
(2.9)
As the outflow jets do not have the same velocities it stands that the boundaries of
the outflow particles are not the same angle away from the central current sheet.
The equation below gives the angle between the current sheet and the boundary
of the outflow jet:
φ ≈ (1− vf
v0
)θ (2.10)
where θ is the angle between the reconnected magnetic field lines and the current
sheet:
θ =
|Bz|
B
=
Ey
vfB
(2.11)
An example of this is given by Figure 2.13 where vI1 = 0.5VA1, vI2 = 0, n2 = 0.23n1
and Ey
B
= 0.2VA1.
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Figure 2.13: An example of reconnection with asymmetric inflow conditions given
by vI1 = 0.5VA1, vI2 = 0, n2 = 0.25n1 and
Ey
B
= 0.2VA1. The angle between the
current sheet and the outflow boundaries and current sheet and reconnected field
lines are different for all 4 outflow jets as is the outflow jet velocity (Owen and
Cowley , 1987b).
2.4 Characteristics of Events
Previous studies of magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind have given
some insight into the characteristics of, and the common conditions for, magnetic
reconnection. Using 2 or more spacecraft the scale of a reconnection event can
be determined. For example, as previously mentioned, an X-line that extended to
distances greater than 390 RE was found by Phan et al. (2006). This is not an
isolated find, in a paper by Phan et al. (2009) studying 51 events in which two
spacecraft, ACE and Wind, observed the same current sheets and where one of
the spacecraft saw a reconnection exhaust, it was found that 50 times out of 51
the exhaust was also observed by the other spacecraft. Thus it was concluded
by these authors that magnetic reconnection is fundamentally extended and not
patchy. The ACE spacecraft is situated at the Lagrangian point 1 whereas Wind
orbits the Earth in various orbital configurations with apogee distances ranging
from 100- 400 RE. Thus 7 of the magnetic reconnection X-lines in this study were
found to be at least 100 RE in length. In addition to this, (Phan et al., 2009)
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Figure 2.14: The observed time lag between the two spacecraft encountering the
events vs the predicted time that this would take. (Phan et al., 2009)
tested the previous assumption that extended current sheets in the solar wind are
inherently planar in nature and not warped by the reconnection process. This was
done by predicting the time lag between the event reaching each spacecraft and
testing the correlation with the observed time lag. Figure 2.14 shows that the
observed and predicted time lags are highly positively correlated. This suggests
strongly that the current sheets are as predicted; highly planar, at least over these
length scales.
These distances between observing spacecraft also allow us to observe reconnec-
tion over large time-scales, i.e. there may be several hours between the encounters
of different spacecraft observing the same event.
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2.4.1 Prevalence at Low Speed
It has also been found that the majority of magnetic reconnection events in the
solar wind occur during periods of low solar wind speed. A study by Gosling et al.
(2007d) showed that, out of the 46 exhausts found in March 2001, only 1 was ob-
served in high solar wind speed conditions. This observation is significant as it has
been suggested (Matthaeus et al., 2003) that turbulence, which is much more abun-
dant in the fast solar wind, drives reconnection. Evidence for turbulence-driven
magnetic reconnection in the shocked solar wind downstream from the Earth’s
bow shock has been found (Retino et al., 2007). However, it being the case that
magnetic reconnection is much more prevalent in the low-speed solar wind than
the high-speed solar wind, turbulence is unlikely to be the main driver (Gosling
et al., 2007d).
2.4.2 Plasma β and Magnetic Shear
Magnetic reconnection events also tend to occur in low β plasmas. Thus looking at
plasma β in order to understand the conditions for reconnection is a natural step.
A paper by Phan et al. (2010) looked at the dependence of magnetic reconnection
on plasma β and also the magnetic shear over the events. The paper surveyed 197
reconnection exhausts in the solar wind found by the Wind spacecraft. They found
that the occurrence of magnetic reconnection events did appear to be dependent
on magnetic field shear angle and the difference in plasma β values on the two
side of the current sheet, ∆β. For low ∆β, i.e. the change in plasma β is small,
magnetic reconnection exhausts with both low and high magnetic field shears were
found. For example they argue that for ∆β < 0.1 the magnetic field shears can
reach values as low as θ ≈ 11◦. However for high ∆β only exhausts with high
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magnetic field shear are found. In the case of ∆β > 1.5 all of the magnetic field
shears θ > 100◦. It was also found that magnetic reconnection was more prevalent
where the plasma β was low. It is thought that this suppression of reconnection
at low shears in high β plasma is due to super Alfve´nic drift of the X-line by
plasma pressure gradients across the current sheet. These results are in very good
agreement with a prediction made by Swisdak et al. (2010) which stated that
magnetic reconnection is allowed if:
∆β < 2(
L
λi
)tan(
θ
2
) (2.12)
where L
λi
is the width of the density gradient layer. This prediction leads to only
reconnection at high shears being possible for large ∆β (Phan et al., 2010).
2.4.3 Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) Related Exhausts
The study by Gosling et al. (2007d) found that none of 46 identified reconnection
events occurred at the HCS, even though there were at least 4 crossings of the
HCS during the month. However, this does not mean that it never occurs. A
study of ACE data over a period of 7 years of observations (Gosling et al., 2005a)
managed to reveal one event out of the 42 events found, that was associated with
a crossing of the HCS. It was found that the heliospheric magnetic field lines
that were disconnected from the Sun due to the reconnection process could be
identified by a dropout in strahl electrons. Magnetic connection to the Sun can
be determined by the presence of strahl electrons moving sunward or anti-sunward
depending on which direction the magnetic field is pointing. If both the magnetic
footpoints are connected to the Sun then there should be beams in both directions.
However, when neither magnetic footpoint is connected to the Sun then there will
be no strahl beam (Gosling et al., 2005a).
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There is also a case study of an observation by 5 spacecraft of an X-line within
the HCS (Gosling et al., 2007c). This particular exhaust was very broad, hence the
observation by so many spacecraft, with a width of at least 1.85 × 106 km and a
reconnection duration of at least 5 hours. Again this reconnection event produced
magnetic field lines that were disconnected from the Sun (Gosling et al., 2007c).
2.4.4 High Solar Wind Speed
Though magnetic reconnection is predominant in the low speed solar wind (Gosling
et al., 2007d) it does sometimes occur in the high speed solar wind. A study,
(Gosling , 2007a), of 1358hr of high speed solar wind data from the spacecraft
Wind yielded 34 magnetic reconnection exhausts. These exhausts had magnetic
shears which ranged from 24◦ − 160◦ and mostly had very narrow widths; the
majority of the exhausts were convected past the spacecraft in less than 66 s.
This indicates that current sheets are generally much less extensive in the high
speed solar wind than in other solar wind conditions. Due to the low occurrence
frequency and narrow widths of the exhausts it is probable that reconnection is
not the dominant mechanism in which turbulence is dissipated (Gosling , 2007a).
2.4.5 CME-Related Events
The first 6 reconnection events discovered in the solar wind were found to be within
ICMEs Gosling et al. (2007b). The majority of magnetic reconnection events are
found to be in either the low speed solar wind or in association with ICMEs, and
(at least until 2007) half of the magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind were
found to have an association with ICMEs (Gosling et al., 2007b). It is thought that
reconnection is likely to occur in ICMEs partially due to their structure; ICMEs
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often contain very thin current sheets that separate magnetic field regions that
have quite different orientations. In addition, reconnection seems to be closely
associated with low beta plasma, which is generally the case for the plasma in
ICMEs (Gosling et al., 2007b). They most often occur inside or at the trailing
edge of the ICME, but can occasionally occur at the leading edge.
2.4.6 Frequency of Events
The frequency of events is to some extent unknown as with each improvement
of temporal resolution the number of reconnection events detected per unit time
increases. This is because there are many exhaust widths which are very narrow
leading to spacecraft crossing times of < 100 s and thus the temporal resolution
required to detect these exhaust must be high. For example, a study of ACE
data over a period of approximately 7 years yielded only 42 events (Gosling et al.,
2005a), whereas a later study on Wind data yielded 46 events in the month of
March 2006 (Gosling et al., 2007d).
2.4.7 Absence of Energetic Particle Events
A paper by Gosling et al. (2005b) found that there was a no evidence for any
increase in the flux of energetic particles in the vicinity of a sample of 7 Petschek-
like exhausts. Though this is quite a small sample size, there being no substantial
increase in any of them would certainly suggest that magnetic reconnection is not
a primary source of energetic particles (particles of energies > 38 keV for electrons
or > 47 keV for protons).
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2.4.8 Distances from the Sun
Due to the number of spacecraft in the solar wind it is possible to observe magnetic
reconnection exhausts over a wide range of distances from the Sun. For example,
the spacecraft Ulysses has an orbit which took it to distances well beyond 1AU
(between 1.4-5.4AU) in addition to a wide range of heliocentric latitudes (S79◦
- N65◦) (Gosling et al., 2006) and the spacecraft Helios travelled as close to the
Sun as 0.31AU (Eriksson et al , 2006). Analysis by Eriksson et al (2006) of the
data from both spacecraft yielded the result that magnetic reconnection exhausts
are seen almost universally in low speed solar wind plasma or in association with
ICMEs and also in low β plasma. Both studies observed local magnetic field
shears of ∼ 90◦− 180◦. Analysis of the Ulysses data found that the exhausts were
not significantly broader at greater heliocentric distances, which is surprising as
the exhausts would have had a greater time to propagate away. There are a few
explanations for this; 1. that the exhausts die out or disperse after a day or two
due to interaction with the ambient solar wind, or 2. reconnection does not tend
to go on for days at a time but stops after a finite amount of flux has been merged
from each side due to changes in magnetic field orientation (Gosling et al., 2006).
At distances greater than about 4AU exhausts were often found at magnetic field
strengths of < 1 nT and at Alfve´n speeds of < 30 km s−1 (Gosling et al., 2006).
2.4.9 Oppositely-Directed Exhaust Jets
Each magnetic field reconnection model predicts that there will be two oppositely
directed exhaust jets, thus a detection of such jets would be strong evidence for
reconnection. In the solar wind it is a rare occurrence for both jets to be ob-
served, simply due to spacecraft positioning. In order for two spacecraft to observe
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oppositely-directed jets the X-line of the event must both pass between the two
spacecraft and be large enough so that both of the spacecraft could detect it. There
are a few occasions where spacecraft have detected these jets. Davis et al. (2006),
using ACE and Wind data, observed that the spacecraft saw the same magnetic
field rotation but the exhaust enhancement during the rotation was in opposite
directions Similarly Gosling et al. (2007) used 5 spacecraft ACE, Wind, Geotail
and STEREO A and B to observe a large exhaust at a distance of 1AU from the
Sun. In this case STEREO A was positioned in such a way that it observed an
oppositely-directed exhaust jet with respect to the other spacecraft.
2.4.10 High Frequency Plasma Waves
An association between magnetic reconnection in the solar wind and plasma wave
activity in both the ion acoustic range and local electron plasma frequency has
been observed by surveying 28 encounters with magnetic reconnection exhausts
in the ambient solar wind by the Wind spacecraft (Huttunen et al., 2007). This
survey found that in 79% of the exhausts there were intense emission bursts in the
ion acoustic range (∼ 4 kHz) and in 39% of these exhausts there were such bursts
in the local electron plasma frequency range. Three kinds of electric waveforms
were detected by the time domain sampler (TDS) instrument; Langmuir waves,
electron solitary waves (ESW) and Doppler shifted ion acoustic waves, the average
amplitude of which were all below 1 mVm−1. Intense plasma activity was observed
more frequently where the spacecraft was situated closer to the reconnection X-line
(Huttunen et al., 2007). A representation of the Wind spacecraft observations is
shown in Figure 2.15. On the left a typical 3D representation of a reconnection
exhaust (thick red arrows) bounded by current sheets (blue planes). Here the co-
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Figure 2.15: The image on the left shows a 3D representation of a magnetic recon-
nection exhaust (thick red arrows) bounded by two current sheets (blue planes).
The small red arrows show the plasma inflow to the exhaust and the black arrow
shows a typical spacecraft trajectory though the exhaust. The image on the right
shows the exhaust in the LN co-ordinate system where the thick black lines are
the current sheets, the thin black arrows are the magnetic field and the dotted
arrow is the spacecraft trajectory through the exhaust. The blue dashed arrow is a
position of emission along the spacecraft trajectory, θ is the wedge angle and Lem
is the distance from the X-line to the spacecraft (Huttunen et al., 2007).
ordinate system is LMN where L is the direction of the reconnection exhaust, M is
along the X-line and N is along the exhaust normal (minimum variance direction).
The image on the right shows the exhaust in the L−N coordinate system where
the thick black lines are the current sheets, the thin black arrows are the magnetic
field and the dotted arrow is the spacecraft trajectory through the exhaust. The
blue dashed arrow is a position of emission along the spacecraft trajectory, θ is the
wedge angle and Lem is the distance from the X-line to the spacecraft (Huttunen
et al., 2007).
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2.4.11 Summary
There have been many observations and studies on magnetic reconnection in the
space environment. However we have only just begun to study these events in
the solar wind. The solar wind is a completely different environment in which to
study magnetic reconnection and, with many available spacecraft, we can make
multipoint studies over large and small time and length scales.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation and Analysis
Techniques
In the following chapters we look at reconnection events in the solar wind. In
order to study these events we use data from spacecraft that are situated in the
undisturbed solar wind. Spacecraft providing data which have been used to study
the solar wind include: STEREO A and B, Wind, Helios A and B, ACE, Geotail,
Ulysses, and Cluster. In this thesis, the 4 Cluster spacecraft are primarily utilised,
however ACE and Wind will be used to help determine the large scale topology
and lifespan of reconnection events. For these studies we will be predominately
using the magnetic field and ion velocity data from these spacecraft, with some
additional input from Cluster’s electrostatic energy analysers.
In this chapter we describe the spacecraft in the solar wind that we use in
these studies. In Section 3.1 we describe the orbit of the 4 Cluster spacecraft, their
formation and the instruments that we utilise, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we discuss
the orbit and the instruments that we use from the ACE and Wind spacecraft
respectively and in Section 3.5 we describe the methods of analysis that we use
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in further chapters; the minimum variance technique, timing analysis, finding the
exhaust flow enhancement, conducting a Wale´n test, and finding the natural co-
ordinate system of a set of data.
3.1 Cluster
The 4 Cluster spacecraft were launched in 2000 into an elliptical orbit around
Earth with an apogee of ∼ 18.3RE, a perigee of ∼ 2.5 RE, an inclination of ∼ 135◦
and a period of 54 hours. Each spacecraft follows a slightly different orbital path.
There is an identical set of 11 instruments on-board each Cluster spacecraft which
take a range of in-situ measurements of the plasma environment around Earth and
in the solar wind.
In order to study solar wind reconnection events with the Cluster spacecraft
data we will need to determine: when the spacecraft is situated in the solar wind
(Cluster is situated in the solar wind for part of their orbit during the months
January - April each year); when the magnetic field line orientation is such that
the spacecraft is connected to the bowshock (these data points must be used with
caution due to particles from the shock streaming back up the field lines) and
finally what formation Cluster is in (as a tetrahedral formation makes for a more
reliable study of 3D structures than a string-of-pearls formation).
3.1.1 Cluster Orbit, Formation and Separation
During January- April (between the years 2001-2015) the 4 Cluster spacecraft
spent periods of their orbit outside the Earth’s bow shock. During these periods,
the spacecraft are periodically in the ambient solar wind and thus may encounter
solar wind reconnection exhausts. Figure 3.1 shows the orbit of the Cluster space-
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Figure 3.1: The orbits of the Cluster spacecraft at midsummer and midwinter. In
each image the white curve is the Earth’s bow shock, the blue lines represent the
magnetic field of the Earth, the yellow line represents the Earth - Sun line, the
yellow arrows the direction of the solar wind flow, and the white oval represents
the orbit of the 4 Cluster spacecraft. Adapted from an image by ESA
craft at midsummer and midwinter. In this figure the white curve represents the
Earth’s bowshock, the blue lines the Earth’s magnetic field, the yellow line the
Earth - Sun line, the yellow arrows the direction of the solar wind, and the white
oval the Cluster orbit. Figure 3.1 shows that during the period of time around
midsummer the Cluster orbit is entirely within the Earth’s bow shock and there
is no opportunity to measure the solar wind. However in midwinter the Cluster
spacecraft orbit spends a portion of its orbit in the ambient solar wind. During
this time it is possible to take measurements of events that occur in the solar wind.
The formation of Cluster has changed over its lifetime and the various orientations
and configurations of the 4 spacecraft influence how the scientific data can be used,
a tetrahedral formation is the most conducive to studying magnetic reconnection
events in the solar wind.
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3.1.2 The Fluxgate Magnetometer: FGM
FGM is a set of two, tri-axial fluxgate magnetometers and an on-board data pro-
cessing unit (DPU) aboard each of the 4 Cluster spacecraft.
The fluxgate magnetometer is essentially a core of magnetic material sur-
rounded by a pick-up coil. A magnetic field (in these case studies the field will be
the IMF) along the core’s axis produces a magnetic flux, if the permeability of the
core changes, the flux changes and thus a voltage is induced in the pick-up coil
from which it is possible to determine the strength of the ambient magnetic field
(Primdahl , 1979). Figure 3.2 shows the a basic configuration of a fluxgate mag-
netometer. A tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer will have 3 of these sensors placed
orthogonally to each other, so that 3D vector observations of the magnetic field
can be taken.
The effect of the magnetic background of the spacecraft is removed by the dual
sensor technique: one of the magnetometer sensors (known as the outboard sensor)
is placed at the end of one of the two 5.2 m, radial booms and the other sensor
(known as the inboard sensor) at 1.5 m in board from the end of the boom. The
outboard sensor will be much less influenced by the spacecraft magnetic field and
so, if both sensors are operating at the same resolution and rate it is possible to
make an estimate of the magnetic field produced by the spacecraft and remove it
from the observations (Balogh et al., 1997). One of the two sensors is designated
‘Primary Sensor’ and the other the ‘Secondary Sensor’; data collected from the
Secondary Sensor is collected simultaneously with the Primary Sensor but generally
at a much lower rate. The sensor that is designated the Primary Sensor can be
changed, but as default is allocated to the outboard sensor on Cluster (Balogh
et al., 1997).
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Range (nT) Digital resolution (nT)
−64 to +63.97 7.8× 10−3
−256 to +255.87 3.1× 10−2
−1024 to +1023.5 0.125
−4096 to +4094 0.5
−16385 to +16376 2
−65536 to +65536 8
Table 3.1: The 5 possible operating ranges of the Cluster spacecraft FGM instru-
ments (Balogh et al., 1997).
Mode Telemetry data rates
(bits s−1)
Nominal 1211.13
Burst 1 3465.69
Burst 2 1347.77
Burst 3 5583.61
Table 3.2: The telemetry data rates during different Cluster spacecraft modes
(Balogh et al., 1997).
The magnetometers have 6 possible operating ranges, which are listed in Table
3.1. Different operating ranges are used depending on where the Cluster spacecraft
are situated. In the solar wind, where the total magnetic field strength is expected
to be quite low (. 30 nT ) then the smallest operating range −64 to +64 nT would
be the most appropriate. However, in the magnetosphere where the magnetic field
is expected to be much stronger (of the order 1000 nT) then a higher operating
range would be more appropriate. This range selection can be triggered from the
ground or controlled automatically (Balogh et al., 1997).
The FGM telemetry operates in different modes corresponding to different data
acquisition rates for the other instruments. The telemetry rates for each mode are
shown and the vector rate for FGM for each of these modes is shown in Tables
3.2 and 3.3. Burst mode is scheduled collectively for all instruments with burst
mode capabilities (Balogh et al., 1997). In this thesis we do not utilise any of the
non-standard FGM modes (such as the burst mode).
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Spacecraft
telemetry
FGM telemetry
option
Primary sensor
vector rate (vector
s−1)
Secondary sensor
vector rate (vector
s−1)
Nominal 1,2,3 A 15.519 1.091
Burst 2 B 18.341 6.957
- C 22.416 3.011
Burst 1 D 67.249 7.759
Table 3.3: The 5 possible operating ranges of the Cluster spacecraft FGM instru-
ments (Balogh et al., 1997).
3.1.3 Electrostatic Analysers For Charged Particles:
Top Hat Geometry
For the studies in this thesis we use electrostatic analysers for charged particles
to measure the 3D distribution of the electrons and ions. The electrostatic analy-
sers on-board the Cluster spacecraft have top hat geometry. Figure 3.3 shows an
example of an instrument with top hat geometry. There are 4 primary elements:
an inner hemisphere, an outer hemisphere, a top cap which defines the entrance
aperture and a detector. In order to detect particles of a specific input energy and
direction a voltage is applied to both the inner and outer hemisphere such that
there is a specific potential difference between the two plates. When a particle with
the desired energy and input direction enters the instrument it will be deflected
onto the detector. Particles with a higher energy will hit the outer hemisphere,
while lower energy particles will hit the inner hemisphere (Carlson et al. , 1982).
3.1.4 CIS
The Cluster Ion Spectrometry instrument (CIS) aboard each of the four Cluster
spacecraft consists of 2 instruments: a Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) and a time-of-flight
ion COmposition and DIstribution Function analyser (CODIF), both of which have
essentially a top hat geometry. The general structure of the instrument is shown
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Figure 3.2: An example of a fluxgate
magnetometer. Here a core of ferro-
magnetic material is surrounded by
a pick up coil. A tri-axial fluxgate
magnometer, like those aboard the
Cluster spacecraft, will have 3 instru-
ments placed orthogonally to each
other so a full 3D view of the mag-
netic field environment can be ob-
served. Each of the Cluster space-
craft have two, triaxial instruments
located on one of the solid 5.2m
booms (Primdahl , 1979).
Figure 3.3: Top hat geometry: com-
plete 360◦ field of view. A voltage is
applied to the inner hemisphere and
the outer hemisphere creating a po-
tential difference between them such
that, when a particle within the de-
sired energy and input direction en-
ters the instrument, it will be de-
flected onto the detector. Particles
of higher energies will hit the outer
hemisphere while particles with lower
energies will hit the inner hemisphere
(Carlson et al. , 1982).
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in Figure 3.3 (Reme et al., 1997), though the CODIF and HIA instruments differ
slightly. In addition to the two instruments there is also a Data Processing System
(DPS) which allows on-board data processing. CODIF investigates the distribution
of major ions present in the solar wind and in the magnetosphere namely H+, He+,
He++ and O+ and has an energy range of 1-32amu meaning that the heaviest ion
that can be analysed is O+. The instantaneous field of view of CODIF is 8◦×3600
and the angular resolution is 11.2◦×22.5◦. CODIF has a high sensitivity side (HS)
and a low sensitivity side (LS) which is approximately 100 times less sensitive than
the HS side (Reme et al., 1997).
HIA has no mass resolution but it does have a very good angular resolution
capability. It also has two levels of sensitivity. The low sensitivity side has 8
sectors of angular resolution 5.6◦ and 8 sectors with a resolution of 11.25◦. The
high sensitivity side has 16 sectors, all with an angular resolution of 11.25◦ and is
approximately 25 times more sensitive than the low sensitivity side. HIA has an
energy range of 5 eV−32 keV and it’s instantaneous field of view is identical to that
of CODIF. It should be noted that the entire CIS instrument aboard Cluster 2 has
been non-functional for the entirety of the mission - likewise the HIA instrument
aboard Cluster 4. The CODIF instrument has had many technical difficulties
aboard Clusters 1 and 3, with the instrument on Cluster 3 non-operational since
2012 and the instrument on Cluster 1 has not taken measurements in the solar
wind since 2013. This thesis mostly uses HIA data, as it is more suitable for
studying the solar wind (Reme et al., 1997).
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Sensor LEEA HEEA
Energy range 0.59 eV − 26.4 keV 0.59 eV − 26.4 keV
Energy Resolution (FWHM) 0.127± 0.006 0.165± 0.007
Energy Sweeps per spin 16,32 or 64 16,32 or 64
FOV polar 179.4◦ 179.4◦
FOV azimuth 2.79◦ ± 0.14◦ 5.27◦ ± 0.200
Table 3.4: Operation of the two PEACE sensors (Johnstone et al., 1997).
3.1.5 PEACE
The Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) aboard each of the 4
Cluster spacecraft consists of 2 hemispherical electrostatic energy analysers which
measure the 3D velocity distribution of electrons. As with CIS the PEACE instru-
ment has a Top Hat Geometry. However the PEACE instrument has a larger top
cap to include an input collimator to prevent high energy electrons and photons
entering the instrument (Johnstone et al., 1997), though again the Low Energy
Electron Analyser (LEEA) and High Energy Electron Analyser (HEEA) instru-
ments differ. Overall the instrument has an energy range so 0.59 eV - 26.4 eV but
the two sensors, LEEA and HEEA, are each optimised for different energy ranges
which overlap each other so as to achieve the most accurate and precise results.
Table 3.4 shows the properties of the LEEA and HEEA sensors. In the solar wind
it would be more appropriate to use the LEEA sensor as the majority of electrons
typically do not have energies that go above approximately 200 eV (Johnstone
et al., 1997).
The energy range of the instrument is split into a total of 88 levels, the first
16 of which are spaced linearly over the energy range 0.59 eV - 9.45 eV and the
rest from 9.45 eV are equally spaced logarithmically by a factor of 1.165. During
each energy sweep the instrument first measures particles with high energies, and
then systematically lower energies until the full energy range is covered. In order
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to vary the azimuthal angle resolution of the instrument there are 3 sweep modes
all of which can be used by either sensor. The Low, Medium and High Angular
Resolution (LAR, MAR and HAR) measurements have 60 levels, 16 sweeps/spin
and 22.5◦ resolution, 60 levels, 32 sweeps/spin and 11.25◦ resolution and 30 levels,
63 sweeps/spin and 5.625◦ resolution respectively (Johnstone et al., 1997).
3.2 ACE
The ACE spacecraft was launched in August 1997 by a Delta II 7920 - 8 into an
L1 Lissajous orbit. Its position means that it is constantly in the ambient solar
wind.
3.2.1 The Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG)
The Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) is a pair of tri-axial fluxgate magnetome-
ters, measuring the magnetic field in ranges from ±4 nT to ±65, 536 nT . The
identical magnetometers, located 4.16 m from the centre of the spacecraft, are
mounted on two separate booms. These booms are mounted on the Y and -Y solar
panels. It supplies 3 dimensional magnetic field data for resolutions of 3, 4 and 6
vectors/s in a continuous data stream and 24 vectors/s in snapshot memory. In
this thesis we use the 1 second resolution magnetic field (Smith et al., 1998).
3.2.2 Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor
(SWEPAM)
The Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) experiment aboard
the ACE spacecraft provides ion and suprathermal electron distribution functions.
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Figure 3.4: The cross sectional side view (left) and the back view (right) of the ion
SWEPAM instrument on the ACE spacecraft. Ions enter in through the entrance
aperture and, if they are within the energy range and azimuthal angle range be-
ing measured, they will be detected by the Channel Electron Multipliers (CEM)
(McComas et al., 1998).
It measures in the energy range of 0.26 KeV - 36 KeV for protons and 1.6 eV -
1350 eV for electrons. The data is obtained at a time resolution of 64 s (McComas
et al., 1998).
The ion instrument is a spherical electrostatic analyser as shown in Figure 3.4.
The ions enter the instrument through the entrance aperture. The inner plate
inside the instrument has a high negative voltage and so will deflect the incoming
ions. For the ion to be deflected onto the Channel Electron Multipliers (and thus
detected) they must be within a certain energy per charge range and within a
certain azimuthal angular range (which is determined by what the instrument is
measuring at the time). The tolerance on the energy per change is about 5% and
the azimuthal angle is between (3− 4.5%) (McComas et al., 1998). In this thesis
we use the ion distribution function at a cadence of 64 s.
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3.3 Wind
3.3.1 Wind Orbit
The Wind spacecraft was launched on the 1st November 1994. It is currently
situated in a halo orbit around the Lagrange point and was in this position for the
period of time that the Wind spacecraft was used in this thesis. From this vantage
point the Wind spacecraft can observe the ambient solar wind.
3.3.2 Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI)
The Magnetic Field Investigation aboard the Wind spacecraft consists of a pair
of tri-axial fluxgate magnetometers fixed 8m away from the spacecraft on a 12m
boom. It measures 3D magnetic field data at 10.87 vector samples/s as standard,
in ranges from ±4 nT and ±65, 536 nT (Lepping et al., 1995). For this thesis we
data is the 3 second resolution data.
3.3.3 3D Plasma and Energetic Particle Instrument
(3D Plasma)
The 3D plasma instrument is a collection of six sensors: two electron (EESA) and
two ion (OESA) electrostatic sensors and two solid state telescopes (SST). The
electrostatic analysers cover the energy range from 3 eV to 30 keV with angular
resolution of 22.5 × 36◦. The telescopes measure electrons up to 400 keV and
protons to 6 MeV and have a resolution of 3 seconds (Lin et al., 1995). For this
thesis, the 3 second resolution data is used.
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3.4 Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) Co-ordinate
System
We download the data from the Cluster spacecraft in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
(GSE) co-ordinate system (Hapgood , 1992). This system is based on the positions
of the Earth relative to the Sun, the X direction is the vector pointing from the
Earth to the Sun, the Z direction is the ecliptic north pole and the Y direction
makes up the right handed co-ordinate set (which points dawnward).
3.5 Basic Structural Analysis Techniques
This thesis details a number of investigations which involve the determination of
the basic structure associated with the reconnection events in order to determine
e.g., the orientation of the current sheets and the velocity of the reconnection
exhausts. The techniques used throughout the rest of the thesis are outlined in
this section.
3.5.1 Minimum Variance
When analysing 3 dimensional data it is often useful to rotate it into a co-ordinate
system with the direction of maximum variance as one of the vectors. This makes
it possible to analyse changes more easily as the majority of the fluctuations in
the data set are in one direction. The minimum variance technique (Sonnerup
et al., 1967, 1998), finds the direction of minimum change in a vector quantity.
A magnetic field is divergenceless, thus the component of the field normal to an
idealised current sheet should be constant and thus corresponds to the minimum
variance direction. When using real data it will be necessary to take into account
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any deviations from the ideal case. These could include 2D or 3D internal struc-
tures (for example fluctuations in the normal direction), temporal changes in the
normal direction due to spacecraft transversal time, random and systematic errors.
The minimum variance technique is the determination of n by the minimisation
of σ where:
σ2 =
1
M
M∑
m=1
|(B(m) − 〈B〉) · n|2 (3.1)
where M is an integer, m = 1,2,3...M, and
〈B〉 = 1
M
M∑
m=1
B(m) (3.2)
with the minimisation condition that |n|2 = 1. It is then necessary to find the
solution of the 3 homogenous equations:
∂
∂nx
(σ2 − λ1(n2 − 1)) = 0 (3.3)
∂
∂ny
(σ2 − λ2(n2 − 1)) = 0 (3.4)
∂
∂nz
(σ2 − λ3(n2 − 1)) = 0 (3.5)
In order to determine the value of λ these can be written in the form:
3∑
ν=1
MBµνnν = λnµ (3.6)
where µ, ν = 1, 2, 3 are Cartesian components and
MBµν ≡ 〈BµBν〉 − 〈Bµ〉〈Bν〉 (3.7)
There are three allowed values for λ from Equation 3.6: λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the
eigenvalues of the minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions in
order of increasing magnitude. In this thesis we shall use the labels N, M, L for
the minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance directions respectively. The
directions are well-defined if the ratio of two consecutive eigenvalues (for example
λint
λmin
) > 10 (Sonnerup et al., 1967, 1998).
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Figure 3.5 illustrates an idealised case of how the minimum, intermediate and
maximum eigenvectors relate to each other if all the eigenvectors are well-defined.
Panel a) shows an arc shape as there is variation in both the maximum and
intermediate directions, but more in the maximum variance direction than the
intermediate. Panel b) and c) show straight lines, as the minimum variance direc-
tion in the ideal case has no variation. Panel d) shows the data in the maximum,
intermediate and minimum variance directions. Here it is possible to see that the
most variation is in the maximum variance direction and there is no variation in
the minimum variance direction.
However, there are situations where the intermediate and minimum variance
directions will be degenerate: λ1 ∼ λ2 and therefore the equivalent eigenvectors
are not well-defined. In such a case it is not possible to accurately distinguish a
minimum variance direction. This is because essentially all of the variation is in
one direction, along the current sheet. In this case the minimum variance analysis
will appear as in Figure 3.6.
It is also possible for the maximum and intermediate directions to be poorly
defined: if λ2 ∼ λ3. In situations were not all of the direction vectors are well
defined it becomes necessary to use other techniques for determining a useful co-
ordinate system for a data. It is still possible to identify reconnection events where
the variance directions are not well defined, but further analysis techniques need
to be more sophisticated.
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Figure 3.5: Figure shows the results of a minimum variance analysis conducted
over an ideal set of data where the minimum and maximum variance directions
are both well defined. The maximum variance direction vs. the intermediate vari-
ance direction in the panel a), the maximum variance direction vs. the minimum
variance direction in panel b) and the minimum variance direction vs. the inter-
mediate variance direction in panel c). Panel d) shows the data in the maximum,
intermediate and minimum variance direction going from the top to the bottom
panel.
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Figure 3.6: Figure shows an idealised current sheet in which all the variance is in
one direction (the maximum variance direction). In this case we are considering
that the current sheet was formed between two anti-parallel field lines. The maxi-
mum variance direction vs. the intermediate variance direction are shown in panel
a), the maximum variance direction vs. the minimum variance direction in panel
b) and the minimum variance direction vs. the intermediate variance direction in
panel c). Panel d) shows the data in the maximum, intermediate and minimum
variance direction going from the top to the bottom panel.
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3.5.2 Timing Analysis
With a set of 4 spacecraft it is also possible to find the normal direction vector of a
discontinuity that passes over the spacecraft, along with its velocity in the normal
direction, by using the following relation (Paschmann and Daly , 1998):
(rα − r1)nˆ = V (tα − t1) (3.8)
where α is an integer between 1 and 4 that denotes the spacecraft number, r
is the spacecraft position, nˆ is the normal direction vector of the discontinuity,
V is the speed of the discontinuity and t is the time at which the discontinuity
reaches the spacecraft. We also assume that the discontinuity is planar, travelling
at constant speed, and the Cluster spacecraft are in an approximate tetrahedral
formation. For this method it is necessary to know the average distances between
the spacecraft over the crossing and the times at which each spacecraft encountered
the discontinuity.
For timing analysis it is initially necessary to find the positions of the spacecraft
relative to one reference spacecraft. Over the typical duration of a discontinuity
the distance between Cluster spacecraft will fluctuate, though only to a very small
degree, and therefore it is necessary to take an average of the spacecraft positions
over the period where the spacecraft is traversing the discontinuity.
It is also necessary to find the relative times at which each spacecraft encoun-
tered a given discontinuity. In order to find the time difference between Cluster 1
encountering the discontinuity and the other 3 spacecraft, it is necessary to corre-
late the magnetic field data between pairs of spacecraft. The time lag at the point
of maximum correlation is equivalent to the time difference between the spacecraft
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encounters. In order to ensure the most accurate results the correlation analysis
should be done using the magnetic field data in the maximum variance direction.
Using the position and timing it is possible to find the normal direction vector
of the current sheet and the speed in this direction. By multiplying the inverse
of the position matrix with the timing matrix nˆ/V could be found. The equation
V = 1/((x2 + y2 + z2))0.5 where nˆ/V = [x, y, z] allows us to find V and thus nˆ.
3.5.3 Determining the Solar Wind Rest Frame and Ex-
haust Flow Enhancement
In this thesis we investigate magnetic reconnection exhausts as described in Section
1.8 and Chapter 2. A simple picture of magnetic reconnection in the solar wind is
as described by Gosling et al. (2005); a reconnection exhaust directed between two
bounding current sheets. In order to test whether the exhaust flow enhancement
is directed between the current sheets, the orientation of the two current sheets
and the velocity of the exhaust must be determined.
In order to find the exhaust flow enhancement we must first find the solar wind
rest frame. The average solar wind velocity at either side of the exhaust determines
what we will consider to be the solar wind rest frame in this thesis. The residual
solar wind velocity, after subtraction of the rest frame velocity, is the reconnection
exhaust flow enhancement.
3.5.4 Wale´n Test
A common test used on discontinuities, to check they are rotational discontinu-
ities, is the Wale´n test (Paschmann et al., 2013). It can provide strong evidence
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for magnetic reconnection events. The Wale´n relation in the spacecraft frame of
reference is given by:
∆v = ±∆VA (3.9)
where ∆ is the change across the discontinuity, v is the plasma velocity, VA is the
local Alfve´n velocity. Alfve´n velocity should be corrected for the effects of pressure
anisotropy so:
VA = B[
(1− α)
µ0ρ
]0.5 (3.10)
where α =
(p‖−p⊥)µ0
B2
.
How well the data agrees with the Wale´n relation depends on the ratio:
R =
∆v
∆VA
(3.11)
and also the angle, θ, between ∆v and ∆VA. In the ideal case R = ±1 and θ = 0
where a positive R indicates that the change in plasma velocity and Alfve´n speed
are correlated and a negative correlation indicates that they are anti-correlated.
As, in this thesis, we will be dealing with real data it is highly unlikely that
any discontinuity will perfectly agree with the Wale´n relation. Thus we determine
that values of R between 0.5 - 0.8 and 1.2 - 2 weakly satisfy the Wale´n relation
and R values between 0.8 - 1.2 strongly satisfy the Wale´n relation.
The De Hoffmann-Teller (dHT) frame is an appropriate reference frame from
which to conduct an assessment of the Wale´n relation (Paschmann et al., 2013).
The dHT frame is the frame of reference in which the electric field, E’ vanishes:
E′ = E + VHT ×B = 0 (3.12)
where VHT is the dHT frame velocity with respect to the observer frame. In
the dHT frame, the plasma velocity should be aligned with the magnetic field
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(as the plasma is frozen-in to the magnetic field) either side of the discontinuity
(Paschmann et al., 2013).
3.5.5 Natural Co-ordinate Frame
It is useful to establish a natural reference frame in order to put any reconnection
events in a more readily understandable context. Such a reference frame can aid in
the determination of the structure and dynamics of the events we are investigating.
In this section we will detail a method used for finding an appropriate co-ordinate
system to use when studying individual magnetic reconnection events.
We conduct a minimum variance analysis (using the minimum variance analysis
technique described in Section 3.5.1) over the whole event for each of the 4 Cluster
spacecraft individually. Thus we have a set of eigenvectors and their associated
eigenvalues λ for minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions for
each of the spacecraft.
The ‘mean maximum variance’ direction across an event is found by taking
a weighted average of the variance analysis results from each of the spacecraft.
The weight used is given by the ratio of the maximum and intermediate eigenvec-
tors. Thus for the ‘natural’ reference frame we use the ‘mean maximum variance’
direction Emax, given by:
Emax =
M
|M | (3.13)
where M is given by:
M =
∑4
i=1
λmaxi
λinti
Emaxi∑4
i=1
λmaxi
λinti
(3.14)
where subscripts i refer to the spacecraft number, max and int refer to the
maximum and intermediate variance directions, and λ is the eigenvalue. The
‘mean minimum variance’ direction is found similarly using the following equation
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to get an estimate for the direction:
Emin =
m
|m| (3.15)
where m is given by:
m =
∑4
i=1
λinti
λmini
Emini∑4
i=1
λinti
λmini
(3.16)
and then rotating Emin to find E
′
min which is orthogonal to Emax by using:
E′min = Emax × (Emin × Emax) (3.17)
The final co-ordinate, taken to be the ‘mean intermediate variance’ direction com-
pletes the right handed set:
Eint = −E′min × Emax (3.18)
The complete rotational matrix which transforms the data into the natural
co-ordinate system is then:
MNAT =

Emin
Eint
Emax

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Chapter 4
Small Scale Reconnection in the
Solar Wind
Previous studies of magnetic reconnection in the solar wind have concluded that,
in this environment, reconnection is large scale and non-patchy in nature. For
example, Phan et al. (2006) described a reconnection event that was observed by
the ACE, Wind and Cluster spacecraft. Due to the positions of these spacecraft at
the points of observation, the associated structures were deemed to extend at least
390RE along the X-line. The time taken between the initial observations at ACE
and the final observations of the reconnection event at Wind was approximately
2.5 hours. As the observations showed similar properties at ACE and Wind, it was
concluded that the event was large-scale and non-patchy in both space and time.
A statistical study by Phan et al. (2009) found 51 events observed by the
ACE spacecraft and found that 50 of those events were also detected by the Wind
spacecraft. They made predictions of the arrival time of the event at Wind based on
the orientation of the event at ACE and the speed of the solar wind and compared
their predictions with observations. Figure 2.14 shows the predictions vs. the
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observed time lags. The line of best fit has a gradient of 0.94 with a correlation
co-efficient of 0.98 and led Phan et al. (2009) to conclude that reconnection in the
solar wind in general is large-scale and non-patchy.
In this chapter we test the validity of this large-scale steady structure conclu-
sion. We analyse a case study of a reconnection event which contains temporal
and/or spatial changes which are smaller in scale than the distances between the
Cluster spacecraft. In Section 4.1 we look at the relative positions of the Cluster,
ACE and Wind spacecraft with respect to the Earth and to each other, in Section
4.2 we look at the plasma and magnetic field observations for each Cluster space-
craft, in Section 4.3 we check that the characteristics of the event are consistent
with it being a reconnection event, in Section 4.4 we look at the data observed
at ACE and Wind at the times that the reconnection event is predicted to cross
them, in Section 4.5 we interpret and discuss our results and in Section 4.6 we
draw our conclusions.
4.1 Spacecraft Positions
In this chapter we will consider observations by Cluster, ACE and Wind. On the
2nd March 2006 16:38:00 UT, the 4 Cluster spacecraft were located in the solar
wind in a tetrahedral formation with inter-spacecraft separations of ∼ 10, 000 km.
Cluster 1 was located at [17, 8, -3] RE in the GSE co-ordinate frame (see Section
3.4). The ACE spacecraft was located at [188, 30, -5] RE at the time of this event.
The position of the Wind spacecraft at the time of observation was [165, -95, -
5] RE. Figure 4.1 panels a) and b) show the large-scale separations of the spacecraft
projected onto the GSE XY and XZ planes. The ACE and Wind spacecraft are
widely separated (> 100 RE) in the Y direction but closer together in the X
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Figure 4.1: The positions of the ACE, Wind and the 4 Cluster spacecraft relative
to the Earth and each other. In this image the spacecraft positions are denoted
by diamonds; black for C1, red for C2, green for C3 and blue for C4. ACE is
denoted by a black triangle and Wind by a black square. The Earth is indicated
by the black star and the black curve shows the nominal position of the Earth’s
bow shock. Panel a) shows the spacecraft in the X Y plane in GSE co-ordinates
relative to the Earth and the Earth’s bow shock and panel b) shows the positions
of ACE, Wind and the 4 Cluster spacecraft in the X Z plane. Panels c) and d)
are an expansion of the region around the Cluster spacecraft to show clearly the
relative distances from each other.
(23 RE) and Z (0 RE) directions. Both ACE and Wind are separated from the
Cluster tetrahedron by over 150 RE in the X direction. Figure 4.1 panels c) and
d) show the relative positions of the 4 Cluster spacecraft. In the XY plane the
Cluster spacecraft are situated such that Cluster 2, 3 and 4 are approximately
equally separated but spacecraft 1 is situated further in the +Y direction. In the
XZ plane the Cluster spacecraft are approximately aligned in the Z direction with
the Cluster 2 spacecraft the furthest in the +Z direction and Cluster 3 at the other
extreme.
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4.2 Cluster Observations
On the 2nd March 2006 between 16:37:00 UT and 16:40:00 UT all four of the
Cluster spacecraft were in the solar wind, consistent with the locations shown in
Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows data from this 3 minute interval, in particular the
magnetic field and plasma parameters observed by Cluster 1. From top to bottom,
Figure 4.2 shows a) the total magnetic field strength; b) the 3 components of the
magnetic field in GSE co-ordinates; c) the total ion velocity; d) the 3 components
of the ion velocity in GSE co-ordinates, e) the ion density; f) the ion temperature;
g) the ion β; h) the Alfve´n speed; and i) the ion temperature anisotropy (defined
here as Ap =
Tpara
Tperp
− 1). In panels b) and d) the x, y and z GSE components of the
vector quantities are indicated by red, green and blue respectively, as indicated in
the key. Note that in Figure 4.2 d) we have added 400 km s−1 to the x-component
(red trace) of velocity to facilitate a comparison between the variations in all three
velocity components.
Three significant magnetic field rotations, predominately in the BxGSE compo-
nent (red trace) of the magnetic field, were observed and are evident in panel b).
The vertical dashed lines on Figure 4.2 indicate the start of each of these magnetic
field rotations. This is consistent with the spacecraft crossing three distinct cur-
rent sheets. The rotations will hereafter be referred to as current sheet 1 (CS1)
for the 26◦ rotation in B field direction occurring at 16:38:17 UT, current sheet 2
(CS2) for the 43◦ rotation occurring at 16:38:40 UT and current sheet 3 (CS3) for
the 13◦ rotation at 16:39:00 UT. The total magnetic field rotation over all three
current sheets (i.e. between upstream and downstream regions) is 68◦.
Figure 4.2 panel c) shows that the event occurs during a period of slow solar
wind (400 km s−1). Panel c) shows a total ion velocity increase of ∼ 20 km s−1
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Figure 4.2: Solar wind and magnetic field data obtained by Cluster 1 over a 3
minute interval, from 16:37:00 UT to 16:40:00 UT, on the 2nd March 2006. Starting
from the top the panels show; the total magnetic field strength, the magnetic field
strength in the GSE co-ordinate directions Bx (red), By (green) and Bz (blue), the
total ion velocity, the ion velocity in the GSE co-ordinate directions vx +400 km s
−1
(red), vy (green) and vz (blue), the ion density, temperature, β, Alfve´n velocity
and the ion temperature anisotropy (given by Ap =
Tpara
Tperp
− 1). The black vertical
dashed lines show the start of each of the 3 magnetic field rotations.
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between the first two magnetic field rotations which, from examination of panel
d), occurs predominately in the BxGSE direction. It should be noted that the
largest changes in both magnetic field and ion velocity are in the xGSE direction.
These changes are anti-correlated over CS1 and correlated over CS2. This feature
is characteristic of current sheets bounding a reconnection exhaust (Gosling et al.,
2005). There is no significant change in ion velocity across CS3.
Panel e) of Figure 4.2, shows that there is no discernible difference in the ion
density in the regions either side of the exhaust, as had been reported in some
previous studies (e.g. Teh et al. (2009)). The ion temperature (shown in panel f))
also does not show any significant variation over the event, though a temperature
increase is often seen in the reconnection events reported by Gosling et al. (2005).
The ion β (panel g)) over the event remains steady; β ∼ 1. There have been
reports of a slight increase in ion β during some reconnection events, e.g., Gosling
et al. (2006a), but this is not apparent here.
The Alfve´n velocity, shown in panel h), throughout the event remains approx-
imately constant at 45 km s−1. This is expected given that there are no large
changes in the magnetic field strength or plasma density across the event. There
is, however, a large spike, from approximately 0 to 2, in the ion temperature
anisotropy (panel i) between the first two magnetic field rotations, as compared to
values on either side of the reconnection event. Therefore, the temperature of the
ions parallel to the magnetic field appears to be greater than that perpendicular
to the magnetic field within the exhaust region. This conclusion must be treated
with caution, as it is based on a single data point. However this observation would
be consistent with reconnection accelerating ions along the magnetic field direction
and has been reported in previous studies (Gosling et al., 2005).
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Figure 4.3 shows the differential energy flux of electrons in the solar wind for
pitch angles 0− 180◦ as seen by the Cluster 1 PEACE instrument over the event.
the view is of 180◦ because the graph is symmetrical about the vertical axis and
thus it is only necessary to display one half. The data is divided into segments
of a circle each representing a specific energy and pitch angle. The colour of the
segment indicates the relative number of electrons found in that segment with
red the highest number and purple the lowest number. The blank white spaces
indicate areas where no data was taken. The data include a correction to the
electron energies to account for the spacecraft potential. On the left hand half
of each panel is the pitch angle distribution observed at 16:38:05 - 16:38:07 UT,
before the spacecraft encounters the event.The right hand half shows 8 subsequent
intervals covering the event (these intervals have separations which range from
4 − 8s depending on the PEACE data available), with the final panel showing
the data observed at 16:38:54 - 16:38:56 UT. This is so a direct comparison can
be made between the distribution before the magnetic reconnection event and the
distribution at points over the event. There is a peak in electron differential energy
flux observed at electron energies of around 20 eV , in particular between the pitch
angles 90− 180◦ for each of the distributions shown indicated by the black circles.
However, there is a large drop-out of half the maximum flux of these electrons
at 16:38:44 UT (panel f) indicated by the blue circle on panel f)), just after the
spacecraft crossed CS2, indicating that a transition into a different plasma region
has indeed occurred. There are no significant changes in the differential energy
flux of electrons over CS1 (between panels b) and c)) but there does appear to be
a reversal of the beam between CS2 and CS3 (panels g) and h) indicated by the
red circles).
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Figure 4.3: PEACE pitch angle distribution data over the event. The left hand
side of each graph shows the distribution at 16:38:05 - 16:38:07 UT and the right
hand side shows subsequent times with the last at 16:38:56 - 16:38:58 UT. The
times above each panel indicate the start time of the sweep. The electrons are
binned by pitch angle, the colour indicates the differential energy flux as indicated
by the colour bar.
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Figure 4.4 shows the field and plasma parameters observed by Cluster 3, pre-
sented in the same format as Figure 4.2. Cluster 1 and 3 are only minimally
separated (< 0.5 RE) in the X direction but are more widely separated in the Y
and Z directions (> 1 RE in both cases). Cluster 3 also observed three magnetic
field rotations similar to Cluster 1. The rotations are predominately in the BxGSE
and the rotation angle of the field in CS1 and CS2 is comparable to that seen
by Cluster 1; Cluster 1 observes rotations of 26◦ and 43◦ and Cluster 3 observes
25◦ and 39◦ for CS1 and CS2 respectively. The third rotation at 16:38:50 UT is
7◦, which is half of that seen at Cluster 1 (13◦). Cluster 3 also observed an ion
velocity increase of ∼ 20kms−1 predominately in the vxGSE direction, between CS1
and CS2, again similar to that observed by Cluster 1. The density, temperature,
plasma β and Alfve´n speed showed no large change during the event, as was the
case when observed at Cluster 1. The sharp increase in temperature anisotropy
seen in the Cluster 1 data is smaller at Cluster 3, but this is perhaps a more reliable
measurement as there are 2 data points rather than 1. The PEACE instrument
was not operational for Cluster 3 during this event and so it was not possible to
observe the nature of the variations of the electron population at this spacecraft.
However, from the CIS and FGM observations it is clear that Cluster 3 passed
through the same set of current sheets.
Neither the CIS nor the PEACE instruments were operating on Cluster 2 or
4 at the time of this event. However it is still possible to examine the FGM data
from each of these two spacecraft and compare to Cluster 1 and 3. Figure 4.5
shows the magnetic field data for each of the 4 Cluster spacecraft rotated into a
reference frame that minimises the changes in one direction and maximises them
in another orthogonal direction. This natural co-ordinate system is based on the
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Figure 4.4: Solar wind and magnetic field data obtained by Cluster 3 over a 3
minute interval over the event on the 2nd March 2006 from 16:37:00 UT to 16:40:00
UT. This figure follows the same format as Figure 4.2.
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mean weighted minimum variance analysis, described in Section 3.5.5 and with
the inputs detailed in Table 4.1. The appropriate rotational matrix from the GSE
co-ordinate system is given by the following matrix:
L
M
N
 =

0.849, −0.414, 0.328
0.262, −0.868, −0.418
−0.458, −0.269, 0.849


X
Y
Z

GSE
The total field strength at each of the 4 Cluster spacecraft and the 3 compo-
nents of the magnetic field vector transformed into this natural reference frame for
the event are shown in Figure 4.5. In this natural co-ordinate frame, the field com-
ponents in the mean minimum variance direction (N) are shown in red, the mean
intermediate variance direction in green (M) and the mean maximum variance di-
rection in blue (L). Panels a) and b) show the total and component magnetic field
data respectively for C1 panels c) and d) for Cluster 2 and so on for all 4 Cluster
spacecraft.
The full vertical dashed line indicates the start time of the first magnetic field
rotation seen by Cluster 1. The vertical dashed lines on panels c) and d), e) and
f), and g) and h) which cover individual spacecraft data, show the time at which
that spacecraft observed the beginning of the first magnetic field rotation. The
lag between these times and the Cluster 1 start time is indicated in seconds on
each |B| panel. It can be seen that Cluster 3 encountered the event first, 0.1 s
before Cluster 1. Cluster 4 observed the event 16.6 s after Cluster 1 and Cluster 2
35.5 s after Cluster 1. These values are determined as the time lag providing the
maximum correlation between Cluster 1 magnetic field and the magnetic field of
Cluster 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In each case the analysis used the component of
magnetic field in the mean maximum variance direction, and returned a correlation
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coefficient > 0.95 with a p value of < 0.01, indicating a high level of correlation
between spacecraft observations.
The Cluster 4 spacecraft observes the 3 current sheets (rotations in the L di-
rection) which appear similar to those observed at Cluster 1 and 3 but ∼ 16.6
seconds later. However the Cluster 2 spacecraft does not observe these sharp cur-
rent sheets. Instead it observes a more monotonic gradual rotation in the magnetic
field beginning 35.5 seconds after the Cluster 1 encounter. The overall change in
magnetic field direction is comparable between Cluster 2 and 4 with a total angle
change of ∼ 45◦ for both spacecraft. Cluster 2 also observes some fluctuations
after the main rotation has finished. These are in the same component direction
(L) and so Cluster 2 may also have encountered the third current sheet. Recall
that Cluster 2 is situated further in the +Z direction than the other 3 spacecraft.
Cluster spacecraft 1, 3 and 4 see 3 clear magnetic field rotations which are
comparable spatially and temporally. The first current sheet rotates over 36◦ for
Cluster 1 and 3, and 16◦ for Cluster 4. The time between current sheet 1 and 2
is 22 s for Cluster 1 and 3 and 18 s for Cluster 4. The rotations over the second
current sheet are 44◦ for Cluster 1, 32◦ for Cluster 3 and 42◦ for Cluster 4. For
Cluster 1 the third rotation is 18◦, for Cluster 3 the rotation is 7◦ and for Cluster 4
15◦. There are 20 s and 26 s between sheet 2 and 3 for Cluster 1 and 4 respectively,
which is larger that the time difference observed at Cluster 3 (10 s). Thus, while
there are small differences in the timing and level of rotation for each spacecraft,
they all appear to be observing the same structure. Cluster 2 however, does not see
the same magnetic field configuration as the other 3 spacecraft despite the distance
between spacecraft being small in comparison to the inferred size of reconnection
structures that have previously been documented (Phan et al., 2006; Gosling , 2010,
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Figure 4.5: Magnetic field data for each of the four Cluster spacecraft over the event
in the derived natural reference frame. The black vertical dashed lines indicate the
time of observation of the initial magnetic field rotation for each of the Cluster
spacecraft. The time lag between each spacecraft observing this rotation is given
on each panel. It can be seen that there are 3 distinct steps of magnetic field
rotation for Cluster 1, 3 and 4, whereas the magnetic field at Cluster 2 shows a
gradual magnetic field rotation over the same time period.
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Time frame Variance Direction Vector λ λ
h:m:s UT Rat.
C1 16:38:10 - 16:38:50 Minimum: -0.404, -0.280, 0.871 0.037 3
- - Intermediate: -0.235, -0.888, -0.395 0.109 30
- - Maximum: 0.884, -0.365, 0.292 3.3
C2 16:38:46 - 16:39:26 Minimum: -0.113, 0.469, 0.876 0.026 3
- - Intermediate: -0.614, -0.726, 0.310 0.076 29
- - Maximum: 0.781, -0.502, 0.370 2.19
C3 16:38:10 - 16:38:50 Minimum: -0.508, -0.490, 0.708 0.011 9
- - Intermediate: -0.124, -0.772, -0.623 0.093 35
- - Maximum: 0.852, -0.405, 0.332 3.27
C4 16:38:27 - 16:39:07 Minimum: -0.432, -0.258, 0.864 0.037 3
- - Intermediate: -0.249, -0.887, -0.390 0.114 31
- - Maximum: 0.867, -0.384, 0.318 3.54
Table 4.1: The results of the minimum variance analysis observed at each of the
4 spacecraft for the 2nd March 2006 event for the full crossing. The minimum,
intermediate and maximum variance directions and the eigenvalues associated with
each of these vectors (λ) and their ratios (λ Rat.) are given.
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2011).
4.3 Evidence for Reconnection
A quantitative test of whether the above observations agree with typical predica-
tions for reconnection is the Wale´n test (Paschmann et al., 2013, and the references
therein). The Wale´n relation is satisfied when the change in plasma flow velocity
over a discontinuity is equal to the change in the Alfve´n velocity. If the Wale´n re-
lation is satisfied, it indicates the likely presence of Alfve´n waves and/or rotational
discontinuities. It is also approximately satisfied for intermediate and ‘switch-off’
slow shocks which are sometimes associated with reconnection (Nykyri et al., 2003).
In the De Hoffman-Teller (dHT) frame (see Section 3.5.4) the Wale´n relation is
satisfied if:
vi − vHTi = ±VAi (4.1)
where the subscript i refers to the components in GSE x, y and z direction, vi
are the components of the ion velocity (in GSE), vHTi are the components of the
velocity of the dHT frame (in GSE) and VA is the local Alfve´n velocity in the field
aligned direction (Paschmann et al., 2013).
The results of the Wale´n test in this instance should provide a positive correla-
tion between the magnetic field and ion velocity on the leading edge and a negative
correlation on the trailing edge of the event. In this chapter we plot the left hand
side of Equation 4.1 vs. the right hand side and find the gradient of the line of
best fit. If the Wale´n relation is perfectly satisfied the gradient of the line of best
fit should equal 1, however for real world data we will consider gradients between
0.5 - 0.8 and 1.2 - 2 as weakly satisfying the Wale´n relation and gradients between
0.8 and 1.2 as strongly satisfying the Wale´n relation (Sonnerup et al., 1990).
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Figure 4.6 shows the plots of the left hand side of Equation 4.1 vs. the right
hand side for the 3 current sheets observed by Cluster 1 and Cluster 3. The black
line indicates the best fit slope as found by orthogonal regression analysis and
the red line indicates the linear best fit line. The details of the Wale´n relation,
the T-test and its significance are shown in Table 4.2. For both Cluster 1 and 3
CS1 strongly satisfies the Wale´n relation and CS2 and CS3 are weakly satisfying.
However each of the slopes are highly correlated with the best fit lines with the
student T-test determining that each is significant to the 1 % level (except CS3
as seen by Cluster 3 which is only significant to the < 5% level). It should also
be noted that the Wale´n test is more strongly satisfied for the discontinuities as
encountered by Cluster 1 than by Cluster 3. The results of the Wale´n test indicate
that the plasma observed between CS1 and CS2 is consistent with a set of current
sheets associated with reconnection. We note that it was not possible to perform
the Wale´n test for Cluster 2 and 4 due to a lack of ion data.
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Figure 4.6: The Wale´n test results over the three discontinuities observed by C1
and C3. The black diagonal line indicates the gradient of the orthogonal regression
analysis best fit slope and the red line indicates the linear best fit line. The gradient
of both of the lines is indicated on each of the figures and the correlation and t-test
result for each data set are also shown.
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In order to determine the relative orientation and structure of the reconnec-
tion event we now attempt to accurately determine the orientation of each of the
individual current sheets, and the outflow. This is in order to make a comparison
between this reconnection event and the standard picture of reconnection in the
solar wind. Using the relative positions of the spacecraft and the time lag between
current sheet encounters it is possible to find an estimate for the normal direction
vector of the discontinuity, under the assumption that the sheets are planar and
non-rotating during the period of observation.
In order to determine the overall normal direction vector of the event using the
timing method we use the following equation (Schwartz , 1998):
(rα − r1) · nˆ = V (tα − t1) (4.2)
where (rα − r1) is the relative positions of the Cluster spacecraft in the GSE
co-ordinate system (with Cluster 3 as the reference spacecraft), nˆ is the normal
direction vector, V is the speed of the discontinuity and (tα − t1) is the time lag
at the point of maximum correlation over the whole event (with Cluster 3 as the
reference spacecraft). The normal direction vector for the whole event was found
to be = [-0.528, -0.447, 0.722] in the GSE frame with the structure moving at a
speed of 178km s−1. This is only 13◦ away from the minimum variance direction in
the natural co-ordinate frame (-0.458, -0.269, 0.849) and thus we can be confident
that the reference frame is reliable. The projection of the average background solar
wind velocity (−384, 27,−2) km s−1 onto this timing-derived vector gives a speed
of 189 km s−1, which is consistent with speed found using the timing analysis.
Note also that the projection of the solar wind velocity on the minimum variance
direction in our natural co-ordinate frame is 167 km s−1, which is also consistent
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with the speed found using the timing analysis.
The timing analysis technique was also implemented over the individual cur-
rent sheets. From this it was determined that the normal direction vector and
speed of CS1 was [-0.615, -0.414, 0.671] and 163 km s−1 and for CS2 they were
[−0.431,−0.478,−0.765] and 201 km s−1. The solar wind projection onto the CS1
normal direction vector gives a speed of 228 km s−1 and the projection onto the
CS2 normal direction is 150 km s−1. From this it appears that CS1 is moving
slower while CS2 is moving faster in the direction normal to the current sheets
than the corresponding speed of the solar wind.
The orientation and configuration of each of the current sheets that bound the
magnetic reconnection event can also be determined with some confidence simply
by using the magnetic field data. We again use the minimum variance technique (as
described in 3.5.1) (Sonnerup et al., 1967) to determine the individual orientation of
the current sheets observed in this event. These results are presented in Appendix
A. We note that several of the minimum variance directions for the individual
current sheets are not well-defined (with λ ratios < 5) so some caution needs
to be assumed in drawing conclusions from these results. Cluster 4 is the only
spacecraft with minimum variance results reliable enough for both sheets CS1 and
CS2 if we use the definition of a well-defined direction being that with a ratio of
> 10 (Paschmann and Daly , 1998).
To accurately determine the structure of the event we can use a combination of
the timing and the minimum variance techniques. The minimum variance direc-
tions are not well-defined but the maximum variance directions are. Thus we can
reliably use the maximum variance direction when finding the orientation of the
current sheets but not the minimum. We use the normal direction vector found
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by the timing analysis in order to orientate the normal direction vectors for each
current sheet for each spacecraft by using:
E′minij = Emaxij × (Etiming × Emaxij) (4.3)
Where the subscript i stands for the spacecraft number, 1-4, and the subscript
j stands for the current sheet number 1, 2. The third co-ordinate direction vector
was found using the cross product of E′minij and Emaxij as shown in Section 3.5.1.
This analysis resulted in the set of individual normal directions (in GSE co-
ordinates) to the current sheet shown in Table 4.3, which indicate that each of the
current sheet normals are predominantly in the Z GSE direction with the exception
of CS2 for Cluster 2. Each of these new ’fixed’ normals were found to be within
10◦ of the timing normal except CS2 for Cluster 2. We also present the angle
between the two sheets CS1 and CS2 in Table 4.3 by calculating the angle between
the two current sheet normals. The angles between the current sheet normals for
spacecraft 1,3, and 4 are very small (∼ 5◦) but the angles for Cluster 2 is much
larger (33◦). Furthermore, by taking the cross product of these two values, the
normals for sheets CS1 and CS2, the direction of the X-line can be inferred; under
the large scale assumption, the X line will be orthogonal to the normals of both
current sheets.
The exhaust velocity vectors were also transformed into the natural reference
frame. The average solar wind velocity on either side of the event was subtracted
from the total ion velocity to leave a residual flow velocity in the reference frame
moving with the solar wind. In GSE co-ordinates, this background velocity is given
by: (-384, 27, -2) km s−1. This gives a residual velocity of (-17, 6, -6) km s−1.
This vector is 83◦ and 86◦ away from the normal direction vector of the whole
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S/C nˆ CS1 (GSE) nˆ CS2 (GSE) A ◦ X-line Direction
C1 -0.446, -0.480, 0.722 -0.519, -0.454, 0.723 4 0.266, 0.720, 0.641
C2 -0.589, -0.407, 0.692 -0.725, -0.04, 0.425 33 0.404, 0.699, 0.590
C3 -0.503, -0.459, 0.732 -0.430, -0.521, 0.726 6 0.506, 0.530, 0.680
C4 -0.479, -0.469, 0.740 -0.565, -0.410, 0.713 6 0.354, 0.697, 0.624
Table 4.3: Details of the event from the point of view of each spacecraft (S/C).
Table includes the normal direction vector of each of the current sheets determined
using a combination of the timing analysis and minimum variance methods. It also
presents the angle (A) between the two current sheets and the X-line direction.
event found by timing analysis and minimum variance analysis on the magnetic
field respectively, which is consistent with the expectations of a reconnection event
geometry.
Figure 4.7 shows a 2D representation of the crossing of Cluster 1 and 3 through
the reconnection event in the natural co-ordinate system and the solar wind rest
frame. Here the X-line direction (determined from the cross product of CS1 and
CS2 sheet normals) is directed out of the page, the normal direction of the natural
co-ordinate system is along the horizontal axis and the vertical axis shows the
direction that makes an orthogonal right-handed set. The black arrows indicate
the measured magnetic field vectors and the red arrows are the residual ion velocity
vectors. The magnetic field has been interpolated onto the ion velocity time series.
CS1 and CS2 are indicated by the green and blue lines respectively. The grey
arrow is the spacecraft trajectory through the exhaust at the negative residual
velocity (from right to left). The residual ion velocity is the total ion velocity
minus the background solar wind velocity. Point (0,0) is the position at the first
ion velocity and magnetic field measurement. This figure illustrates the magnetic
field clearly rotates over each current sheet for both spacecraft. The residual ion
velocity is much greater inside the exhaust region and it is directed away from the
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direction of the inferred reconnection site. From the geometry of these figures, the
Cluster spacecraft encounter the reconnection event very close to the reconnection
site (∼ 2 × 104 km or approximately 3 RE) assuming that the normal direction
vectors are accurate and the sheets are planar in nature.
Unfortunately there is no CIS data available for Cluster 2 and 4 which means
that it is not possible to generate a complete picture of the event from the per-
spective of all 4 spacecraft.
4.4 ACE and Wind Observations
ACE and Wind were both in the solar wind at the time of this event but located
at relatively large distances from Cluster (see Section 4.1). These spacecraft have
often been used to study magnetic reconnection in the solar wind (Phan et al.,
2009). We use the derived speed and orientation of the current sheet CS1 and
CS2 at Cluster to estimate when these sheets should have passed over ACE and
Wind, assuming that, on the global scale, they remain large scale planar structures
travelling with the same solar wind velocity.
The predictions are shown in Table 4.4. Note that even the small angle between
CS1 and CS2 normals results in a significant time difference between arrival of these
2 current sheets at ACE and Wind. In particular, we predict that the crossing
duration between these sheets for ACE would be 4 minutes and Wind would be
10 minutes. This assumes that the current sheets remain large scale, planar and
non-rotational over the large separation scales between these spacecraft. Figure
4.8 shows the 3 components of the magnetic field in GSE co-ordinates and the
total ion velocity for the ACE, Wind and Cluster 1 spacecraft over the times
when we predict they should have observed the event. The red bars highlight the
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Figure 4.7: The geometry of the crossings of Cluster spacecraft 1 and 3 over the
event. The X-line direction is out of the page, the normal direction is plotted on
the horizontal axis and the direction that makes up a right handed set is along
the vertical axis in each panel. The green and blue solid lines indicate CS1 and
CS2 respectively, the black arrows show the magnetic field vectors and the red
arrows show the residual ion velocity vectors after a background velocity has been
subtracted. The grey arrow shows the motion of the spacecraft. A magnetic field
rotation over each of the current sheets for each of the spacecraft and an increase
in ion velocity between the two current sheets in the direction away from the x
point is observed. The ion velocity measurements are not available for spacecraft
2 and 4, hence similar plots cannot be constructed for these spacecraft data.
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Spacecraft Predicted Time Lag /s Maximum
Time Lag /s (at max. cor.) Correlation
Cluster 1 0.0 0.0 1.0
Cluster 2 32 35.5 0.960
Cluster 3 -5 -0.09 0.974
Cluster 4 13 16.6 0.979
ACE CS1: -3100, CS2:-2800 -4592 0.964
Wind CS1:-1200, CS2: - 600 -1904 0.887
Table 4.4: The predicted and correlated time lags between a spacecraft and Cluster
1.
regions where the current sheets were predicted to occur and the black dashed lines
indicate the point of maximum correlation between the magnetic field data based
on analysis in Table 4.4.
There are no similar structures at the predicted times (highlighted by the red
bars on Figure 4.8) for either the ACE or Wind data, even within a error margin
of ±10 mins. Thus we did a cross correlation analysis on the ACE and Wind
data with the Cluster data to see whether there were any similar structures in the
data within a few hours of the predicted time. Table 4.4 also shows the time lags
found using the maximum cross correlation analysis on the magnetic field in the
maximum variance direction for each spacecraft. This cross correlation returns a
maximum correlation at a time lag that is longer than predicted. For ACE we
get a maximum correlation of 0.96 at a time of 4590 seconds (50% longer than
the average predicted time ∼ 3000 s) before the encounter at Cluster 1 and for
Wind a maximum correlation of 0.89 at a time of 1904 seconds (more than double
the average predicted time of 900 s) before the Cluster encounter (highlighted by
the black dashed lines on Figure 4.8). At these times there are features that look
similar to the features seen at Cluster (as expected if the correlation coefficient is
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Figure 4.8: The magnetic field and ion velocity data for the ACE, Wind, and
Cluster spacecraft over the periods that they were predicted to have encountered
the event assuming that the current sheets remain planar and move with the same
solar wind velocity. For each spacecraft the upper panel shows the 3 components
of the magnetic field and the lower panel shows the total ion velocity. The red
bars at the top of panels a), c) and e) indicate the predicted time duration of the
event in each case and the black dashed lines indicate the time lag at maximum
correlation.
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high), namely a magnetic field rotation predominately in the x-direction in GSE
co-ordinates, which appears in two step-like stages.
A minimum variance analysis was done over the rotations found at the time of
maximum correlation for ACE and Wind, the results of which are shown in Table
4.5 along with the angle between the vector and the equivalent in the natural
co-ordinate frame (e.g. the angle between the minimum variance direction and
the n direction). The ACE and Wind minimum variance results for the CS1 are
however not similar to that of the Cluster spacecraft. For example if we compare
the maximum variance direction (well defined in each case) for ACE and Wind we
find that each of the direction vectors is at an angle greater than 30◦ from the L
direction of the natural co-ordinate frame. However the equivalent angle for CS2 is
very close for ACE (9◦) and quite close for Wind (18◦). Thus despite the possible
identification of the event by cross correlation analysis, the minimum variance
analysis for the ACE and Wind spacecraft is not consistent with the interpretation
that the current sheets are planar over large distances, unless the current sheets
have significantly rotated.
There is no evidence of any ion velocity enhancement at ACE at either the pre-
dicted time or at the time lag of maximum correlation and thus there is no evidence
that there is magnetic reconnection taking place at this spacecraft. There is, how-
ever, an increase in ion velocity just before the time lag at maximum correlation,
indicating that reconnection may be occurring at the Wind spacecraft.
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4.5 Interpretation and Discussion
The observations and analysis presented are consistent with a magnetic reconnec-
tion event being encountered by the Cluster spacecraft. The Cluster 1 and 3 data
show magnetic field and ion velocity changes that are consistent with previous
studies of similar events (Gosling et al., 2005). There is a bifurcated, or even tri-
furcated, magnetic field reversal region, within which there is a significant increase
in ion velocity directed between the two main current sheets in both cases. The
changes in the magnetic field and ion velocity are anti-correlated over the leading
edge of the exhaust and correlated on the trailing edge, a feature of reconnection
initially indicated by Gosling et al. (2005).
The spacecraft, in particular Cluster 1, observed small plasma ∆β values (< 0.2
for both spacecraft) across the event. This is consistent with reconnection occurring
for a magnetic shear which is fairly small (in this case 63◦) as the plasma ∆β is
expected to be small in order for magnetic reconnection to occur (Phan et al.,
2010).
The Alfve´n speed on either side of the exhaust is approximately 45 km s−1,
which is typical of the solar wind (Mullan et al., 2006). The exhaust jet in the frame
of reference of the solar wind is travelling at speeds of approximately 20 km s−1,
approximately half of the exterior Alfve´n speed, with respect to the reference frame
of the event, which suggests that not all of the available magnetic energy is being
converted into plasma bulk flow velocity (Yamada et al., 2014).
The Wale´n test results for the Cluster spacecraft show that the leading and
trailing discontinuities weakly satisfy the Wale´n relation in the positive and neg-
ative sense respectively. This is expected from a reconnection event where the
plasma flows into the exhaust region from either side of the event. A weakly sat-
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isfying trend would indicate the presence of intermediate and slow mode shocks
(Sonnerup et al., 1990). Petschek (1964) discussed the presence of slow mode
shocks on the boundaries of magnetic reconnection events, so these are expected
results.
It is logical to abduct that the CS1 is the boundary of the ion outflow and CS3
is the ion boundary on the other side as the ion velocity increase is completely
encompassed in these times thus logically CS2 is the central current sheet.
The results of the timing analysis show that CS1 is moving slower and CS2
faster than expected in the normal direction to the current sheets, which implies
that they are moving closer together in the solar wind reference frame. This
could be indicative of a few physical processes, for example a slowing magnetic
reconnection rate would cause the current sheets to move closer together (Owen
and Cowley , 1987b). If this is the case, the reconnection rate could be slowing down
/ turning off which might suggest that the current sheets had started to merge when
reached by Cluster 2, which could explain the lack of two clear rotations at that
spacecraft.
A comparison between the magnetic field data collected by the four spacecraft,
shows significant spatial and/or temporal changes over scales that are of order that
of the Cluster spacecraft tetrahedron formation. The most significant difference
in the magnetic field over the event is that between Cluster 2 and the other three
Cluster spacecraft, as is evident in Figure 4.5. While Cluster 2 does show an
overall magnetic field rotation that is comparable in size to that observed by the
other spacecraft, it does not observe the distinctive sharp rotations of magnetic
field. This suggests that the event itself is either a relatively small-scale event, a
statement that is corroborated by the crossing time of the event (∼ 30 s), or that
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the reconnection event is very short lived (< 60 s between the first encounter by
Cluster 1 and the final encounter by Cluster 2).
By assuming the current sheets are moving with the solar wind, are large scale
and non-rotating, the time at which the event would have passed the spacecraft
ACE and Wind was predicted. Figure 4.8 shows that there is no similar magnetic
field structure at the predicted times, indicated by the red bar. However a cross
- correlation analysis determined that there were similar features in the ACE and
Wind data rather earlier (25 minutes earlier at ACE and 13 minutes earlier at
Wind) than predicted. This data shows there are two current sheets at ACE and
Wind that follow a similar magnetic field rotation to the ones found at Cluster,
but do not necessarily have the same orientation. There is no distinct ion velocity
increase between the two at ACE, thus it appears unlikely that magnetic reconnec-
tion is active here. However there is an increase in ion velocity at approximately
the same time as the time lag at maximum correlation at Wind and so reconnection
could be active here.
In order to determine the orientation of the current sheets a minimum vari-
ance analysis was done. CS2 at ACE and wind have a similar orientation to the
sheets found at Cluster, but CS1 for ACE and Wind do not. It seems likely that
the current sheets are not the same current sheets as seen at Cluster, unless the
sheets have rotated significantly or are curved over large distances. A rotation of
the current sheets could also account for the difference between the observed and
predicted time between the sheets being detected at ACE and Wind. As both
spacecraft are > 100 RE away from Cluster in the -X direction it could be that
these current sheets are simply not planar over such large scales. If the recon-
nection exhaust is significantly asymmetric the current sheets might not have the
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same orientation as a Cluster and ACE. Another alternative would be that Wind
crosses the reconnection exhaust on the other side of the X-line and so the sheets
are not in the same orientation as at Cluster.
It appears that clear reconnection outflows are seen only at Cluster, though
there is some indication that a reconnection outflow is seen at Wind as well. This
suggests that magnetic reconnection could have been initiated between the time
of observation of the ACE and Wind spacecraft encounters. Previous studies have
suggested that magnetic reconnection in the solar wind is fundamentally large
scale (∼ 100 RE) and non-patchy (Phan et al., 2006). In this study we have
shown evidence that reconnection is variable on small temporal (< 60s) and/or
spatial scales (∼ 10, 000 km). This is indicated by the differences in the magnetic
field between Cluster 1, 3 and 4 and Cluster 2; Cluster 2 witnessed a gradual
magnetic field rotation whereas the other 3 Cluster spacecraft observed two distinct
magnetic field rotations. Also the differences in the Wale´n test results from Cluster
1 and 3, showed that the Wale´n test was better satisfied at Cluster 1 than Cluster
3, which in itself suggests that the event was evolving. The current sheets also
appeared to be moving together which could be indicative of the reconnection
rate slowing down. Despite the multi-spacecraft observations, it was not possible
to determine whether the differences between spacecraft are spatial or temporal
in nature, possible explanations include: rotating current sheets, current sheets
moving relative to each other and, reconnection turning on between spacecraft.
4.6 Conclusion of Case Study
We have shown evidence of a magnetic reconnection event that exhibits large dif-
ferences in the magnetic field structure over distances that are smaller than the
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Cluster spacecraft separation. This result raises questions about our current un-
derstanding of magnetic reconnection in the solar wind. While large-scale, steady
state events are evident in the solar wind, other small scale, transient events are
also clearly possible. Multi-spacecraft observations of such events could help shed
light on the triggers for the start and end of reconnection in the solar wind envi-
ronment.
In this study we found:
• Small differences in the structure of the magnetic field between the 4 Cluster
spacecraft suggesting that the reconnection has evolved over distances and
times smaller than that between the Cluster spacecraft.
• The speeds of each of the current sheets at Cluster suggested that they were
moving towards each other in the rest frame of the solar wind consistent with
a reducing reconnection rate.
• Larger differences in the structure of the magnetic field between Cluster and
the spacecraft ACE and Wind which suggests evolution on a large scale.
• It is possible that the reconnection associated structure is rotating in the
solar wind frame and the ACE and Wind spacecraft do not observe exactly
the same orientations for the current sheets.
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Chapter 5
Reconnection Structures in the
Solar Wind and a Comparison
with Theory
5.1 Introduction
The current prevailing understanding of reconnection in the solar wind is as de-
scribed in the model of Gosling et al. (2005a); a bifurcated current sheet bounds
the reconnection exhaust, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, there are other
models of reconnection outflow structure that suggest that the outflow region may
be more complex than this simple bifurcated current sheet model assumes.
The Petschek model (Petschek , 1964) of reconnection has been generalised over
time to include situations where the inflow conditions are asymmetric (with the
Petschek solution as a special case).
For example, Semenov et al (1983) presented a two dimensional model of
reconnection in which the inflow magnetic field strength and/or plasma density are
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asymmetric. This is expanded on in Heyn et al. (1985) who devised a generalised
structure for the reconnection outflow region shown in Figure 2.5. The structure of
the reconnection layers shown are dependent on the ratios of the inflow parameters
on either side of the structure. The structure of such reconnection events, as
shown in Figure 2.5, take the form: AS−(R−)CS˜− where A is a rotational wave
(or Alfve´n wave), S is a slow shock wave, R is a slow expansion fan, C is a contact
discontinuity and S˜ is a slow shock wave on the opposite inflow side. The brackets
indicate that the slow shock wave can be replaced by the slow expansion fan in
the very asymmetric case. For ν > νACS there is a slow shock solution (AS
−CS˜−)
and for ν < νACS the solution is a rarefaction wave (AR
−CS˜−) where
vACS =
(µ− 1)2
4
γ(β + 1) + (2− γ)µ
γ(β + 1)− (µ+ 1) + (2− γ)µ (5.1)
In this case v = ρ˜0/ρ0, µ = B˜0/B0, β =
8pip0
B20
, and γ = cp
cv
where ρ is the density,
B0 is the magnetic field, p0 is the gas pressure and γ is the ratio of specific heats;˜
indicates which inflow side is being referred to. The side that the rotation Alfve´n
wave appears is dependent on ratio of the inflow Alfve´n speeds. If, for example,
the inflow on the leading side is greater than that of the trailing side, the rotational
Alfve´n waves (A) should appear downstream of the slow mode shocks (S, i.e at the
trailing edge) as shown in Figure 5.1. If there is only a slight asymmetry between
the inflows the slow mode shocks will be of switch-off type (Heyn et al., 1985).
In this chapter we first present a new concept for the structure of a reconnection
exhaust region and apply it to an existing theoretical treatment, Section 5.2. We
then test against three case studies of events that were observed in the solar wind,
Sections 5.4 - 5.6. In Section 5.7 we discuss the results and in Section 5.8 draw
our conclusions.
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Figure 5.1: Figure shows an example of the Heyn model where the inflow velocity
on the trailing side is slightly greater that of the leading side. ‘A’ (red arrowed
line) represents a rotational Alfve´n wave, ‘S˜’ and ‘S’ (green arrowed lines) the
slow mode shocks on the leading and trailing sides respectively and ‘C’ (the blue
arrowed line) the contact discontinuity. The black arrow indicates an example
spacecraft trajectory. The blue shaded areas indicate the reconnection outflows on
either side of the contact discontinuity.
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5.2 New Concept for the Reconnection Exhaust
Region
In Figure 5.2 we present a sketch which illustrates a new concept for the possi-
ble boundaries that we believe could be present within a generalised reconnection
event. Figure 5.2 also shows a graphical representation of some parameters we
believe are relevant to the analysis of such events, which we present later in this
chapter. In Figure 5.2, the original current sheet is shown by the horizontal red
dashed line. The blue shaded areas either side of the original current sheet repre-
sent the regions that would contain the outflow ions (travelling at speeds v01 and
v02) and the red shaded areas show areas into which the outflow electrons could
expand. This region extends further from the original current sheet than the re-
gion occupied by ions as the electrons are able to stream away from the current
sheet along reconnected field lines much faster than the ions. In principle, the
fastest moving electrons may form a layer which extends out as far as the most
recently reconnected field line, or the magnetic separatrix, which in this figure are
represented by the thick red arrowed lines. The angles between the separatrix
and the original current sheet are defined as θ1 and θ2 and between the ion outflow
boundary and the original current sheet φ1 and φ2. The exterior ion flows on either
side of the event are defined as Vin1 and Vin2 with densities of n1 and n2.
In principle, there will be a gradient in the plasma populations at each of the
boundaries between the regions defined above. These gradients may create a dia-
magnetic current sheet co-located at the boundary, and thus the magnetic field
could change strength and/or rotate over each of the boundaries. An example
spacecraft trajectory across such a reconnection event is represented by the black
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Figure 5.2: A sketch of possible boundaries associated with a magnetic reconnec-
tion exhaust outflow in the solar wind. The co-ordinate system assumed is such
that the bounding separatrix (the thick red arrows bounding the red shaded area
- the region occupied by the outflow electrons) are symmetrical about the original
current sheet (red dashed line). This means that the angle between the original
current sheet and the two separatrices are equal: θ1 = θ2. The blue shaded area
shows the region occupied by the outflow ions. These regions on either side of the
original current sheet will contain the reconnection outflows (VO1 and VO2). The
boundaries of these regions (indicated by the blue dashed lines) will form different
angles with the original current sheet (φ1 6= φ2). The electron outflow region (red
shaded area) extends further towards the separatrix, as the electrons are moving
at higher speeds than the ions. The magnetic field can potentially rotate across
each of the boundaries (shown by the thin red arrows) due to the gradient in
plasma properties across the boundary leading to a diamagnetic depression of the
field strength. If a spacecraft were to pass through the region, for example along
a trajectory represented by the black arrow, it could encounter up to 5 distinct
boundaries (at A, B, C, D and E) which encompass the 4 layers. The relative time
spent in each of these regions is dependent on the angle between the spacecraft
trajectory and the original current sheet γ, as well as the angles subtended by
the separatrixes and plasma boundaries. At either side of the event we have an
external ion inflow velocity Vin1 and Vin2 with densities of n1 and n2.
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arrow (in the solar wind context this direction should be approximately similar to
the X direction in GSE co-ordinates as the structure should be carried past space-
craft with the solar wind velocity). The angle between the spacecraft trajectory
and the original current sheet is given by parameter γ. Given the above arguments,
a spacecraft travelling along such a trajectory could potentially see current sheets
at points A, B, C, D, and E, depending on the field and plasma conditions within
and around the event and/or the nature of the gradients in the plasma properties.
A current sheet at C will be detected if the original current sheet is not completely
eliminated by the diamagnetic effects of the heated outflow ions in the reconnec-
tion process and a weak gradient persists. We expect there will be current sheets
at B and D if the heated ion outflows do have a diamagnetic effect (if this is the
case it will reduce any rotation around C), and at A and E if the electron outflows
also drive a diamagnetic effect.
The electron outflow could be observed indirectly by the observations of current
sheets that are outside the ion outflow. But they could also be observed more
directly by looking at changes in the differential energy flux of electrons over all
pitch angles, as there may be a change in the distribution of electrons over the
boundaries. This would be most apparent in situations where the reconnection
changes the topology of field lines between open, closed and disconnected field
lines due to the direction (or absence of in the case of disconnected field lines) of
the strahl electrons as discussed in Gosling et al. (2005a). For the remainder of
this thesis we shall be considering the indirect observations of the current sheets
at the boundary of the electron outflow region.
The co-ordinate system employed in this analysis is indicated in the top right
of the figure. Here, n is the direction of minimum variance of the magnetic field
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over the whole event, which we can assume in an ideal case to be representative
of the average normal direction to the system of current sheets, since ∇ · B = 0
implies Bn = constant. In order to apply an existing analysis to this concept,
in this Chapter M* and L* are chosen such that the magnetic field on either
side of the event are equal and opposite in the L* direction. With regards to a
minimum variance analysis, the L* direction should be similar to the direction of
the magnetic field in the maximum variance direction (but not necessarily exactly
the same due to the possible presence of guide fields) as it identifies the reversing
component of the magnetic field across the current system. In this framework we
expect θ1 = θ2 since the field lines defining the separatrix have BN1 = BN2 and
BL∗1 = −BL∗2. Note however that φ1 6= φ2 necessarily.
Figure 5.3 shows some examples of an idealised reproductions of the field and
plasma flow variations that might be observed during crossings of possible recon-
nection structures consistent with some or all of the current sheets identified in
Figure 5.2. Panel (i) shows the example where all 5 boundaries form current sheets,
and thus magnetic field rotations are visible at all, and there are differences be-
tween the two outflows. In this scenario both the ion outflow and the electron
outflow show a diamagnetic effect and the original current sheet is still detectable.
Panel (ii) shows the case which is consistent with the typical Gosling sketch of
reconnection in the solar wind. In this panel we show the case in which the origi-
nal current sheet has been completely destroyed (hence no rotation at C) and the
electrons are considered to have little or no diamagnetic effect on the magnetic
field (at A or E). Also in this case there is a single outflow speed, v01 = v02.
Panels (iii) and (iv) show examples where there is a detectable outflow on only
one side of the original current sheet. This situation may arise if the differences in
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inflow conditions on either side of the current sheets mean that the plasma from
one side dominates in the interaction and stress balance at the original current
sheet. If this plasma is largely transmitted though the current sheet it will appear
as an accelerated outflow on the other side, but there may be an absence of a flow
through in the other direction. Panel (iii) shows the example with visible current
sheets at B, C, and D. This will thus appear as though there is a Gosling style
reconnection event with another current sheet nearby (as is for example seen in
Chapter 4 in the Cluster 1 data, see Figure 4.2). In contrast, panel (iv) shows
no rotation at point D, in which case it would appear in the data to look similar
to that of panel (ii) but perhaps of relatively shorter duration. If there were a
small reconnection outflow between C and D (such that there is no diamagnetic
effect at D) the structure may appear as though the changes in the ion properties
occur somewhat outside the major current sheet boundaries (we will consider a
case study like this later in the chapter, see Figure 5.7).
Panels (v) and (vi) show scenarios where a change may be seen in one of the
variables but not in the other. Panel (v) shows a situation where the rotation at
C is apparent but the outflow speeds are the same on both sides of the current
sheet whereas Panel (vi) shows a scenario where there is no apparent change in
the magnetic field over the current sheet at C but there are two different outflow
speeds.
The above examples illustrate that there may be a large variety of reconnection
structures possible, dependent on the individual reconnection event characteristics.
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Figure 5.3: Representative examples of reconnection outflows and current sheet
structure. In each panel the black trace represents the variation of the transverse
component of the magnetic field to the current sheet, while the red trace represents
the variation in ion flow velocity. Panel (i) shows the result if all possible current
sheets and gradients in ion flows occur. Panel (ii) shows the result which is in
keeping with the Gosling model (only rotations at B and C and equal outflows).
Panel (iii) shows an example where there are rotations are seen and B, C, and D
but only at outflow between B and C is large enough to be detected. Panel (iv)
shows a similar situation but in this case there is also no detectable field rotation
at D. Panel (v) shows a situation where there are rotations at B, C, and D but the
outflows are similar in strength. Panel (vi) shows an example where the magnetic
field is the same as in the Gosling model but the outflows are different. This is not
an exhaustive set, many variations on these themes are possible.
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5.3 Quantified Testing of the Concepts
In order to make the concept introduced in the previous section more quantified,
we apply some analytical results from previous studies. In this chapter we describe
an adaptation of a mathematical model of magnetic reconnection to the concepts
introduced in the previous section. We then apply this model to three case studies
in which we use the inflow conditions surrounding a magnetic reconnection event
in the solar wind as inputs for this model and test the model output against the
observations.
In Chapter 2 we reviewed the Owen and Cowley (1987a) model of reconnec-
tion and described how it uses the inflow conditions to predict the outflow con-
ditions and structures. The model we will apply and test in this chapter is the
one described in Owen and Cowley (1987a). This model includes the effects of
asymmetries on either side of the current sheet. Although this model was origi-
nally developed for the case of the magnetotail reconnection, and thus has some
limitations in its application to the solar wind case (particularly the assumption
of equal and opposite external fields), it does address the effects of asymmetry in
the ion outflows on either side of a reconnecting current sheet; and also it thus
implicitly includes the possibility of multiple reconnection layers.
5.3.1 Application of the Owen and Cowley Model
Figure 5.2 shows our general set up to which we can apply the principles set out in
the Owen and Cowley (1987b) model adapted for the solar wind context, hereafter
known as OC87. Note that this figure is drawn to represent the rest frame of the
neutral line. Magnetic-reconnection-related structures in the solar wind are likely
to be frozen into the solar wind plasma flow and so largely moving with the solar
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wind. The velocity of the neutral line in the spacecraft frame is thus likely to be
comparable to the average solar wind velocity. The OC87 analysis assumes that
in the rest frame of a neutral line in the solar wind, the outflow velocities can
be found using the, assumed uniform, background magnetic field strength, B, the
density at either side of the reconnection event (n1 and n2) and the residual inflow
speeds (vI1 and vI2) where subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the leading and trailing side
of the exhaust respectively. We separate the leading and trailing sides of the event
to account for any asymmetry between the two sides. Under these assumptions,
the following equations from OC87 predict the set of outflow speeds:
vO1 = 2R− vIM − n1
n1 + n2
∆vI (5.2)
vO2 = 2R− vIM + n2
n1 + n2
∆vI (5.3)
where:
R =
√
B2
µ0mi(n1 + n2)
− n1n2(vI1 − vI2)
2
(n1 + n2)2
(5.4)
vIM =
(n1vI1 + n2vI2)
(n1 + n2)
(5.5)
∆vI = vI1 − vI2 (5.6)
The angles between the reconnected field lines and the current sheet are rep-
resented by θ = θ1 = θ2:
θ ∼ sinθ = |Bmin|
B
=
Ey
vFB
=
Bn
BL∗
(5.7)
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Where vF = R− vIM . The magnetic and electric fields are those outside of the
event. θ will be the same on both sides of the original current sheet as long as the
co-ordinate system is as defined and shown in Figure 5.2. The angle between the
outflow boundary and the central current sheet is then given by:
φ ' (1− vF
v0
)θ (5.8)
The angle φ tends to θ with increasing outflow speed; it will vary in the different
ion outflow layers due to differences in v0, the field aligned flow, between layers
(Equations 5.2 and 5.3). Thus we can use the inflow conditions to estimate the
relative width of the outflow layers at the point of spacecraft crossing (the absolute
width of the event is dependent on the distance from the neutral line, which is
not generally known) by extracting the following observables: the residual inflow
velocity in the neutral line rest frame on either side of the event; the density of
the plasma on either side of the event and the background magnetic field strength
(ignoring the guide field components). These values substituted into the above
equations will give predictions of the outflow speeds, and thus relative layer widths,
which we can test against observations.
Note that a single spacecraft travelling through a reconnection event will likely
not pass at a normal incidence. Thus we also need to determine the overall ge-
ometry of an event to: remove the solar wind flow; identify a natural co-ordinate
frame; rotate this frame so that it is comparable to the OC87 co-ordinate system;
identify the trajectory of the spacecraft through the structure in this co-ordinate
system.
If we compare the original Owen and Cowley model to our concept sketched in
Figure 5.2 and the subsequent outflow structures in Figure 5.3, we have a ready
explanation for the current sheets at B, C and D defined by angles φ1 and φ2 and
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A and E defined by angle θ. Note however that our concept assumes that there is a
diamagnetic effect associated with the edge of the outflow ion region and possibly
the edge of an electron outflow region (equivalent to the separatrix). However,
this diamagnetic effect is not explicitly included in the OC87 analysis (see Beyene
(2013) for treatment of this effect in the OC87 type analysis). We assume also that
the original current sheet is still apparent in observations (unlike Gosling et al.,
2005).
5.3.2 Extracting Specific Observables
In order to compare the predictions of the Owen and Cowley model with actual
events detected in the solar wind, it is necessary to determine whether an event
is a reconnection event, determine the structure of the event in a relevant co-
ordinate system for analysis, find the inflow quantities in that co-ordinate system
and determine the predictions from the application of the model.
First, the magnetic field and ion velocity data returned by a spacecraft are
analysed to determine whether the event exhibits the two main features of a re-
connection event: an overall magnetic field rotation coincident with an increase in
ion velocity.
Once all the magnetic field rotations have been identified it is then possible
to conduct a Wale´n test over each one to determine whether the observations are
consistent with a reconnection event. Typically in the Gosling picture of the solar
wind we would expect to observe two current sheets bounding the reconnection
exhaust that both obey the Wale´n relation. However as we are testing a hypothesis
that includes the possibility of multiple current sheets, we must anticipate the
possibility that a given event will have more than 2 current sheets. Details on how
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to conduct a Wale´n test are given in Section 3.5.4.
Once an event has been diagnosed as a likely reconnection event, a natural co-
ordinate system for the event must be found. We again use the method described
in Section 3.5.5, in order to provide a frame in which to work that is appropriate for
the event. A minimum variance analysis over each of the magnetic field rotations is
also used to find the normal direction vector of each of the current sheets, following
the method described in Section 3.5.1.
Then, in order to simplify the analysis and to consider those parameters which
are most relevant to the assumptions made in OC87, we also further rotate the
analysis co-ordinate system around the average normal direction to the current
sheets in order to work in a frame of reference that has equal anti-parallel magnetic
field components in the inflow region on either side of the event, as shown in
Figure 5.2. We rotate the natural co-ordinate frame around the normal direction,
nˆ, so that the magnetic field in the new Lˆ* direction has an equal and opposite
magnitude at either side of the event. Figure 5.4 shows the basic structure of the
event and how we rotate it to identify the anti-parallel fields. Here we have the
natural co-ordinate frame with the normal direction vector out of the paper. The
directions of the magnetic field on either side of the event are given by the red lines
labelled c1 and c2. Their relative magnitude is indicated by their relative length.
We wish to find the direction vector ‘a’ such that the projection of the field lines
c1 and c2 onto ‘a’ are equal and opposite. In this frame we know the vectors c1
and c2 and we know the direction of b1 and b2 as c1 + c2 = b1 + b2. We can
then find the value of α by:
cosα =
(b1 + b2).c1
|b1 + b2||c1| (5.9)
and thus a can be found using a = c1cosα. Then in order to rotate the frame we
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Figure 5.4: Rotating the natural co-ordinate frame defined in Chapter 4 to ensure
that the fields appear equal and anti-parallel. The original co-ordinate system (nˆ,
Lˆ and Mˆ where nˆ is the minimum variance direction - also normal direction vector
in the natural co-ordinate frame, Lˆ is the maximum variance direction and Mˆ is
the intermediate variance direction) is given in the top left hand corner with the
normal direction vector out of the page. c1 and c2 are the magnetic fields vectors
on either side of the event (their length indicates an example of their relative
magnitude). Line ‘a’ indicates the direction in which the projections of c1 and c2
are anti-parallel. The new co-ordinate directions are given in the top right corner.
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must find the value of β and rotate each direction by this angle.
cosβ =
a.Lˆ
|a||Lˆ| (5.10)
where Lˆ is the maximum variance direction vector. Thus L∗ = Lcosβ −Msinβ
and M∗ = Lsinβ + Mcosβ using the 2d rotation matrix: cosβ −sinβ
sinβ cosβ

The required observables we need to input into the Owen and Cowley model
analysis are the inflow residual velocity, VL∗, on either side of the event, the density
on either side of the event and the strength of the background magnetic field in the
L*N plane. We use these observables in the neutral line (NL) frame of reference.
This means that in order to find the residual inflow velocity we must first find an
average of the background solar wind velocity and subtract that from the velocity
data for the whole event. The inflow velocities, densities and magnetic field are
taken from an average over a short time (∼ 12 s) on either side of the event.
The resulting variables are then used as inputs to equations 5.2 to 5.8. The
outputs vO1, vO2 can be compared directly with the outflow ion velocities over the
event. The angles given by equation 5.7 and 5.8 cannot be directly compared with
the raw data. Instead we can compare the ratios of the time it takes the spacecraft
to cross each distinct layer observed/predicted within the event.
Figure 5.5 shows the basic geometry of a spacecraft travelling through an event.
The relative time spent in each layer (t2 and t3) of the reconnection event will
depend on the angle of the spacecraft trajectory to the event γ. The relative
times, t2 and t3 one would expect the spacecraft take to travel is given by the
following equations:
t3 =
Asinφ1
sin(γ − φ1) (5.11)
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Figure 5.5: The geometry of a spacecraft passing through a reconnection event
(black arrow) in the OC87 co-ordinate system. The dashed lines indicate points B,
C and D where is most likely to be able to determine the boundaries. ‘A’ indicates
the distance between the X-line and the point at which the spacecraft crosses the
current sheet at C. Using this geometry we can find a ratio of the times t2 and t3
taken for the spacecraft to pass over regions.
t2 =
Asinφ2
sin(180− φ2 − γ) (5.12)
thus the ratio:
t3
t2
=
sinφ1
sinφ2
· sin(180− φ2 − γ)
sin(γ − φ1) =
sinφ1
sinφ2
· sin(φ2 + γ)
sin(γ − φ1) (5.13)
Since A will be an unknown in most cases it is only possible to determine t3
t2
.
However if there are only 2 current sheets whose orientation can be accurately
determined it is possible so determine the value of A (as in Chapter 4), assuming
the current sheets are planar over those distances.
A comparison between the values we predict on the right hand side of Equation
5.13 and those observed (left hand side) will give an indication as to whether this
model accurately describes magnetic reconnection structures in the solar wind.
5.3.3 Comparing Input Values
The accuracy of the predicted outflows is highly dependent on an accurate deter-
mination of the inflow characteristics in the rest frame of the solar wind. Table
5.1 shows the differences in the predicted outflows over a variety of inflow speeds
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Vin1 10 10 -10 -10 20 20 -20 -20 50 -50 25 10
Vin2 10 -10 10 -10 20 -20 20 -20 50 -50 30 50
V01 54 51 71 74 44 30 70 84 14 114 39 40
V02 54 71 51 74 44 70 30 84 14 114 34 -0.4
Table 5.1: Testing the velocity inflow values with the magnetic field fixed at 8nT
and a density on either side of 15 particles cm−3.
(the background magnetic field and the density of the plasma at either side of the
event are fixed at 8nT and 15 particles cm−3 respectively). Table 5.1 shows that if
the two input values are equal then the outputs will be of equal value, but differ-
ent input values can lead to quite different outflow speeds and the more different
the inflows the more different the outflows. For example, with inflow values of
vin1 = 10 and vin2 = −10, which are equal and opposite we see output speeds of
51 km s−1 on side 1 and 71 km s−1 on side 2 and with inflows of vin1 = 20 and
vin2 = −20 we see output speeds of 70 km s−1 on side 1 and 30 km s−1 on side
2. The larger the value of the input speeds in the positive direction (the direction
shown in Figure 5.2) the smaller the output speeds. Note that the last case has
essentially no output for one of the outflows (V02).
5.4 Case Study 1: 7th February 2006
5.4.1 Spacecraft Positions
We will test the predictions of the above model for an event observed on the 7th
February 2006, where the Cluster spacecraft were located in the solar wind in an
approximately tetrahedral formation around the location [17, 7.5, 5.5] RE in GSE
co-ordinates, as shown in Figure 5.6. On the left hand side the two panels show
the position of the Cluster spacecraft (C1 in black, C2 in red, C3 in green, and C4
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Figure 5.6: The positions of the Cluster spacecraft at the time of the case study
1 event are shown GSE co-ordinates. On the left hand side the top picture shows
the spacecraft positions in the Y and X co-ordinate directions in GSE with Cluster
1 in black, Cluster 2 in red, Cluster 3 in green and Cluster 4 in blue. The bottom
left panel shows the spacecraft in the Z and X co-ordinate directions. The Earth
is shown by an ‘x’ and the Earth’s bow shock is represented by the black curve.
The right hand side shows an expansion of the area around the Cluster spacecraft.
in blue) with respect to the Earth ( ‘x’) and the Earth’s bow shock (black curve)
in the X-Y and X-Z directions in the GSE co-ordinate system. The two right hand
panels show a zoom in on the Cluster positions. Cluster 2 and 1 are at the two
extremes in the X direction. Cluster 1 and 3 are at the two extremes in the Y
direction, and Cluster 2 and 3 in the Z direction. The tetrahedral formation means
that the Cluster spacecraft are in a near optimum arrangement for observing events
in the solar wind.
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5.4.2 Cluster Spacecraft Observations
On the 7th February 2006, between 00:52:00 UT and 00:55:00 UT, the four Cluster
spacecraft encountered an event. Figure 5.7 shows plasma and magnetic field data
from this 3 minute interval, as observed by the Cluster 1 spacecraft. From the
top, Figure 5.7 shows a) the total magnetic field strength, b) the magnetic field
components in the GSE co-ordinate system, c) total ion velocity, d) ion velocity
in GSE components (here the x direction is shown as x + 300 km s−1 in order
to make a clearer comparison between each component) and e) ion density. The
vertical green dashed line indicates the start of the changes in the ion velocity, the
vertical black dashed lines indicate the starting point of the first two magnetic field
rotations and the vertical red dashed line indicates the point at which the magnetic
field strength returns to the ambient solar wind level. The black dashed horizontal
lines on panels a), c) and e) indicate changes in the levels of the variables. In
panels b) and d) the X, Y, and Z GSE components of the vector quantities are
indicated by red, green and blue respectively.
Two significant magnetic field rotations are evident in panel b) most promi-
nently in the Z direction. Magnetic field rotations are consistent with the spacecraft
crossing current sheets. These current sheets bound a dip in the total magnetic
field strength, a reduction in the ion velocity, and an increase in the ion density.
The total magnetic field strength decreases from a background strength of 7.5 nT
to 4 nT, a 47% decrease. The black horizontal dashed lines on panel a) show 3 dif-
ferent levels of magnetic field strength, the lowest is between the two magnetic field
rotations, the highest is the background level and the middle is the level between
the last rotation and the red line.
The change in ion velocity is approximately 20 km s−1 mostly in the + Z
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Figure 5.7: Magnetic field and plasma data obtained by the Cluster 1 spacecraft
over a period of 3 minutes on the 7th February 2006 from 00:52:00 UT to 00:55:00
UT. Panel a) shows the total magnetic field strength, b) shows the magnetic field in
the GSE co-ordinate directions x (red), y (green) and z (blue), c) shows the total ion
velocity, d) the ion velocity in the GSE co-ordinate directions x +300 km s−1 (red),
y (green) and z (blue), and e) the ion density. The green vertical line indicates
the start of the ion velocity changes, black vertical lines show the magnetic field
rotations and the red line indicates the point at which the magnetic field returns
to a background level. The black dashed horizontal lines indicate changes in the
levels of magnetic field strength, ion velocity and density in panels a), c) and e)
respectively.
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direction, as seen in panel d). The total ion velocity, |V |, drops approximately
15 km s−1 which is shown in panel c) (this is due to a reduction of the magnitude
of the velocity in the X direction). The black horizontal dotted line in panel c)
shows that the background solar wind speed is lower before the event encounter
than after. The ion density, shown in panel e) increases 30% from 13 cm−3 to
18 cm−3 from the background density to the maximum density between the two
current sheets.
It is shown in Figure 5.7 that these changes in the ions and magnetic field
persist after the two magnetic field rotations have passed, continuing until the red
line, at a smaller deviation from the background. During this period the magnetic
field strength is lower than the background field, which can be seen in panel (a),
the magnetic field of each component is still settling and there is noise particularly
in the Y direction, panel (b), and the ion density is still higher than the background
density after the event, panel (e). There is some asymmetry between the ion density
on the leading and trailing sides of the event; the trailing side is approximately
20% increase from 12.5 cm−3 to 15 cm−3. The black horizontal dotted lines show
the different density levels, the background level, the maximum density is between
the rotations and the intermediate density between the second rotation and the
red line.
Figure 5.8 shows the magnetic field and plasma parameters observed during
the event by Cluster 3, presented in the same format as Figure 5.7. Note Cluster
1 and 3 are separated by a distance of < 1 RE in the X direction, ∼ 1.5 RE in the
Y direction and ∼ 1.1 RE in the Z direction.
Similarly to Cluster 1, Cluster 3 observes two magnetic field rotations mainly
in the Z direction. These magnetic field rotations are again indicative of the
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Figure 5.8: Magnetic field and plasma data obtained by the Cluster 3 spacecraft
over a period of 3 minutes on the 7th February 2006 from 00:52:00 UT to 00:55:00
UT. Panel a) shows the total magnetic field strength, b) shows the magnetic field
in the GSE co-ordinate directions x (red), y (green) and z (blue), c) shows the total
ion velocity, d) the ion velocity in the GSE co-ordinate directions x +300 km s−1
(red), y (green) and z (blue), and e) the ion density. The vertical green dashed line
indicates the point at which the ion velocity starts to change, the vertical black
dashed lines show the magnetic field rotations and the vertical red dashed line
indicates the point at which the magnetic field returns to a background level. The
black horizontal lines indicate different levels of the magnetic field strength, total
ion velocity and ion density in panels a), c) and e) respectively.
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spacecraft crossing current sheets. These current sheets bound a large decrease in
magnetic field strength from 8 nT to 4 nT (highlighted by the lowest and highest
black horizontal lines in panel a)) the magnetic field returns to an intermediate
level between the second magnetic field rotation and the red line. The change
in ion velocity of 20 km s−1 during the event is also predominantly in the +Z
direction. The difference between the background ion velocity before and after the
event is approximately 10 km s−1 and is highlighted by the black horizontal line
in panel c). There is also an increase in ion density from 13 cm−3 to 18 cm−3.
Cluster 3 does not observe the consistent intermediate density between the second
current sheet and the red line; instead the density gradually drops back down to
the background level during this period of time. The green line indicates the start
of the changes in the ion velocity and also the changes in density.
Cluster 3 also observes a disturbance continuation, to a lesser extent, after the
second current sheet has passed, the latest extent of which is marked by the red
line.
Figure 5.9 shows the total magnetic field and the magnetic field in the GSE co-
ordinate directions X (red), Y (green), and Z (blue) for the Cluster 2 and Cluster 4
spacecraft. The CIS instruments on both these spacecraft were not in operation at
the time of this event and so the ion velocity and ion density are not available. As
with Cluster 1 and 3, Cluster 2 and 4 observe magnetic field rotations as indicated
by the vertical black lines. In this case Cluster 4 observes two magnetic field
rotations, and Cluster 2 appears to observe three. Between these rotations there is
a significant magnetic field decrease. Again the magnetic field decrease continues
to a lesser extent after the second magnetic field rotation has passed.
Figure 5.10 shows Cluster 2 magnetic field and differential energy flux (DEF)
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Figure 5.9: The total magnetic field strength and the magnetic field strength in
GSE co-ordinate directions x (red), y (green) and z (blue) for the Cluster 2 and
Cluster 4 spacecraft. The black vertical lines indicate the magnetic field rotations
and the red line indicates the point at which the magnetic field returns to the
background level.
of the electron populations as a function of energy and pitch angle over a 90 second
period over the event. Only the Cluster 2 data is available for the time period of
this case study. The plots show the DEF over the pitch angles 0◦ − 180◦. On the
left hand side of the DEF plots is a time slice before the event taken at a time
indicated by the red dashed line on the magnetic field panels. The right hand side
of the DEF plots show subsequent time slices recorded at the times indicated by
the black dashed lines. The maximum of the electron differential energy flux is
seen at energies of approximately 15 eV. Just before the spacecraft encounters the
first dip in magnetic field strength (panel a)) there is a strong drop out of these
electron fluxes. However they then increase after the magnetic field strength has
begun to dip (panels b), c) and d)). Panels b)-d) show that there is a peak in
the differential energy flux of these electrons between 0◦− 90◦, as indicated by the
black ovals, which switches to 90◦ − 180◦ for panels e)-h). Between the points d)
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and e) the spacecraft has started to move over the second current sheet and thus
it would be expected that the directions of the electrons may change depending on
the connectivity of the magnetic field. In fact panel d) appears to have two peaks,
one around 180◦ and the other around 0◦. The disturbance in electron observations
may give an indication of the full extent of the separatrix layer.
5.4.3 Evidence for Reconnection
This section provides evidence that the case study that occurred on the 7th Febru-
ary 2006, as presented above, is indeed a reconnection event.
The Wale´n test is first performed over each of the discontinuities observed by
spacecraft 1 and 3. In order to be considered a reconnection event the discontinu-
ities should satisfy the Wale´n relation. As in Chapter 4, the Wale´n relation will be
considered weakly satisfied for slopes of gradient between 0.5 - 0.8 and 1.2 - 2 and
strongly satisfied for slopes with gradients between 0.8 - 1.2. It was not possible
to do the Wale´n test for spacecraft 2 and 4 due to the lack of ion velocity data.
Figure 5.11 shows the results of the Wale´n test over the leading and trailing
discontinuity for Cluster 1 in the left two panels and for Cluster 3 in the right
two panels. Table 5.2 shows the time periods over which each of the tests was
performed, as well as the velocities of the De Hoffmann Teller frame derived in
each case. Table 5.2 also provides details of the orthogonal best fit for the Wale´n
test results shown in Figure 5.11, including the intercept, gradient, correlation
coefficient (C.C.) and student T-test. Each frame shows the ion velocity in the De
Hoffmann Teller frame on the vertical axis and the Alfve´n velocity on the horizontal
axis. The black line indicates a best fit line as found by the orthogonal regression
analysis technique. We consider the orthogonal regression line when discussing the
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Figure 5.10: The magnetic field and differential energy flux of electrons for pitch
angles 0-180 as seen by Cluster 2. The top two panels show the total and GSE
co-ordinate components of the magnetic field over a period of 90 seconds. The
bottom two panels show the differential energy flux of electrons over pitch angles
0-180 for time slices over the event (labelled by the black dashed lines on the figure)
the left hand side of each plot shows the data at 00:53:05 UT indicated by the red
dashed line on the magnetic field panels. The right hand side show subsequent
time slices labelled by the black lines on the magnetic field plot. The black ovals
indicate the peaks of differential energy flux.
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correlation and slope as this line of best fit takes into account errors in both the
horizontal and vertical direction rather than just in the vertical direction as is the
case with a linear best fit line, for example.
It can be seen that there is a negative slope for the leading edge and a positive
slope for the trailing edge. This is as expected, as the ion velocity and Alfve´n
speed changes will be correlated on one edge of a reconnection exhaust and anti-
correlated on the other.
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It can be seen that the gradients of the best fit lines over the first current sheet
can be considered to be weakly satisfying the Wale´n relation. The gradients of
the best fit lines over the second current sheet strongly satisfy the Wale´n relation.
However, the results from the first current sheet for each spacecraft are statistically
significant to the 1% level while those for the second current sheet are not. This
is likely due to the small number of points available for analysis due to the short
duration of this event. It would be preferable to have an event with a large number
of points to ensure a statistically significant result. However this is often not
possible in the solar wind, as for this event, as the structures convect past the
spacecraft very quickly. Nevertheless, these results appear to be consistent with
this indeed being a reconnection event.
5.4.4 Structure of the Event
A suitable reference frame based on the minimum variance technique was created
in order to study the event in context. Here we took a weighted average of the
minimum variance results for the magnetic field vectors observed at each of the
4 spacecraft over the whole event (as described previously in Section 3.5.5); the
minimum variance technique yields 3 vectors in the direction of minimum, inter-
mediate and maximum change and their associated eigenvalues (λ). The minimum
variance results for the magnetic field data from each of the spacecraft are shown
in Table 5.3. A weighted average is obtained by using the technique described in
Section 3.5.5.
It can be seen that the minimum variance directions over the whole event for
each spacecraft are very similar to each other; all are within a 15 degree cone.
In addition, the results are very well defined (ratio > 10), the lowest value for
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Figure 5.11: Wale´n test results over both current sheets for the event that occurred
on the 7th February 2006 for data taken by Cluster 1 and 3. The panels on the
left hand side indicate the Wale´n test results for Cluster 1 and on the right hand
side, for Cluster 3.
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 53:33 - 53:52 Minimum: -0.851, 0.402, 0.338 0.0384 44.8
Intermediate: 0.181, 0.828, -0.530 1.72 11.45
Maximum: -0.493, -0.390, -0.778 19.7
C2 53:15 - 53:39 Minimum: -0.803, 0.509, 0.311 0.0778 28.9
Intermediate: 0.309, 0.801, -0.512 2.25 8.93
Maximum: -0.510, -0.315, -0.800 20.1
C3 53:00 - 53:18 Minimum: 0.734, -0.658, -0.170 0.0489 32.3
Intermediate: -0.448, -0.658, 0.607 1.58 10.1
Maximum: -0.511, -0.369, -0.776 16
C4 53:12 - 53:31 Minimum: -0.746, 0.612, 0.262 0.0266 42.9
Intermediate: 0.329, 0.681, -0.654 1.14 11.6
Maximum: -0.579, -0.402, -0.710 13.2
Table 5.3: The minimum variance analysis over the whole event, for each of the
4 Cluster spacecraft (S/C). The maximum, intermediate and minimum variance
direction vectors are given, their corresponding eigenvalues, λ and the λ ratios
between the minimum and intermediate directions and between the intermediate
and maximum directions.
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λ (between the minimum and intermediate variance directions) is 28.9. Thus we
infer, by weighted average, the natural co-ordinate system is given by a rotation
from GSE given by the matrix:

N
M
L
 =

−0.819 0.561 0.286
0.345 0.830 −0.640
−0.559 −0.399 −0.818


X
Y
Z

GSE
The results of minimum variance analysis on the two current sheets separately
are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 in the same format as Table 5.3.
Using the weighted average technique that we used to find the natural co-
ordinate frame of the event, we find the normal direction of the current sheets as
an average of the spacecraft minimum variance results CS1 = [-0.800, 0.492, 0.341]
and CS2 = [-0.824, 0.495, 0.274]. These results are both within 10◦ of the result
obtained for the full event.
Another way of finding the structure of the event is to use the 4 spacecraft
timing analysis technique, as described in Section 3.5.2. This can thus be used as
a test of the accuracy of the natural co-ordinate system. The 3×3 matrix (rα−r1)
is given by the distance from Cluster 2, 3 and 4 to the reference spacecraft, Cluster
1 and (tα−t1) is the time difference at maximum correlation (over the whole event)
between Cluster 2, 3 and 4 relative to the reference spacecraft Cluster 1. These
values are given in Table 5.6. Thus we determine the normal direction of the
event is given by nˆ = [−0.826, 0.441, 0.351] and the speed at which it travels:
v = 257 km s−1. The timing normal direction vector is within 5◦ of the minimum
variance direction found by the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft, thus we can be
very confident of its accuracy.
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 53:35 - 53:40 Minimum: -0.840, 0.284, 0.462 0.01 9.06
Intermediate: -0.159, 0.686, -0.710 0.0906 38.9
Maximum: -0.519, -0.670, -0.531 3.52
C2 53:17 - 53:25 Minimum: -0.777, 0.544, 0.315 0.00764 13.7
Intermediate: 0.023, 0.526, -0.850 0.105 35.7
Maximum: -0.628, -0.654, -0.421 3.75
C3 53:00 - 53:39 Minimum: -0.739, 0.563, 0.370 0.00625 24
Intermediate: 0.051, 0.595, -0.802 0.15 18.9
Maximum: -0.671, -0.574, -0.468 2.84
C4 53:12 - 53:21 Minimum: -0.773, 0.574, 0.270 0.0168 7.38
Intermediate: 0.165, 0.593, -0.788 0.124 22.1
Maximum: -0.613, -0.565, -0.553 2.74
Table 5.4: The minimum variance analysis for current sheet 1, for each of the
4 Cluster spacecraft (S/C). The maximum, intermediate and minimum variance
direction vectors are given, their corresponding eigenvalues, λ and the λ ratios
between the minimum and intermediate directions and between the intermediate
and maximum directions.
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 53:43 - 53:50 Minimum: -0.857, 0.368, 0.362 0.0574 21.8
Intermediate: 0.292, 0.924, -0.247 1.25 9.04
Maximum: -0.425, -0.106, -0.899 11.3
C2 53:27 - 53:37 Minimum: -0.844, 0.462, 0.273 0.0672 21.1
Intermediate: 0.413, 0.884, -0.220 1.42 8.87
Maximum: -0.343, -0.073, -0.936 12.6
C3 53:13 - 53:18 Minimum: -0.786, 0.587, 0.195 0.063 14.2
Intermediate: 0.583, 0.808, -0.082 0.899 12.3
Maximum: -0.206, 0.050, -0.977 11.1
C4 53:23 - 53:31 Minimum: -0.718, 0.651, 0.248 0.03 47
Intermediate: 0.511, 0.734, -0.448 1.41 9.0
Maximum: -0.474, -0.195, -0.859 12.7
Table 5.5: The minimum variance analysis for current sheet 2, for each of the
4 Cluster spacecraft (S/C). The maximum, intermediate and minimum variance
direction vectors are given, their corresponding eigenvalues, λ and the λ ratios
between the minimum and intermediate directions and between the intermediate
and maximum directions.
Spacecraft Time Lag /s Maximum
Correlation
Distance from ref.
(C1) /km
Cluster 1 0.0 1.0 0, 0, 0
Cluster 2 -14.2 0.990 4110, -4870, 5518.5
Cluster 3 -31.3 0.984 1615, -9487.1, -7124.3
Cluster 4 -18.8 0.989 987, -7210.6, -2305
Table 5.6: Time lag between Cluster spacecraft and spacecraft 1 Event 7/2/2006.
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5.4.5 Removing the Solar Wind Flow
Removing the solar wind flow from the event so that only the residual velocity
remains is fraught with potential causes of error. In the solar wind the background
velocity is of the order of 300 km s−1 while the residual reconnection inflow is
of the order of 20 km s−1 or less. This means that any error in determining the
background solar wind velocity will have a significant impact on the determined
residual solar wind flow. However, in order to determine the background solar wind
flow we take an average of the solar wind velocity before and after the event. This
is only possible for spacecraft 1 and 3 as the CIS instrument is not operational for
spacecraft 2 and 4 during this time.
For Cluster 1 we use an average of the solar wind velocity between 0:52:30
UT - 00:53:00 UT and 00:54:30 UT - 00:55:00 UT and for Cluster 3 00:52:00
UT - 00:53:00 UT and 00:53:30 UT - 00:54:00 UT. This is to ensure that the
average is taken from points close to the reconnection event, without being in-
side the reconnection event itself. This leads to background solar wind flows of
[−322.7, 12.5,−8.6] km s−1 and [−315.6, 13.3,−8.31] km s−1 for Cluster 1 and 3 re-
spectively (in the GSE co-ordinate system; after the background has been removed
we rotate the frame into the OC87 frame).
As a check we will compare the speed of the background solar wind flow that
we have just determined with the speed of the direction normal of the event
(257 km s−1). We are making the assumption that the magnetic reconnection
event is being carried along by the solar wind. The angle between the normal di-
rection of the event and the x direction is 34◦ and thus the solar wind speed in the
x direction must be 257
cos(34)
= 311 km s−1. The difference between the background
solar wind speed and the speed in the x direction found by the timing analysis is
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less than 5% and thus we can say that the two are consistent.
By subtracting the solar wind background flows we can see any enhancements
of the flow. Figure 5.12 shows the crossings of the four spacecraft with the event
with the maximum variance direction, L, on the horizontal axis and the minimum
variance direction on the vertical axis. The black lines indicate the current sheets
(determined using the normal direction and by the position of the Cluster 1 space-
craft when the sheets was encountered and extrapolating the position using the
solar wind speed), the black arrows indicate the magnetic field vector (the size
of the vectors indicate their relative magnitude), the red arrows indicate the ion
velocity enhancement over the event (the size of the vectors indicate their relative
magnitude). Data from the CIS instrument is only available on Cluster 1 and
3. The data from Cluster 1 and 3 indicate an ion velocity enhancement that is
directed between the two current sheets. However the ion velocity enhancement
appears to continue outside of the two current sheets, as was seen in Figures 5.7,
5.8 and 5.9.
It should also be noted that Cluster 4 appears to observe the event from the
opposite side of the reconnection site from the other 3 spacecraft. The orientation
of the current sheets is determined by making the assumption that the minimum
variance direction of the magnetic field across the current sheet is synonymous with
the normal direction vector of the current sheet. The angles between the current
sheet normals and the natural co-ordinate frame normal are very small (< 10◦) and
so a small error could mean that the extrapolated current sheet structure has the
X line on the incorrect side of the spacecraft. The Cluster 4 spacecraft is situated
in the middle of the spacecraft formation and so we would expect that it would
observe the same structure as the other 3 spacecraft, and so it is not possible
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Figure 5.12: Cluster crossings of the event in order of spacecraft encounter. The
top left is Cluster 3, the top right Cluster 4, bottom left Cluster 2 and bottom
right Cluster 1. The black lines indicate the current sheets, the black arrows the
magnetic field and the red arrows the ion velocity enhancement (total ion velocity
- background). The length of the arrows indicates the relative magnitude of the
vector.
to conclusively prove that the Cluster 4 spacecraft observed the event from the
opposite side of the X line from Cluster 1, 2, and 4.
We then rotate the event into the OC87 frame so that the magnetic field in the
L* direction is equal and opposite on each side of the event. In this case study the
value of the angle of rotation β is 146◦ and 151◦ for the data at Cluster 1 and 3
respectively.
5.4.6 Derive the Inflow Quantities
The input variables for the OC87 model are the inflow velocities (in the L* di-
rection) and densities, and the magnetic field strength (in the L* direction). The
inflow quantities are determined by taking an average of the data over short time
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Cluster 1 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 18.0 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 −9.0 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 13.6 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 14.2 cm
−3
BL∗ B 7.6 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 129◦
and event normal
Cluster 3 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 19.6 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 −9.7 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 14.6 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 13.2 cm
−3
BL∗ B 7.6 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 124◦
and event normal
Table 5.7: Derived inflow quantities for the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft for
case study 1.
periods on either side of the exhaust. For Cluster 1 the time frames are 00:53:20-
00:53:30 UT and 00:54:00 - 00:54:10 UT and for Cluster 3, 00:52:50-00:53:00 UT
and 00:53:20 - 00:53:30 UT for the leading and trailing side of the exhaust re-
spectively. For the inflow velocity we use the residual velocity remaining after
subtracting the background solar wind flow. All the inflow quantities are in the
OC87 reference frame, and are given in Table 5.7 along with the angle between
the spacecraft trajectory and the normal direction to the reconnection event γ.
The inflows are similar but not identical for the Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft.
The inflow densities on either side of the event are approximately equal but the
inflow velocities on either side of the event are in opposite directions.
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Variable Cluster 1 Cluster 3
v0E1 39 km s
−1 34 km s−1
v0E2 67 km s
−1 64 km s−1
t3
t2
ratios 1.65 1.83
Table 5.8: Predicted outflows for case study 1.
5.4.7 Predictions
We input the values found in the previous section into Equations 5.2 - 5.8 to
obtain predictions for the outflow speeds; v0E1 and vOE2 and the ratio of the time
the spacecraft is predicted to spend in each outflow t3
t2
. The results are shown
in Table 5.8. The predicted outputs for the reconnection event are comparable
between spacecraft, though not identical.
The velocities predicted for the two outflows, v0E1 and vOE2, have very different
speeds. The model predicts that the outflow on the leading side of the event has
a lower speed (39 km s−1 for Cluster 1 and 34 km s−1 for Cluster 3) than the
outflow on the trailing side (67 km s−1 for Cluster 1 and 64 km s−1 for Cluster 3).
The predictions for Cluster 1 are very similar to the predictions for Cluster 3.
The ratio of the relative times the spacecraft is predicted to spend in the two
sections of the ion outflow t2 (leading) and t3 (trailing) are 1.65 for Cluster 1 and
1.83 for Cluster 3, meaning that the Cluster spacecraft is expected to spend a
larger amount of time in the trailing side of the exhaust than the leading side.
5.4.8 Comparisons with model
The reconnection exhaust speed observed by the Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft is of
the order 20 km s−1 between the two current sheets. Cluster 1 and 3 also observe a
smaller reconnection exhaust speed of ∼ 10 km s−1 after the second current sheet
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has passed. It must be noted that the exact speeds of the outflow exhaust are
hard to calculate accurately due to the different background speeds on the leading
and trailing side and because the residual solar wind flow is less than 10% of the
background flow. This means that small errors in calculating the background flow
can translate to large inaccuracies in the determination of the inflow and outflow
velocities.
These observed outflow velocities are smaller than that predicted by the Owen
and Cowley model: the leading side has predicted speeds of 39 km s−1 for Cluster
1 and 34 km s−1 for Cluster 3 and the trailing side; 67 km s−1 for Cluster 1 and
64 km s−1 for Cluster 3. The predictions made by the OC87 will be maximum
outflow values thus we would expect the observed speeds to be lower. The model
neglects the possibility that not all the magnetic energy available is converted to
outflow kinetic energy. The OC87 model predicts that the two exhaust speeds
will be different, which is what is observed at Cluster 1 and 3, however it predicts
that the exhaust on the trailing edge side should have a larger speed than that
on the leading edge side and the observations show the ion velocity enhancement
is reduced between the second current sheet and the point that the solar wind
conditions return to the background level (see Figure 5.7). Though depending on
whether the majority of particles are reflected or transmitted at the central current
sheet it could have the reverse result.
Using Equation 5.13 we can predict the ratio of the amount of time that the
Cluster spacecraft spends in each region of the reconnection exhaust. In this case
we predict the ratio to be t3/t2 = 1.65 for Cluster 1 and t3/t2 = 1.83 for Cluster 3.
This predicts that the Cluster spacecraft should spend more time in the trailing
side than the leading side. For the Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft the amount of time
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that the two outflow speeds were observed appears to be approximately the same
if we compare the length of time the Cluster spacecraft spends at the two increased
levels of density (see Figure 5.7).
For this case study the approximate Alfve´n speed is 44 km s−1. The actual
outflows are in the region of 20 km s−1, and the predicted outflows are between
34− 67 km s−1. This means that some of the predicted outflow speeds (the VOE2
predictions) are larger than the Alfve´n speed of the region.
5.5 Case Study 2: 2nd February 2002
For the second case study we will use a reconnection event that occurred on the
2nd February 2002. This particular event has been studied previously and is shown
to have a large scale structure (Phan et al., 2006; Teh et al., 2009). At the time
of this event the Cluster spacecraft are in their most closely situated formation
(maximum 550 km apart).
5.5.1 Spacecraft Positions
In this particular study the spacecraft are situated very closely together as is shown
in the matrix below:
r1 − r3
r2 − r3
r4 − r3
 =

−401 −270 235
239 73 −299
25 49 −99
 km
This matrix shows the distance in GSE co-ordinates (in km) between each
Cluster spacecraft and Cluster 3. It is possible to see here that the spacecraft
are well within 1000 km of each other. The event itself extends at least 390 RE
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along the X line (Phan et al., 2006), and so we expect that the Cluster spacecraft
should essentially see identical slices through the event as the Cluster spacecraft
separation is less than 1% of the total event size.
Figure 5.13 shows the Cluster spacecraft positions located in the solar wind
around the location [14, 10, 5]RE in GSE co-ordinates. In each panel the ‘X’
indicates the position of the Earth, the curved black line shows the position of the
Earth’s bow shock and the Cluster spacecraft are represented by black, red, green
and blue diamonds for spacecraft 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The two panels on
the left show the position of the Cluster spacecraft with respect to the Earth and
the Earth’s bow shock in the X-Y and X-Z directions. The two panels on the right
show a zoom in on the Cluster positions. Cluster 1 and 2 are at the two extremes
in the X, Y and Z direction, and the Cluster 3 and 4 spacecraft are located in the
middle very close together (< 100 km in any direction). The spacecraft are not
magnetically connected to the foreshock.
5.5.2 Cluster Spacecraft Observations
The Cluster spacecraft are very close together in this event, which means that
it is more likely that the spacecraft see very similar magnetic field strengths and
rotations. Data from the Cluster 3 spacecraft is shown in Figure 5.14 with the
total magnetic field strength in panel a), the magnetic field components in GSE
co-ordinates (with x in red, y in green and z in blue) in panel b), the total ion
velocity in panel c), the x component of ion velocity in panel d), the y and z
components of ion velocity in panel e), density in panel f) and total ion pressure
g). The two black vertical dashed lines indicate the start of the two distinct
magnetic field rotations.
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Figure 5.13: The positions of the Cluster spacecraft on the 2nd February 2002.
The two left hand panels show the positions of the Cluster spacecraft (diamonds)
in the XY and XZ directions in the GSE co-ordinate system. The right hand panels
show a zoom-in of the area around the Cluster spacecraft. The black ‘X’ is Earth
and the black curve is the Earth’s bowshock and the Cluster spacecraft 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are represented by the colours black, red, green, and blue.
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In panel a) it is shown that there is a reduction in the magnetic field strength
of 4 nT from 12 nT to 8 nT . This reduction is mostly encompassed within the
time between the two magnetic field rotations, indicative of current sheets, which
are shown in panel b). It should be noted that while the change in total magnetic
field strength on the trailing edge of the reconnection event is sharp, this is not
the case at the leading edge where a gradual reduction in magnetic field strength
is observed. In fact, on the leading edge, a reduction in magnetic field strength is
observed before there is any indication of a magnetic field rotation.
Panel c) shows that there is an increase in the total ion velocity that displays
similar changes to the magnetic field strength. This increase in ion velocity is
∼ 40 km s−1 as measured from the background on the leading side. It must be
noted that the background velocity on the trailing side of the event is ∼ 20 km s−1
greater than the background on the leading edge. Panels d) and e) show that the
ion velocity enhancement, indicative of a reconnection exhaust, is predominately in
the -z direction in GSE co-ordinates (∼ 40 km s−1), but there is also a significant
component in the -x direction (∼ 40 km s−1 if measured from the leading edge
and 10 km s−1 if measured from the trailing end).
Panel f) shows that there is a distinct density increase during the exhaust of
approximately 7 cm−3 (from the leading edge). The density is not symmetrical on
either side with the trailing edge being approximately 15 cm−3 higher than that
on the leading edge.
Panel g) shows ion pressure in nPa. There is an increase in pressure during the
exhaust of 0.04 nPa also bounded by the current sheets.
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Figure 5.14: Data from the Cluster 3 spacecraft over the event. The panel a)
shows the total magnetic field strength, panel b) shows the magnetic field strength
in GSE co-ordinates, panel c) the total ion velocity, panels d) (x component) and
e) (y and z components) show the ion velocity in GSE co-ordinates, panel f) shows
the particle density and panel g) shows the pressure. The black vertical dashed
lines indicate the start of the two magnetic field rotations.
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5.5.3 Evidence For Reconnection
As in the previous case studies we perform a Wale´n test over each of the disconti-
nuities to test that it is consistent with the expectations of a reconnection event.
As has been the case for all previous analyses, the Wale´n relation will be considered
weakly satisfied for slopes of gradient between 0.5 - 0.8 and 1.2 - 2 and strongly
satisfied for slopes with gradients between 0.8 - 1.2. It was not possible to do the
Wale´n test for spacecraft 2 and 4 due to the lack of ion velocity data.
Figure 5.15 shows the Wale´n test results for Cluster 1 on the left hand side
with CS1 on the top left and CS2 on the bottom left. The Wale´n tests for Cluster
3 are on the right hand side. The line of best fit here is a result of an orthogonal
regression analysis. These results appear to be consistent with this event being a
reconnection event.
Table 5.9 shows the De-Hoffman Teller frame, the intercept and slope of the
Wale´n analysis, the correlation co-efficient and the results of the student T-test.
It can be seen here that for both of the spacecraft the results for CS1 strongly
satisfy the Wale´n relation whereas CS2 is only weakly satisfying. In each case the
correlation coefficient is > 0.9.
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Figure 5.15: Wale´n test results over both current sheets for the event that occurred
on the 2nd February 2002 for data taken by Cluster 1 and 3. The left hand side
panels show the Wale´n tests for Cluster 1 over sheets C1 and C2 and the right
hand side shows the Wale´n tests for Cluster 3.
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The same analysis was conducted in Teh et al. (2009) yielding very similar
results; the correlation coefficients for both sheets at Cluster had a magnitude of
> 0.95. The gradient was found to be 0.698 for sheet 1 and -0.776 for sheet 2
which both weakly satisfy the Wale´n relation and thus we can be confident that
this has been correctly identified as a reconnection event.
5.5.4 Structure of Event
We determine a natural co-ordinate frame of reference for the event using a weighted
average of the minimum variance analysis shown in Table 5.10. The minimum vari-
ance analysis for the individual current sheets is shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12.
Thus we have the normal direction vectors current sheet 1 as [0.686, -0.28, -0.189]
and for sheet 2 it is [0.890, -0.230, 0.007].
In this case the X-line direction was found to be = [0.169,−0.985,−0.036]
(in GSE co-ordinates), which is found be taking the cross product of the normal
direction vectors of the two current sheets. If we compare this to the X line
direction found in the Teh et al. (2009) analysis, where the X-line was calculated
to be in the [0.428,−0.832,−0.353] (in GSE co-ordinates), we find that the angle
between the two directions is 25◦. Given that in the Teh et al. (2009) analysis
they are considering the results from ACE and Wind in addition to the Cluster
spacecraft we can consider these to be the same result within error.
The natural co-ordinate frame is given by the rotation matrix:

N
M
L
 =

−0.677 −0.678 0.289
−0.597 0.735 0.325
−0.432 0.047 −0.901


X
Y
Z

GSE
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 31:00 - 34:45 Minimum: -0.707, -0.638, 0.306 0.313 2.01
Intermediate: -0.561, 0.769, 0.307 0.63 76.7
Maximum: -0.431, 0.046, -0.901 48.3
C2 30:58 - 34:43 Minimum: -0.732, -0.605, 0.315 0.308 1.99
Intermediate: -0.529, 0.794, 0.300 0.613 78.6
Maximum: -0.429, 0.055, -0.901 48.2
C3 31:01-34:46 Minimum: -0.572, -0.786, 0.236 0.356 1.89
Intermediate: -0.696, 0.617, 0.367 0.674 72.0
Maximum: -0.434, 0.046, -0.900 48.5
C4 31:00 - 34:45 Minimum: -0.637, -0.722, 0.272 0.322 1.93
Intermediate: -0.639, 0.691, 0.339 0.620 78.1
Maximum: -0.432, 0.042, -0.901 48.4
Table 5.10: The minimum variance analysis over the whole event, for each of the
4 Cluster spacecraft (S/C). The maximum, intermediate and minimum variance
direction vectors are given, their corresponding eigenvalues, λ and the λ ratios
between the minimum and intermediate directions and between the intermediate
and maximum directions.
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 32:02 - 32:04 Minimum: 0.64, 0.768, 0.018 0.0038 20.8
Intermediate: 0.743, -0.612, -0.271 0.079 62.4
Maximum: -0.198, 0.187, -0.962 4.93
C2 32:04 - 32:06 Minimum: 0.615 -0.714, -0.334 0.0306 11.3
Intermediate: -0.611, -0.7, 0.371 0.345 15.0
Maximum: -0.499, -0.024, -0.866 5.19
C3 32:00 - 32:03 Minimum: 0.722, 0.646, -0.248 0.359 3.1
Intermediate: 0.667, -0.745, -0.0 1.11 16.7
Maximum: -0.184, -0.165, -0.969 18.5
C4 32:02 - 32:03 Minimum: 0.899, -0.414, -0.145 0.0386 9.6
Intermediate: -0.386, -0.903, 0.188 0.369 22.7
Maximum: -0.209, -0.113, -0.971 8.37
Table 5.11: The minimum variance analysis for the event that occurred on the 2nd
February 2002: Sheet 1.
S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 34:25 - 34:26 Minimum: 0.842, 0.011, 0.539 0.00103 3.5
Intermediate: -0.436, 0.602, 0.669 0.00356 387
Maximum: -0.317, -0.798, 0.512 1.38
C2 34:26 - 34:27 Minimum: 0.812, -0.375, -0.446 0.00865 2.4
Intermediate: 0.562, 0.299, 0.771 0.0204 95.1
Maximum: -0.159, -0.877, 0.454 1.94
C3 34:24 - 34:25 Minimum: 0.985, -0.163, -0.051 0.00149
Intermediate: 0.154, 0.723, 0.674 0.223 149.7
Maximum: -0.073, -0.672, 0.737 1.57 7.04
C4 34:24 - 34:26 Minimum: 0.919, -0.393, -0.013 0.00489 61.3
Intermediate: 0.304, 0.689, 0.658 0.3 7.1
Maximum: -0.250, -0.609, 0.753 2.13
Table 5.12: The minimum variance analysis for the event that occurred on the 2nd
February 2002: Sheet 2.
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Spacecraft Sheet 1: Time
Lag /s
Sheet 2: Time
Lag /s
Distance from
ref. (C3) /km
Cluster 1 1.02 0.62 -410, -270, 235
Cluster 2 3.03 1.78 239, 73, -299
Cluster 3 0 0 0, 0, 0
Cluster 4 0.758 0.508 25, 49, -99
Table 5.13: Time lag between a Cluster spacecraft and spacecraft 1 Event
7/2/2006.
Speed Direction
Sheet 1 241 km s−1 -0.986x, -0.169 y, -0.00471z
Sheet 2 301 km s−1 -0.969x, -0.160y, -0.187z
Table 5.14: Results of the timing analysis: the speed and direction of the two
current sheets
We also use the timing method to estimate the normal direction vector of the
current sheets and the speed in this direction. To accomplish this we take the time
lag between spacecraft at the point of maximum correlation. Table 5.13 shows
the time lag in seconds for each of the current sheets at the point of maximum
correlation between that spacecraft and Cluster 3 (hence why the timelag for Clus-
ter 3 is 0). Table 5.13 also shows the distance (in GSE co-ordinates in km) that
each spacecraft is from Cluster spacecraft 3. Each of the time lags are less than
5 seconds indicating that the spacecraft encountered each of the current sheets at
almost the same time in the order Cluster 3, 4, 1, and finally 2.
The speed and orientation for each current sheet (CS1 and CS2) found using
the timing analysis method, are shown in Table 5.14. Here we can see that the
speeds of each of the current sheets is quite different, though the normal direction
vectors are very similar. Here current sheet 1 is determined to be travelling at a
speed of 241 km s−1 and current sheet 2 at 301 km s−1.
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5.5.5 Removing the solar wind
It is only possible to find a background solar wind flow for Cluster 1 and 3 as
the CIS instrument is not operational for Cluster 2 and 4 during this event. The
times over which the background solar wind speed is found are as follows for both
Cluster 1 and 3: the leading side is calculated between 02:29:00 - 02:30:00 UT
and the trailing side between 02:36:00 - 02:37:00 UT. This leads to the average
background solar wind velocity as [-347, 6, -10] km s−1 for Cluster 1 and [-339,
7.5, -11] km s−1 for Cluster 3 (in the GSE co-ordinate system; after the background
has been removed we rotate the frame into the OC87 frame).
We then rotate the event into the OC87 frame so that the magnetic field in the
L* direction is equal and opposite on each side of the event. In this case study the
value of the angle of rotation β is 146◦ and 149◦ for the data at Cluster 1 and 3
respectively.
5.5.6 Derive the inflow quantities
The inputs are the average found from the times 02:31:00 UT - 02:31:30 UT and
02:34:40 UT and 02:35:10 UT for input sides 1 and 2 respectively for both the
Cluster 1 and 3 spacecraft. This gives the input values as shown in Table 5.15. All
the inflow quantities are given in the OC87 frame.
The inflows for the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft are very similar to each
other, as would be expected for spacecraft that are situated so close together when
observing such a large event. In this case study the inflows on either side are
very different with the inflow speed on the trailing edge (V2L∗ = −22.0 km s−1
for Cluster 1 and V2L∗ = −17.3 for Cluster 3) being much larger than that for the
leading edge (V1L∗ = 2.0 km s−1 for Cluster 1 and V1L∗ = 2.0 km s−1 for Cluster 3).
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Cluster 1 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 2.0 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 −22.0 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 18.9 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 13.0 cm
−3
BL∗ B 9.3 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 134◦
and event normal
Cluster 3 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 −1.8 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 −17.3 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 22.7 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 14.4 cm
−3
BL∗ B 9.5 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 134◦
and event normal
Table 5.15: Derived inflow quantities for the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft for
case study 2.
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Variable Cluster 1 Cluster 3
v0E1 61 km s
−1 65 km s−1
v0E2 85 km s
−1 80 km s−1
t3
t2
ratios 1.02 1.02
Table 5.16: Predicted outflows for case study 2.
The densities on either side of the event are also quite asymmetric with the plasma
on the leading side (n1 = 18.9 cm
−3 for Cluster 1 and n1 = 22.7 cm−3 for Cluster
3) being much more dense than the plasma on the trailing side (n2 = 13.0 cm
−3
for Cluster 1 and n1 = 14.4 cm
−3 for Cluster 3). It should also be noted that the
densities at Cluster 3 are greater than that at Cluster 1, particularly on inflow side
1. On the inflow side 1 the density is 20% higher at Cluster 3 than Cluster 1.
5.5.7 Predictions
Using the inflow parameters described in Section 5.5.6 we then make predictions
on the output parameters. The predictions are given in Table 5.16.
The reconnection outflows predicted for the OC87 have slightly different speeds
for the leading and trailing sides. For both Cluster 1 and 3 the outflow predicted
for v0E1, 61 km s
−1 and 65 km s−1 respectively, is less than that predicted for v0E2,
85 km s−1 and 80 km s−1 respectively.
The ratio of the relative times the spacecraft is predicted to spend in the two
sections of the ion outflow is t3/t2 = 1.02 for Cluster 1 and 3, meaning that each
Cluster spacecraft is expected to spend an equal amount of time in the leading and
trailing side of the exhaust.
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5.5.8 Comparisons with model
The observed speed of the exhaust is ∼ 40 km s−1 between the two current sheets.
There is no evidence for a third current sheet or outflows of different speeds, which
were predicted by the OC87 model (Cluster 1: v0E1 = 61 km s
−1 and v0E2 =
85 km s−1 and Cluster 3: v0E1 = 65 km s−1 and v0E2 = 80 km s−1). The Cluster
reconnection exhaust observations are also smaller than the predictions produced
by the OC87 model. The observations of the outflow speed are a minimum of 50%
of the speed of the predicted outflow.
For this case study t3/t2 = 1. In this case study there is no distinct central
current sheet so it is not possible to compare this with observations.
For this case study the approximate Alfve´n speed is ∼ 72 km s−1. The actual
outflows are in the region of 40 km s−1, and the predicted outflows are between
61− 85 km s−1. This means that some of the predicted outflow speeds are larger
than the Alfve´n speed of the region and the observed outflows are ∼ 55% of the
Alfve´n speed.
5.6 Case Study 3: 2nd March 2006
Finally we test the OC87 model using the case study from Chapter 4. The structure
and orientation of the event had already been determined in Chapter 4 along with
the evidence that it is a reconnection event.
5.6.1 Event Overview
As we have considered this event in a previous chapter the spacecraft positions
have already been described in Section 4.1, the Cluster spacecraft observations
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(including the minimum variance analysis) in Section 4.2 and the evidence for
reconnection in Section 4.3. We rotate the data from the natural co-ordinate
system used in Chapter 4 and rotate into the OC87 frame to complete the analysis
here. The angle of rotation from the natural frame to the OC87 frame, β is 45◦
and 50◦ for Cluster 1 and 3 respectively
5.6.2 Removing the solar wind
The background solar wind velocity was found by taking an average of the so-
lar wind from times at either side of the exhaust. In this case the average was
taken between 16:37:30 UT - 16:38:00 UT and 16:39:30 UT - 16:40:00 UT for
both spacecraft. For Cluster 1 the background solar wind velocity was found to be
[−388.8, 26.2,−3.1] km s−1 and for Cluster 3 it was found to be [−382.4, 27.4,−2.85] km s−1
(as in Chapter 4).
5.6.3 Derive the inflow quantities
The inputs are the average found from the times 16:38:00 UT - 16:38:10 UT and
16:39:00 UT and 16:39:10 UT for input sides 1 and 2 respectively. This gives the
input values as shown in Table 5.17 all in the OC87 frame.
5.6.4 Predictions
Using the inflow parameters we then make predictions on the output parameters.
The predictions are given in Table 5.18.
The reconnection outflows have similar speeds for V0E1 and V0E2 but the pre-
dictions are more similar and smaller for Cluster 1 (V0E1 = 32 km s
−1 and
V0E2 = 29 km s
−1) than Cluster 3 (V0E1 = 40 km s−1 and V0E2 = 34 km s−1). In
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Cluster 1 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 −1.3 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 2.4 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 7.0 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 6.5 cm
−3
BL∗ B 2.6 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 136◦
and event normal
Cluster 3 Input Variable Value (L* direction)
v1L∗ vI1 −4.5 km s−1
v2L∗ vI2 0.8 km s−1
Density (inflow side 1) n1 5.9 cm
−3
Density (inflow side 2) n2 5.8 cm
−3
BL∗ B 2.8 nT
Angle between spacecraft γ 135◦
and event normal
Table 5.17: Derived inflow quantities for the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft for
case study 3.
Variable Cluster 1 Cluster 3
v0E1 32 km s
−1 40 km s−1
v0E2 29 km s
−1 34 km s−1
t3
t2
ratios 1.00 0.98
Table 5.18: Predicted outflows for case study 3.
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both cases V0E1 is the larger of the two outflows.
The ratio t3/t2 ' 1 for both the Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 spacecraft and therefore
we expect that the Cluster spacecraft will spend an approximately equal amount
of time in the two outflow regions.
5.6.5 Comparisons with Model
The observed outflow speed for this case study is ∼ 20 km s−1. There appear
to be 3 current sheets (as highlighted in Figures 4.2 and 4.4.) The outflow is
only apparent between the first two current sheets as the total ion velocity has
returned to approximately the background speed after the second current sheet
has passed. The OC87 predictions for the outflow are larger than that observed
(ranging between 29 km s−1−40 km s−1). The outflow speeds are between 50−69%
of the predicted values.
The amount of time that each spacecraft is predicted to spend in each outflow
is approximately equal. In this case study the 3 observed current sheets are ap-
proximately equal for Cluster 1 but for Cluster 3 the time between current sheets
1 and 2 is double that of the time between 2 and 3.
For this case study the approximate Alfve´n speed is ∼ 41 km s−1. The actual
outflows are in the region of 20 km s−1, and the predicted outflows are between
29− 40 km s−1.
5.7 Interpretation and Discussion
In this chapter we have compared the observations of three case studies with the
model devised by Owen and Cowley (1987b). In each of the case studies the
predicted values for the outflow speeds were larger than that observed but of the
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same order of magnitude.
In the first case study the predictions for the outflow speeds were found to be
between 34 km s−1 to 67 km s−1 whereas the observed outflows were found to be
∼ 20 km s−1. The other two case studies were also found to predict larger values
for the outflow velocities that were actually observed. In the second case study
the predictions for the outflows are between 61 km s−1− 85 km s−1 in comparison
with the observed flow which is ∼ 40 km s−1. The final case study has much lower
predicted values than the other case studies, between 29 km s−1−40 km s−1. This
is more similar to the outflow speeds which are ∼ 20 km s−1. The general trend of
the predictions follows the observations as the case study with the highest observed
exhaust has the greatest predicted speeds. Each of these observed outflows is much
lower than the predictions. This is because the predictions are maximum values
and assume all available magnetic energy is converted to kinetic energy of the
outflow. In order to improve the model it would be necessary to make an estimate
of the percentage of available magnetic energy that is liberated by reconnection.
Theoretical models of reconnection often overestimate the outflow speeds of
reconnection events in the solar wind, as seen in the following studies: (Sonnerup
et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 2006b; Phan el al., 2013). In these studies the actual
observed outflows were found to be on average 75% of the predicted outflows.
The observations of the outflow exhausts for these case studies are approximately
40% − 70% of the predicted outflows. The OC87 model did appear to predict
outflow speeds that were similar to, and sometimes slightly greater than, the Alfve´n
speeds for the region.
The relative time that the spacecraft was predicted to be in each of the recon-
nection outflows, the ratio t3/t2, for the first case study was 1.65 for Cluster 1 and
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1.83 for Cluster 3. This meant that the spacecraft were predicted to spend more
time in the trailing side outflow than the leading side outflow. The observations
of density for Cluster 1 suggested that the spacecraft spent approximately equal
amounts of time in each outflow. For the other cases studies the predicted ratio
was approximately 1. It was not possible to test for case study 2 as a third current
sheet and/or two distinct exhausts are not apparent, however for the third case
study Cluster 1 did observe an equal time difference between the first and second
current sheets and the second and third current sheets. Cluster 3 observed a longer
period of time in the leading side than the trailing side.
5.8 Conclusion
For the first case study we have provided evidence for a magnetic reconnection
event that occurs in the solar wind seen by the Cluster spacecraft. In this event
the typical reconnection exhaust characteristics continue after the double magnetic
field rotation has passed and there are some small perturbations in the magnetic
field after the two rotations. Cluster 2 witnesses what appears to be a third current
sheets during the reconnection exhaust leading to the conclusion that the current
sheet structure may be trifurcated in this case. The other 3 spacecraft results also
suggest the magnetic reconnection event has a more complicated magnetic field
structure and may in fact be bound by more than two current sheets.
Using the Owen and Cowley model to predict the outflows and compare with
the observed outflows we find that the outflow predictions are greater but of the
same order of magnitude as that observed by the spacecraft. The predictions
are close to the Alfve´n speed in the solar wind which suggests that the amended
predictions could indicate a maximum outflow speed.
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We conclude that the Owen and Cowley model makes outflow predictions that
are of the same order of magnitude as the observed outflows but some further
predictions e.g. a difference in the outflow speeds for the two outflows are not
observed. This could be due to the fact that we are potentially measuring inflow
particles in the outflow which makes the observed outflows appear smaller and the
model does not take into account any heating of the plasma.
The Heyn model might be a suitable framework within which to continue this
research as it includes up to 4 discontinuities; depending on the input parameters.
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Chapter 6
Statistical Survey of Magnetic
Reconnection Events in the Solar
Wind
In the previous two chapters we have shown that there are examples of magnetic
reconnection events in the solar wind that are not consistent with the prevailing
Gosling picture. It can thus be inferred that magnetic reconnection in the solar
wind may result in a variety of more complex structures. In Chapter 4 we looked
at the evolution of a magnetic reconnection event over timescales and distances
similar to the Cluster spacecraft separation. In Chapter 5 we applied reconnection
models which were derived from those developed for the magnetotail in order to
interpret more generally the signatures of reconnection in the solar wind, and
we have found events that are more complex than the Gosling picture. In this
chapter we explore the structure of reconnection outflow regions and the prevailing
conditions in which such structures are observed in more detail, using a statistical
survey of events detected by the Cluster spacecraft. By producing a statistical
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survey, we address a number of key science questions including:
1. What, if any, are the prevailing solar wind conditions which support recon-
nection events in the solar wind? Are events typically associated with a
particular range of solar wind speed, magnetic field and/or density? Mag-
netic reconnection occurs in many contexts, but the solar wind offers one of
the largest scale and boundary free environments for directly observing these
events. Determining the typical solar wind parameters in which these events
occur could help to determine how these events are formed.
2. Where does the energy for the outflow exhaust originate? What is the ob-
served relationship between the outflow velocity and the Alfve´n speed? How
is the input energy partitioned between the kinetic energy and tempera-
ture of the outflow? Theoretical models of reconnection predict the outflow
at speeds of approximately the Alfve´n speed (e.g., Parker , 1963; Petschek ,
1964). However, previous analysis of events has indicated that the outflow
speed can be significantly less (50 - 75%) of the Alfve´n speed (e.g., Sonnerup
et al., 1981; Phan el al., 2013; Gosling et al., 2006b). What outflow speed is
typically the case in the solar wind, and why?
3. How many distinct current sheets does reconnection typically generate in
the solar wind? The Gosling model of reconnection (Gosling et al., 2005)
predicts a single exhaust bounded by 2 current sheets, but in Chapters 4 and
5 we have reported the potential for up to 5 current sheets to be apparent.
4. Does magnetic reconnection in the solar wind show evidence of evolution
with time? Previous studies have suggested that reconnection events in the
solar wind are usually large scale and have little temporal or spatial variation
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(Phan et al., 2006; Gosling , 2010, 2011). In Chapter 4 we presented a case
study of an event in which there was temporal and/or spatial evolution of the
reconnection event structure. Are there significant numbers of other events
with a similar character? Is structural evolution a typical or more unusual
feature of magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind?
In order to systematically find reconnection events in the solar wind to address
these questions we construct an automated algorithm which selects reconnection
events based on a specific set of criteria. These criteria are based on the char-
acteristics of clear reconnection events in the published literature. In Section 6.1
we describe the functionality of the algorithm. In Section 6.2 we test a variety
of threshold values. In Section 6.3 we discuss the limitations of the algorithm.
In Section 6.4 we then analyse the events found using the algorithm in order to
answer the above science questions and in Section 6.5 we discuss the results and
draw conclusions.
6.1 Algorithm for Finding Reconnection Events
We have developed an algorithm designed to find reconnection events within the
Cluster spacecraft data set that fulfil a set of criteria. The following section de-
scribes how the algorithm is constructed in order to produce a list of candidate
reconnection events. We describe the basis of the algorithm using an example time
period that runs from 22:00:00 UT to 23:00:00 UT on the 23rd February 2002, as
we have visually determined that there is a reconnection event in this period.
In order to determine whether a given time period of data contains a candidate
event, we must identify some changes in variables that we consider to be indicative
of the passage of a magnetic reconnection event past the spacecraft. It is essential,
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for statistical purposes, to maximise the number of true events while simultane-
ously minimising the number of false positives, and so a number of thresholds are
defined taking this into account. In this algorithm we have several thresholds for
variations to extract the reconnection events within a given period of data. A key
for each of the thresholds used and associated values and units is given in Table
6.1
For this study we need to select data periods for which the Cluster 1 spacecraft
is outside of the Earth’s bowshock. We use the Chao et al. (2002) model for the
Earth’s bow shock. In this model we use the average values for the parameters
cited in this paper to determine the size and shape of the bowshock, thus the
bowshock size is considered fixed. However we have included an additional margin
of error, the threshold parameter BS (RE), to account for the fluctuations in the
bow shock position during different solar wind conditions. Whilst this means that
some data will be discarded that would have been appropriate for use, it is more
important to ensure that all the data used in the algorithm was recorded in the
ambient solar wind and not influenced by bow shock physics.
One of the primary indications for reconnection is a magnetic field rotation
bounding, or associated with, an increase in ion velocity (Parker , 1963; Gosling
et al., 2005). Thus we must initially find clear indications of magnetic field rota-
tions. It is then necessary to determine what is an appropriate minimum rotation
that constitutes a potential magnetic reconnection event. This is the purpose of
the magnetic field rotation threshold, BT (◦).
The other major indicator for a magnetic reconnection event is the observa-
tion of a potential reconnection exhaust. Therefore we set a threshold limit for
the minimum change in ion velocity over the time span of a potential event, VT
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Var. Details Var. Details
BS In this algorithm we model the
Earth’s bowshock as having a fixed
size and shape. This threshold is an
additional distance upstream from
the model of Earth’s bowshock that
the Cluster spacecraft must be for
the data to be included in the algo-
rithm. Value: 3 RE
BT Minimum magnetic field ro-
tation threshold. Value:
80◦
CD The maximum current density over
each event should be greater than
this value. Value: 40nA m−2.
DT CIS instrument lower limit
threshold for the density of
the plasma. Value: 1 cm−3
ED1 The maximum time allowed for an
event. Above this value an event is
discarded. Value: 1000 s
ED2 The minimum duration of
an event; to ensure there are
enough data points to anal-
yse effectively. Value: 60 s
FS Foreshock threshold: the maximum
percentage of magnetic field data
points in a candidate event where
the Cluster spacecraft is connected
to the bowshock before a potential
event is discarded. Value: 45 %
GP Number of points over
which we determine the
magnetic field angle change.
Value: 100
GS The number of points in a gap be-
tween two ‘accepted’ points above
which it is considered to be separate
current sheets. Value: 5
MV The threshold for the differ-
ence in the magnetic field
component in the maximum
variance direction between
the start and end of the
event. Value: 6 nT
SM The number of points over which the
data is smoothed. Value: 1
VT Minimum change in ion ve-
locity. Value: 20 km s−1
Table 6.1: A list of each of the thresholds used in this algorithm (alphabetical
order) and their final assigned value and unit.
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(km s−1).
As stated above, in the algorithm we consider rotations in the magnetic field
to be indicative of current sheets. We do not consider the angle change between
consecutive points in the magnetic field data, instead we consider an overall angle
change over a range of points, the number of which is determined by the threshold,
GP (points). This is to eliminate fluctuations due to background noise or high
frequency waves. For each data point ‘n’ we determine the change in the unit
magnetic field vector direction between points n− gp
2
and n+ gp
2
. This is illustrated
by Figure 6.1. This figure shows a section of illustratory magnetic field data. Point
‘n’ is highlighted by the black arrow. The algorithm determines the angle between
the magnetic field direction vectors that are at a time period defined by ±gp
2
away
of either side of the tested point. We then move onto point n+ 1 and continue.
The temporal resolution of the magnetic field used is 4s. This means that, for
an event that lasts longer than 60s (the minimum timespan threshold ED2, means
events of a shorter duration are discarded) there will be at least 15 data points. It
is quite likely that not all of these data points will be over the chosen thresholds
and we require a way to classify whether non-consecutive data points satisfying the
criteria are part of the same event or not. For example in the case of a large event
where there are two current sheets bounding an exhaust, the magnetic field data
between the current sheets may not satisfy the rotation criteria as there is often
only minimal magnetic field rotation between current sheets. For this we use a
threshold, GS, (points). If, as in the example, we have two distinct current sheets
which satisfy the criteria but there are a couple of points between them that do
not, the two rotations will be considered separate potential events if the number
of non-satisfing points is greater than GS and part of the same event otherwise.
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Figure 6.1: An example of finding the magnetic field rotation over a given time
period, gp. The data shown is magnetic field data in GSE co-ordinates x (red),
y (green) and z (blue). The point, n, that is being tested is highlighted by the
vertical black arrow. The angle change between the magnetic field vectors that are
−gp/2 and +gp/2 either side of the testing point is found.
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In order to try and minimise the amount of background fluctuations and noise
in the magnetic field data, we introduce a smoothing factor. This factor is the
number of data points over which the smoothing will be done. Smoothing the
data does mean that any sharp changes will be much less apparent. The level of
smoothing is determined by the smoothing value, SM (points).
Reconnection events may have wide ranging durations, and in any automated
algorithm, upper and lower bounds of what we will consider an event must be
chosen. This choice dictates the scale of the reconnection events that can be
identified. The lower time criteria ED2, (seconds) ensures that there must be
several data points within each selected reconnection event so that there is sufficient
data for study. This does mean that smaller events or events which traverse the
spacecraft at high speed will be discarded from the analysis. The upper time frame,
ED1, (seconds) is to discard any data sets over large periods of time as they often
contain large data gaps. If there is no data for a specific time period then the data
is set as a null value.
The foreshock threshold, FS, (%) is the maximum percentage of allowed points
within a candidate event period where the Cluster 1 spacecraft can be magnetically
connected to the bowshock before an event is discarded. This is to ensure that the
events that we are analysing are not significantly affected by foreshock processes
and that we are not picking up foreshock events.
In any reconnection event there should be a large difference between the mag-
netic field in the maximum variance direction at the start and end of the event
(as the majority of the change will be in the maximum variance direction). The
minimum acceptable difference is described by MV (nT).
The current density (nA m−2) over the events is found using the following
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equation:
dBmax
dn
= µ0j (6.1)
where dBmax is the magnetic field in the maximum variance direction, dn is the
distance travelled in the direction normal to the event and j is the current density.
We use the assumption that the minimum variance direction in the magnetic field
is equivalent to the normal direction of the current sheet which can be further
considered to be 1-dimensional: it extends essentially unvaryingly in distances
tangential to the current sheet which are large compared to the distance across
it. We estimate dn by dividing the solar wind speed in the minimum variance
direction by the number of data points per second.
Thus for a candidate time period to be considered an event, the maximum
current density over the event should be larger than the threshold, CS.
The Cluster CIS instruments have lower limit values of density below which
the values are not reliable. Dandouras et al. (2015) states that the lower limit for
meaningful densities for HIA is 0.01− 0.02 particles cm−3. At the lower limit the
counting statistics are insufficient to allow for reliable calculation of any higher
order moments, for example the ion velocity. It is important in this study that the
ion velocity measurements are accurate as we are looking for very small changes
in comparison to the background. Thus an instrumental threshold, DT (particles
cm−3) is set.
6.1.1 Structure of Algorithm
In the example time period there is a reconnection event, originally found using a
visual search of the data. Initially 4s magnetic field and ephemeris, and ion velocity
data, collected by the FGM and CIS instruments respectively, are downloaded from
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the Cluster Science Archive.
Both the FGM and ephemeris data are then interpolated onto the ion velocity
time points, such that all the data is now on a common timebase. Figure 6.2
shows the GSE components of the magnetic field in panel a) and ion velocity in
panel b) downloaded directly from the Cluster Science Archive for the example
time period. Panel a) shows the magnetic field components in GSE (x direction
in red, y direction in green, and z direction in blue - this colour scheme will be
implemented throughout the rest of the Chapter). Several very distinct magnetic
field rotations are observed, which are highlighted by the black arrows. Panel b)
of Figure 6.2 shows the ion velocity components in GSE in which, again, there are
a few significant deviations from the background as indicated by the red arrows
which are generally coincident with the magnetic field rotations. The next stage
of the algorithm determines which (if any) of these magnetic field rotations and
ion velocity changes satisfy the criteria.
6.1.2 Verifying that Cluster is in the Pristine Solar Wind
For the initial part of the algorithm we determine the periods where the Cluster
spacecraft are in the solar wind. For this we use a model of the Earth’s bow shock
position from Chao et al. (2002) which is as follows:
r = r0(
1 + 
1 + cosθ
)α (6.2)
where r0 is the sub-solar bowshock standoff distance, α is a parameter representing
the level of tail flaring,  is a parameter that represents the eccentricity of the
bowshock and r and θ are the polar co-ordinates describing the bow shock surface
in the ecliptic plane. This model assumes a rotational symmetry around the Earth-
Sun line. This is the bowshock threshold. For this model α and r0 are given by
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Figure 6.2: Figure showing the data downloaded from the Cluster Science Archive,
the angle change in ◦ of the magnetic field over ‘GP’, the magnetic field in the
maximum variance direction, and the current density. Panel a) shows the magnetic
field data in GSE components, Panel b) shows the ion velocity data (also in GSE
components), panel c) shows the angle change of the magnetic field, panel d)
shows the magnetic field in the maximum variance direction, and panel e) shows
the current density. The black arrows indicate large magnetic field rotations and
the red arrows indicate deviations in the ion velocity. The yellow boxes indicate the
current sheets found by the algorithm and the orange box shows the reconnection
event found by the algorithm.
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the following equations:
α = a5(1 + a6Bz)(1 + a7Dp)(1 + a10ln(1 + β))(1 + a14Mms) (6.3)
r0 = a1(1 + a3Bz)(1 + a9β)(1 + a4
((a8 − 1)Mms2 + 2)
((a8 + 1)Mms2)
)D−1/a11p (6.4)
 = 1.029 (6.5)
Where Bz is the IMF north-south component, Dp is the dynamic pressure of the
upstream solar wind, β is the solar wind plasma β and MMs is the magnetosonic
mach number. For each of the variables listed in equations 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, Chao
et al. (2002) found their average values to be:
Bz = −0.35, Dp = 2.48, β = 2.08,MMs = 6.96, a1 = 11.1266, a3 = −0.0005,
a4 = 2.5966, a5 = 0.8182, a6 = −0.017, a7 = −0.0122, a8 = 1.3007, a9 = −0.0049,
a10 = −0.0328, a11 = 6.047, a14 = −0.002, a12 = 1.029
(6.6)
Using the spacecraft position data we can determine the angle θ and the distance
away from the Earth, d:
θ = sin−1(
√
(p2y + p
2
z)√
(p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z)
) (6.7)
d =
√
p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z (6.8)
where px, py and pz are the positions of the Cluster spacecraft in GSE co-ordinates.
In our algorithm we used these long-term average values for the standoff dis-
tance and the level of tail flaring and thus we added an additional distance, BS,
to r to provide a margin to ensure that the Cluster spacecraft were definitely in
the ambient solar wind. Substituting θ into Equation 6.2 we then discard any
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data points for which d < r + BS to ensure that the data in a candidate event is
definitely recorded outside the Earth’s bowshock and in the solar wind.
In the example shown in Figure 6.2 all of the data is recorded outside of the
bowshock and so no data is discarded.
It is further expected that there may be measurement points during an event
for which the spacecraft is magnetically connected to the bowshock. This arises
since Cluster is very close to Earth and thus there can only be a narrow range of
IMF vectors that are not connected. In addition, during a reconnection event the
magnetic field is expected to rotate significantly, making it very likely that some
of these magnetic field vectors will connect to the bowshock.
We must then consider how likely or how much connectivity to the Earth’s
bowshock may affect the results of an analysis of a reconnection event. Sibeck
et al (2004) showed that while kinetic processes like foreshock cavities can intro-
duce perturbation and structure to the solar wind just upstream of the Earth’s
magnetosphere, the effects diminish very rapidly with increasing distance from
the bowshock, thus the additional margin of error ‘BS’ should ensure that the
spacecraft is sufficiently far away from bowshock to avoid these effects.
The main remaining effects would be in the form of foreshock cavities which
produce high fluxes of energetic ions moving back upstream along the field, and
cause depressed plasma density and depressed magnetic field strength. In the
case study described by Sibeck et al (2004), it was found that the plasma flux
or pressure variations were due to the density fluctuations rather than velocity
fluctuations which suggests that the main changes would be seen in the density
and magnetic field data, which could potentially be misconstrued as a reconnection
event, if the thresholds are not strict enough.
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We have implemented a maximum threshold, the maximum percentage of
points in the candidate event for which the spacecraft may be connected to the
bowshock before the event is considered too connected and discarded.
6.1.3 Determining Magnetic Field Rotations
In the next stage we derive the angle changes of the magnetic field direction over
a specified time-range, GP.
Next, we define a threshold for a minimum rotation: BT. Panel c) of Figure
6.2 shows a graph of the angle change in the magnetic field along with a horizontal
line showing the threshold. We do not consider periods if there are not at least
2 consecutive data points that exceed the criteria to minimise effects from noise.
We can see that there are several instances where the angle change exceeds the
threshold, most notably between 16:00:00 - 16:16:00 UT.
6.1.4 Selecting Potential Events
Magnetic reconnection events often have multiple current sheets. This means that
it is possible that between current sheets of the same magnetic reconnection event
there could be some data points that do not fit the criteria and thus the two
current sheets are separated and labelled as two separate events. A solution to this
problem is to introduce a limit, GS, whereby if two periods of data that satisfy the
reconnection criteria are sufficiently close together, they will be considered as one
reconnection event.
Figure 6.2 highlights these potential events with the vertical yellow shaded bars.
In this case there are 5 periods of data identified that we will test in the rest of
the algorithm.
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6.1.5 Implementing the Exhaust Threshold
A list of potential events is now available; a threshold based on the ion velocity is
now applied. We identify changes in ion velocity based the following summation
of the changes in the components:
δVT =
√
δV 2X + δV
2
Y + δV
2
Z (6.9)
Where VT is the total velocity change, and δVi where i is X, Y and Z which are
the changes in components of velocity in GSE.
The green vertical band in Figure 6.2 shows the result of this second cut through
of the data, indicating the current sheet that also passed the ion velocity threshold.
Thus all but one of the current sheets which passed the field rotation threshold are
eliminated after application of this threshold in this example.
We then implement the limits on the event duration; any events falling outside
the minimum and maximum will be discarded, which is to ensure that short events
with too few data points to study are not included. In this example the potential
event identified by the orange bar is well within the time boundaries.
6.1.6 Implementing Minimum Variance and Current Thresh-
olds
We now transform the magnetic field into the frame defined by a minimum variance
analysis (see Section 3.5.1 ). For each of the potential events, a minimum variance
analysis is conducted over the time frame identified above. The spin resolution
data is then rotated into this the minimum variance analysis (MVA) frame.
In this MVA frame we also estimate the current density. We keep the potential
event if the difference between the maximum and minimum current density is
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greater than the current density threshold, CD.
The start and end of the minimum variance analysis is the start and end times
of the event which include a ‘buffer’ at either side of the event. Thus the minimum
variance analysis will not return a completely accurate minimum variance time.
However as the magnetic reconnection events found are the larger events the di-
rection found is accurate enough to use as a threshold and to estimate a current
density (but wouldn’t be accurate enough to extrapolate any further information
from).
6.1.7 Implementing Maximum Variance Direction and Fore-
shock Thresholds
The difference between the magnetic field in the maximum variance direction at
the start and end of the event must be greater than MV. This is an additional
threshold to the rotation threshold, BT, as it ensures that the magnitude of the
magnetic field change, not just the angle change, is large.
At this point we also apply the threshold that ensures that the magnetic field
is not connected to the foreshock. This threshold is implemented here in order to
reduce the amount of computational power the algorithm uses.
The candidate event highlighted by the orange bar in Figure 6.2 has both a
change in the maximum variance direction that is greater than the MV threshold
(6 nT) and a % of points where the spacecraft is connected that is lower than the
FS threshold (45%).
Thus this is a good candidate event, and the algorithm adds the start and end
times of the event found to the list of events, along with the event characteristics
and the prevailing solar wind conditions, on which in depth analysis can be later
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conducted.
6.2 Testing the Algorithm
In order to determine the optimum values for the above thresholds it was necessary
to test a variety of thresholds on a limited data set and check the outcome. For this
algorithm we prioritise that the events found must be clear reconnection events and
thus in the iteration reported here this may necessitate the omission of many of the
smaller and/or more ambiguous events. For each test we have used the algorithm
on Cluster data over the months January to April in 2003. Each candidate event
found was then visually inspected to verify whether it was an event and given one
of the labels: ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Maybe’. The percentage of candidate events that
were definitely events, labelled ‘Yes’, gave an idea of how effective a given set of
thresholds are.
Tables 6.2 to 6.5 show the results of each test of the thresholds. The final
selected boundaries for the work in the rest of this chapter are the ones described
in Threshold Test 30. These were chosen as this set returns a large number of
candidate events for which a high percentage, on visual inspection, are concluded
to be true events. For these thresholds the number of false positives are minimised.
In the following sections 6.2.1 - 6.2.11 we describe how we determined each
threshold value.
Another method to find the most optimum set of thresholds could have been to
use a multi-variate regression analysis (A utilised in Milan et al., 2012). However
as this requires substantially more computing power than the above method it was
not utilised in this study.
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6.2.1 Current Density Threshold
In this algorithm we use a threshold of 40 nA m−2 for the minimum current density,
this was found from testing a variety of thresholds as is shown in Table 6.2, tests 2-
4. Although a slightly higher percentage of true events are found using a threshold
of 50 nA m−2 in Test 3, the threshold greatly reduces the number of candidate
events found in comparison with Test 4.
6.2.2 Maximum Variance Direction Threshold
Tests 5 and 6 show a testing of the maximum variance direction threshold, and
from this we put a limit that the difference between the start and end value must
be at least 6 nT as this gives the best percentage for correct positives (comparing
Test 4 with 5 and 6).
6.2.3 Foreshock Threshold
It was found that the vast majority of events had a least one point where the
Cluster spacecraft was magnetically connected to the bow shock, including some
reconnection events used in previous analyses e.g., the event described in Phan
et al. (2006).
Thus it was not practical to eliminate all events that have at least one point
connected to the foreshock. Instead a maximum percentage of connected points
was established as a threshold (45%). This was obtained by testing relative values
for the foreshock threshold (see Table 6.2 and 6.3, tests 7 to 10).
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T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7
BS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
SM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
BT 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
GS 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
VT 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ED 1 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000
ED 2 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
FS 50 50 50 50 50 50 75
MV 6 6 6 6 4 8 6
CD 25 30 50 40 40 40 40
DT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Positives 46 38 13 23 25 15 31
Yes 30 27 10 17 17 11 23
No 11 10 3 5 7 3 6
Maybe 5 1 0 1 1 1 2
% Yes 65% 71% 77% 74% 68% 73% 74%
% No 24% 26% 23% 22% 28% 20% 19%
Table 6.2: A table of the tests 1 -7 threshold values and the results on running the
algorithm over the 2003 data. The bold type indicates a value has been changed
and is the value subject to testing.
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6.2.4 Limits for the Duration of Potential Events
The lower limit used in this case is 60 s, as it means that the shortest events will
have at least 15 data points within them. A lower limit of 120 s was also tested
but it did not improve the ratio of correct positives (test 11, Table 6.3). The
maximum time is 1000 s (Test 12), this is much longer than any reconnection event
previously reported or found in this study and so should not result in discarding
any true events. A value of 5000 s was also initially tested but as the values were
so much higher than the event durations there was no difference between the two
thresholds.
6.2.5 Ion Velocity Change Threshold
From previous analysis of reconnection in the solar wind we expect exhaust velocity
is usually of the order of 20 km s−1 (Gosling et al., 2005; Phan et al., 2006). Thus
we tested the range of 15 km s−1 − 25 km s−1 (Tests 13 and 14, Table 6.3). It
was determined that the value of 20 km s−1 returned the best results and so we
set this as the VT threshold.
6.2.6 Gap Size Threshold
The threshold, GS, is set at 5 data points, from the results of tests 15 and 16 on
Table 6.4. Test 15, which uses a GS value of 2 points returns significantly fewer
events and Test 16, which uses a GS value of 10 returns a lower percentage of false
positives, than Test 12 (GS = 5 and all other values are the same).
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T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 T 12 T 13 T 14
BS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
SM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
BT 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
GS 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
VT 20 20 20 20 20 15 25
ED 1 5000 5000 5000 5000 1000 1000 1000
ED 2 60 60 60 120 60 60 60
FS 25 40 45 45 45 45 45
MV 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
CD 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
DT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Positives 8 12 17 14 17 19 13
Yes 6 10 14 11 14 15 10
No 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
Maybe 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
% Yes 75% 83% 82% 79% 82% 79% 77%
% No 25% 17% 18% 21% 18% 16% 23%
Table 6.3: A table of the tests 8 - 14 for threshold values and the results on running
the algorithm over the 2003 data.The bold type indicates a value has been changed
and is the value subject to testing.
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6.2.7 Minimum Magnetic Field Rotation Threshold
We have considered the minimum magnetic field rotation thresholds 70◦, 80◦, and
90◦, as shown in Tests 17 and 18 in Table 6.4 (comparing with Test 12 where BT =
80◦ and all other values are the same). From this it was found that a minimum
magnetic field rotation of 80◦ gave the best results, as a minimum rotation of 70%
reduces the percentage of false positives and a minimum rotation of 90% returns
fewer candidate events. The magnetic field rotation threshold must be large as
smaller thresholds give a much larger percentage of false positives. In previous
iterations of the algorithm using rotation thresholds of less than 50◦ meant that
most of the magnetic field data would be flagged up as current sheets and discerning
actual reconnection events from the false positives required a visual inspection of
the data. As the intention was to create a fully automatic algorithm having a
higher rotation threshold was chosen.
6.2.8 Duration over which the Angle Change is Determined
Table 6.4 shows how GP was determined. Comparing the values in Tests 19-25
where the value of GP was between 50 and 200 points respectively it is possible
to see the advantage of using the value 100 points as we have a higher number of
correct positives, see Test 30. Tests 19 - 22, with GP values < 100 points show a
much larger increase in the number of false positives found; reducing the reliability
of the algorithm. Tests 23 - 25, with GP values > 100 points also have an increase
of false positives and return a lower number of candidate events.
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T 15 T 16 T 17 T 18 T 19 T 20 T 21 T 22
BS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
SM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
GP 100 100 100 100 50 75 80 90
BT 80 80 70 90 80 80 80 80
GS 2 10 5 5 5 5 5 5
VT 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ED 1 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
ED 2 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
FS 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45
MV 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
CD 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
DT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Positives 7 19 23 8 20 16 12 22
Yes 5 13 14 5 9 12 8 12
No 1 6 8 3 11 3 2 10
Maybe 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0
% Yes 71% 68% 61% 63% 43% 75% 67% 55%
% No 14% 32% 35% 38% 52% 19% 17% 45%
Table 6.4: A table of the tests 15 - 22 for threshold values and the results on
running the algorithm over the 2003 data. The bold type indicates a value has
been changed and is the value subject to testing.
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6.2.9 Smoothing of the Magnetic Field and Ion Velocity
Data
Table 6.5 shows tests for the value of smoothing (Tests 26 and 27). In the final
analysis we have set the smoothing value to be 1 (i.e. no smoothing) as many
reconnection events were being discarded with higher values for smoothing.
6.2.10 Bowshock Threshold
We tested bowshock values of 2 RE (Test 28, Table 6.5). It was found that while
a threshold of 2 RE yielded a lot of results there was a much higher percentage of
false positives when you compare it with tests in which 3 RE was used (e.g Test
30). The bowshock threshold was set at 3 RE.
6.2.11 Minimum Solar Wind Density
A conservative threshold is set at the density of the plasma ni = 1 particle/cm
3
above which ion moments are considered reliable (Dandouras et al., 2015). We did
additionally test a threshold of 0.1 particles cm−3 (test 29, Table 6.5) but this was
found to greatly increase the number of false positives in comparison with Test 30
(Dandouras et al., 2015).
6.3 Limitations of the Algorithm
The strategy of looking for reconnection events in the solar wind with an automated
algorithm raises several issues and caveats. The signatures of reconnection in the
magnetic field and ion velocity data can be small in comparison to the level of
random background fluctuations and, in the case of the ion velocity, very small in
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T 23 T 24 T 25 T 26 T 27 T 28 T 29 T 30
BS 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3
SM 1 1 1 2 5 1 1 1
GP 110 150 200 100 100 100 100 100
BT 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
GS 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
VT 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ED 1 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
ED 2 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
FS 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45
MV 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
CD 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
DT 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.1 1
Positives 13 19 18 11 2 87 72 17
Yes 10 12 12 8 0 49 46 14
No 3 4 4 3 2 37 26 3
Maybe 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0
% Yes 77% 63% 67% 73% 0% 56% 64% 82%
% No 23% 21% 22% 27% 100% 43% 38% 17%
Table 6.5: A table of the tests 23-30 for threshold values and the results on running
the algorithm over the 2003 data. The bold type indicates a value has been changed
and is the value subject to testing.
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comparison to the bulk solar wind flow. In addition to this, the fluctuations and
background noise in the solar wind vary considerably over time, making it difficult
to account for. This has meant that strict thresholds often rule out events that
may be selected after case by case human analysis.
Additionally we have had to set strict criteria on what we are looking for and
what we will accept as a reconnection event, in order to minimise the number of
false positive results. This means that we will have selected reconnection events
that have a particular set of characteristics and it is possible that this set will
not be a completely representative subset of all events. For example, using these
thresholds with this algorithm we will not to select any events that rotate less than
80◦, although we know these exist (Phan et al., 2010).
The algorithm presented in this chapter is at least a great demonstration of
the potential of using an algorithm for automatically finding and analysing events
in the solar wind. Development of an algorithm that successfully finds all or a
large majority of events whilst also excluding anything that is not an event may
require a lot more time and potentially have to incorporate other methods, such
as machine learning (e.g., Colak and Oahwaji , 2009).
However we can still obtain many valuable results from the event list produced.
The event list (Tables B.2 - B.17, Appendix B) contains more than 300 events, and
so we can make statistical conclusions about these large events in the solar wind.
As these events have a sufficient number of data points to analyse fully they will
also be good candidates for any case studies.
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6.3.1 Event List Analysis
In this sub-section we consider the event list selected using the algorithm and listed
in Appendix B. For each of the events we have determined several characteristics
which will enable us to sort the events. For each event we have determined: the
average solar wind speed, the average background magnetic field strength, the
average solar wind density, the average Alfve´n speed, the duration of the event,
the temperature increase over the exhaust, the magnetic field rotation and the
Exhaust speed (all listed in Appendix B). The magnetic field rotation and the
exhaust speed have values that are limited by the algorithm, the magnetic field
rotations are a minimum of 80◦ and the exhaust speeds are greater than 20 km s−1
by selection.
As we will show later in this Chapter there are often events that appear during
periods of unusual solar wind conditions or have features that are very different
from the average. In this section we shall ’flag’ events which are deemed to have
unusual features and test if some of these features are interlinked. For example,
we have a few events in our list which occur during periods of very low solar
wind speed, some events with a large temperature change, and some events with
a unusually high exhaust speed. We flag up each of the individual irregularities.
We check whether the same events are flagged up for different conditions, as this
could indicate a false positive result. The outlying parameters that we shall flag
are as follows:
(a) Solar wind speeds below 250 km s−1
(b) Exhaust speeds above 200 km s−1
(c) Temperature changes greater than 2 MK
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Outlier type a b c d e f g
Number of events 11 32 4 8 27 26 30
Table 6.6: The number of the different types of outlier
Total number of outliers per event 0 1 2 3 4
Number of events 245 66 20 8 2
Table 6.7: The number of events with a given number of ‘flags’.
(d) Time lags greater than 50 s at the point of maximum correlation (for the
magnetic field data in the maximum variance direction) between the Cluster
spacecraft.
(e) Maximum correlations (between spacecraft using the magnetic field in the
maximum variance direction) of less than 0.5
(f) Current densities over 500 nA m−2
(g) Number of sheets > 5
Here we have established a list of 7 variables that, if they go beyond a given
limit will be considered an outlier. Table 6.6 shows the number of events that were
found with each type of outlier. There were 32 events with an exhaust speed of
over 200 km s−1 (outlier b) which is the most populous outlier. There are 4 events
with an increase in temperature greater than 2MK, the lowest number of outliers
for a characteristic.
From Table 6.7 we see that there are 10 events that have 3 or more flags.
However most of the outliers occur singly, i.e., most events that have an outlying
characteristic only have one. These events would be good candidates for future
case studies.
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6.4 Survey Analysis
In this section we analyse the survey results. In Section 6.4.1 we look at the number
of events found in each year. In Sections 6.4.2 - 6.4.5 we analyse data relevant to
each of the science questions stated at the beginning of this Chapter and in Section
6.5 we discuss the results.
6.4.1 Initial Survey Results
Using the thresholds described in Section 6.2, the algorithm was applied to the
Cluster 1 data from 2001 - 2011 inclusive. This produced a total of 341 events
that satisfy the criteria and pass all the thresholds. A visual inspection of the data
returns the same percentage of correctly identified positives as Test 30. These
events are listed in Appendix B. These tables list the start and end time of each of
the events selected along with details about each of the event, e.g. the background
solar wind speed, magnetic field strength. We will refer back to this list during the
rest of this Chapter.
The number of events found per year per relative available data is shown in
Figure 6.3. The Cluster spacecraft spends varying amounts of time in the ambient
solar wind each year depending on its orbit and thus it is necessary to take into
account the amount of ambient solar wind data available from Cluster from each
year to make a fair comparison. There is a wide range in the absolute number of
events found each year, with 2004, 2007 and 2008 being the most abundant years
and 2001, 2003 and 2006 begin the years with the fewest reconnection events. The
difference between these more barren years and the most abundant years (in terms
of relative reconnection events found) is more than twofold, which suggests that
there may be a physical reason why we observe more events at certain times than
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Figure 6.3: The number of reconnection events found each year. The orange data
set shows the absolute number of events found in that year, whereas the blue data
set shows the amount of events found relative to the amount of time that the
Cluster spacecraft spent in the ambient solar wind that year.
others. We also observe that there is a large difference in the number of events
found per year after accounting for the amount of time spent in the solar wind.
In particular we notice that in 2002 (where there was the least data available) we
see a lot of events. In the next section we compare the number of events found
per year with some of the solar and solar wind parameters e.g. solar activity
(as represented by average yearly sunspot count), solar wind speed, solar wind
density, interplanetary magnetic field strength, and also distance of the Cluster
spacecraft from Earth. We test the data set for any possible correlations between
the variables.
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6.4.2 What are the Typical Solar Wind Conditions of Re-
connection Events?
The first science question that we consider is ‘What are the typical solar wind con-
ditions during magnetic reconnection events?’. In particular we consider whether
some solar wind conditions are more conducive to magnetic reconnection events
than others. There have been a few previous studies that have considered the
dependence of solar wind reconnection on the surrounding plasma conditions (e.g.
Phan et al. (2010)). Our study is both large in scale as we have a large number of
events (341) and spread over a large timespan (over 10 years) and thus we can be
confident about the validity of the results.
In this section we present the yearly trends of solar wind variables and whether
there is a correlation between them and the number of events found that year.
We look for correlations between the values of the average solar wind velocity,
average magnetic field strength, average solar wind density and average Alfve´n
speed within the selected events and compare the distributions of these variables
with the average distributions for these variables in the solar wind. We look at the
distribution of the size of the magnetic field rotations, the exhaust speeds and the
maximum value for current density over each of the selected events.
As shown in Figure 6.3 there is a big difference between the maximum number
of reconnection events found in a year (53, 2004) and the minimum number found in
a year (6, 2001). We first consider the long term variability of solar wind conditions
(e.g. over the solar cycle) as a possible explanation for the varying event numbers
in different years.
We determine the average values for the solar wind characteristics as seen by
the Cluster spacecraft during its time in the pristine solar wind. The data is taken
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Figure 6.4: A graphs showing the yearly trends of the variables: Number of events
per year per available data, average magnetic field strength, average solar wind
speed, average density and the yearly average sunspot number. The relative aver-
age is the yearly average/total average.
during periods of time where the Cluster spacecraft is outside the bowshock as
determined by Chao et al. (2002) with a margin of error of 4 RE. We take an
average of the magnetic field strength, the solar wind speed and the solar wind
density for each year using data. Additionally we obtain the yearly average sunspot
numbers (SILSO: Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations).
Figure 6.4 shows the relative value of averages over the number of reconnec-
tion events each year (light blue), the average background magnetic field strength
(red), the average background solar wind speed (grey), average background plasma
density (yellow), and the yearly average sunspot number (green) for the years 2001
- 2011. In this case the ‘relative value of the average’ is the average for that year
divided by the average of all the years combined.
Figure 6.5 shows the formal correlation between the number of events per
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Parameter R p-value Significant?
Magnetic Field Strength 0.509 0.11 No
Solar Wind Speed 0.210 0.54 No
Density 0.067 0.84 No
Sunspot Number 0.362 0.27 No
Table 6.8: Table of statistical significance of yearly average correlations
year per available data and the following variables: yearly average magnetic field
strength, yearly average solar wind speed, yearly average density and yearly sunspot
average. In order to determine whether these correlations are statistically signif-
icant we will consider the statistical test; the p-value, which we will determine
using the Pearson (r) score and the number of points. We will consider p values
of < 0.05 to be statistically significant. A p-value of 0.05 means that there is only
a 5% probability that a given correlation could have occurred by chance if the
values were not correlated. Table 6.8 shows the R, and p values of each of the 4
correlations and whether the correlation statistically significant. The n value is
always 11 as this is the number of years we are testing.
In Figure 6.5 the top two panels show the magnetic field strength, and the the
solar wind velocities, and the bottom two panels show solar wind densities and
the yearly average sunspot number respectively. Each of these figures show only
extremely weak correlations. The correlations of the number of events with these
variables were not found to be significant, shown in Table 6.8.
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Figure 6.5: Correlation between the number of events per year per available data
and yearly average magnetic field strength (top left), yearly average solar wind
speed (top right), yearly average density (bottom left) and the yearly average
sunspot number (bottom right).
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We now consider solar wind characteristics that were occurring during the
reconnection events found by the algorithm. Figure 6.6 shows a set of 4 histograms
detailing the average values of solar wind speed, magnetic field strength, plasma
number density and the Alfve´n speed during each event. The solar wind speed
shows a distribution around the solar wind speed mean of 491± 137 km s−1. The
magnetic field strength ranges from 3nT to approximately 36nT with the majority
of events occurring at a background magnetic field of 8.1± 4.8 nT where 4.8 nT is
one standard deviation. The plasma densities during the events are predominately
small, the majority (68%) of events occur when the solar wind density is 5.5 ± 5
particles cm−3 where 5 particles cm−3 is 1 standard deviation. The final panel
shows a histogram of the Alfve´n speeds over each of the events. As there is a wide
spread (∼ 20−500 km s−1) in the maximum and minimum Alfve´n speed the figure
also shows a zoom in on the speeds between 0 − 150 km s−1. The Alfve´n speeds
have a mean of 97± 85 km s−1, but there are a few events with Alfve´n speeds up
to 500 km s−1.
Figure 6.7 shows the scatterplots and correlations between the 4 variables solar
wind speed, magnetic field strength, density and Alfve´n speed. The top two panels
show magnetic field strength vs wind speed and density vs wind speed respectively.
For both of these panels the R value is very low (|R| < 0.2) which suggests that
the correlation between the variables is very weak. This is to be expected as these
variables are not known to be dependent on each other in any way.
In the bottom left panel it appears that there are two populations the Alfve´n
speeds at low solar wind speed are highly variable and Alfve´n speeds relating to
solar wind speeds greater than 350 km s−1 appear to show a very weak slightly
positive correlation, though the R value is very low (R = 0.1). The line of best
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Figure 6.6: The four panels show histograms of some of solar wind averaged pa-
rameters during the selected reconnection events. The top left shows a histogram
of background solar wind speed (bin size 50 km s−1), the top right panel shows
the overall magnetic field strength over the event (bin size 0.5 nT), the bottom
left shows the average number density of the plasma during these events (bin size
1 particle cm−3) and the bottom right panel shows the average Alfve´n speed of
each event (bin size 5 km s−1). The inset in the Alfve´n speed histogram shows a
zoom in between 15− 150 km s−1, it has a binsize of 5 km s−1.
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fit for the bottom left panel only includes the data where the solar wind speed
is > 350 km s−1. What gives rise to these two separate populations? The two
parameters that Alfve´n speed are dependent on is the magnetic field strength
and the ion density. Observing the top left hand panel, it can be observed that
the magnetic field strength at solar wind speeds lower than 400 km s−1 is more
variable than at higher solar wind speeds. Whereas the density is lowest and least
variable at solar wind speeds below 400 km s−1. This means that the Alfve´n
speed at solar wind speeds below 400 km s−1 will be on average higher (due to the
low plasma density) and more variable (due to the most highly variable magnetic
field strength). The bottom right panel shows the average solar wind density vs
magnetic field strength. Here R = 0.305 and n = 341 which gives us p < 0.05 and
so this has a statistically significant weak positive correlation. It also appears that
the spread in the density is larger with greater field strength.
We also compare the solar wind conditions during our events, shown in Figure
6.6, with the average solar wind conditions encountered by the Cluster spacecraft.
First comparing the solar wind speed, we note that the average of the distri-
bution of the pristine solar wind speed (438 km s−1) is slightly lower than that
of the selected reconnection events (average: 491 km s−1). The spread of data
is slightly wider in the selected events (standard deviation: 137 km s−1) than in
the pristine solar wind (108 km s−1). We also note that there appears to be a
disproportionately high number of events in the slow solar wind than is expected
given the fraction of the time that Cluster spends in the slow solar wind. The
average magnetic field strength for the selected reconnection events is much higher
and with a wider spread (8.1 ± 4.8 nT ) than the distribution of magnetic field
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Figure 6.7: Correlations between the basic solar wind parameters: Solar wind
speed, magnetic field strength, density and Alfve´n speed. Each panel includes a
linear line of best fit, the equation of the line of best fit and it’s R value. The bottom
left panel, which contains the correlation between the average Alfve´n speed and the
solar wind speed shows the line of best fit for the solar wind speeds > 350 km s−1.
strengths in the pristine solar wind (5.34± 3.0 nT ). The density graphs have very
similar averages and spreads for the selected reconnection events and the pristine
solar wind (5.5±5.0 particles cm3) and (6.0±4.4 particles cm3). The bottom right
panel of Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of Alfve´n speeds in the pristine solar
wind (average: 76 km s−1, standard deviation 49 km s−1) has a lower average and
narrower spread than the selected events (average: 97 km s−1, standard deviation
85 km s−1).
We now compare the results of the correlations of the solar wind parameters at
the reconnection events (shown in Figure 6.7) with the same correlations for the
ambient solar wind values (shown in Figure 6.9). While the range of values for
each of the parameters in the ambient solar wind is larger than that of the solar
wind conditions found during the reconnection events, the shapes of the graphs are
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Figure 6.8: The average solar wind conditions over the period of time that Cluster
was in the pristine solar wind between January and April between 2001-2011.
Solar wind speed (top left, binsize: 15 km s−1), Magnetic field strength (top right,
binsize: 0.5 nT), density (bottom left, binsize: 1 particle cm−3 ), Alfve´n Speed
(bottom right, binsize: 15 km s−1).
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Figure 6.9: Correlations between the ambient solar wind parameters; solar wind
speed, magnetic field strength, density, Alfve´n speed. All but the top left panel
(showing solar wind speed vs. density) include a linear line of best fit, the equation
of the line of best fit and its R value.
very similar. The panel of particular interest here is the bottom left panel showing
Alfve´n speed vs the solar wind speed. The ambient solar wind shows the same
high variation of Alfve´n speeds in low solar wind speed plasma as was seen in the
reconnection solar wind conditions suggesting that this population is part of the
normal solar wind. Similarly the bottom right panel showing the B populations; a
constant very low density population and another population that has a very weak
correlation with magnetic field strength.
The overall distribution of magnetic field rotations within the selected events
is shown in Figure 6.10. This is the rotation in the magnetic field from the start
to the end of the event. The magnetic field rotations in the selected events have
an average of 148 ± 21 nT . From the algorithm the magnetic field rotation over
an event must be a minimum of 80◦. This means that for this study we will be
omitting any events with a smaller rotation which we know exist (Phan et al.,
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Figure 6.10: The distribution of magnetic field rotations over the duration of the
selected events (bin size: 5◦). The algorithm applies a cutoff threshold and so no
events with a magnetic field rotation < 80◦ are selected.
2010).
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Figure 6.11: The distribution of peak exhaust speeds of each of the selected events.
The main panel shows all the selected events which have a peak exhaust speed
ranging from 20 − 2000 km s−1 (bin size: 50 km s−1). The zoom in plot shows
exhaust speeds between 0 and 200 km s−1. The algorithm does not select events
with a peak reconnection exhaust speed that is < 20 km s−1.
The distribution of the peak speed of the reconnection exhaust found during
each of the events is shown in Figure 6.11. The main panel shows all of the exhausts
which are all below 500 km s−1 with the exception of 5 events. The event with
an outflow measured at ∼ 2000 km s−1 is unlikely to be a reconnection exhaust.
The zoom in panel shows the same data for peak exhausts speeds between 0 and
200 km s−1. The mean peak speed is 94 km s−1 and the standard deviation is
139 km s−1. This is approximately as expected as the mean of the Alfve´n speeds
is very similar (97 km s−1). The algorithm only selects events with a peak speed
of at least 20 km s−1. In the next section we will discuss in more detail the energy
budget of the outflow exhaust.
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Figure 6.12: The figure and insert showing histograms of the distribution of max-
imum current densities of the selected events. The zoom window shows the events
with maximum currents densities below 500 nA m−2. The bin size for the main
graph is 50 nA m−2, for the zoom in graph 20 nA m−2.
For each event the maximum value for the current density is also recorded. The
maximum current density that occurs during the selected events is shown in Figure
6.12. There are a couple of instances where the current density is very high and so
there is a zoom window to highlight the more typical range below 500 nA m−2.
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6.4.3 What Determines the Outflow Exhaust Speed?
In this section we compare the speed of the exhausts with that predicted by theory
(Parker , 1963; Petschek , 1964) and measured observationally (Sonnerup et al.,
1981; Phan el al., 2013). We also use our statistical survey to consider the nature
of energy partitioning in the exhaust. We use our event list to make a comparison
between observations and theory, to try and determine how the energy of the inflow
exhaust is distributed in the outflow.
The Sweet-Parker reconnection picture predicts an outflow speed that is ap-
proximately equivalent to the Alfve´n speed. Thus determining the speed at which
the Alfve´n waves will propagate along the boundary (the separatrix), essentially
allowing the reconnected magnetic field lines to recoil away from the reconnection
site. Away from the ion diffusion region, the plasma is frozen-in to the magnetic
field and is carried along with it, hence, in theory, the plasma also travels at the
Alfve´n speed (Parker , 1963; Petschek , 1964).
Previous observational studies have shown however that this is not necessarily
the case. For example Gosling et al. (2006b) studied reconnection events observed
by the Helios spacecraft and found that the reconnection exhausts, while the same
order of magnitude as the Alfve´n speed, tended to be approximately 0.75VA on
average. This means that we must also consider that the energy available to release
by reconnection does not all necessarily go into kinetic energy of the exhaust. Thus
we will also explicitly consider whether some of the energy is directed into heating
the exhaust plasma.
The main source of energy that we consider is the exterior magnetic field.
The Alfve´n speed in the exterior region gives us an idea of how much magnetic
energy density is available to accelerate particle populations of a given number
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density n. If a particle population trapped in a reconnection process is accelerated
to the Alfve´n speed this means that all the available magnetic energy has been
converted to kinetic energy, as is shown in Equations 6.10, 6.11, where Va is the
Alfve´n speed, B is the inflow magnetic field strength, ρ is the plasma density, µ0
is the permeability of free space, n is the number of particles and m is the particle
mass. Equation 6.11 shows that the kinetic energy (we are assuming that, in the
rest frame of the solar wind, the particles have 0 kinetic energy) of a particle
population of number density n, travelling at the Alfve´n speed is equal to that
of the magnetic energy in a cubic meter. Thus in this study we shall compare
the exhaust speed with the Alfve´n speed, in order to determine the percentage of
energy converted to kinetic energy.
VA =
B√
ρµ0
=
B√
nmµ0
(6.10)
1
2
mV 2A ∗ n =
B2
2µ0
(6.11)
Figure 6.13 shows the ratio of the exhaust speed over the Alfve´n speed for all
our selected events. From previous analysis (Parker , 1963; Petschek , 1964) we
would expect that the range would be approximately between 0 and 1 (as theory
predicts that the maximum outflow speed should be comparable to VA). However
we find that there is a wide range of V/VA estimates which range between 0 and
10. The distribution has a mean of 1.04 and a median of 0.80. Thus we find ∼ 70%
of the reconnection events in our survey have an outflow speed that is less than
the Alfve´n speed.
Whilst the majority of reconnection events have ratios that are below 1 there is
a significant number (30%) where the ratio is higher. Much of this may be due to
errors in the determination of the Alfve´n speed. A correct determination of Alfve´n
speed is dependent on correct measurements of the ion density and magnetic field
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Figure 6.13: The distribution of the ratio of the reconnection exhaust speed over
the Alfve´n speed. The large graph shows the full range and the zoom shows the
range between 0 - 2.0. The bin size for the main graph is 0.2 and for the zoom in
graph it is 0.1.
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strength, thus small errors in these measurements will lead to errors in the Alfve´n
speed measurements. However there are more reconnection events with a ratio
above 1 than would be likely due to identification error alone. Some of these
reconnection events found have solar wind conditions that are outside the ‘normal’
range, for instance there are examples of reconnection events occurring in very low
solar wind speed.
During reconnection, magnetic energy is transferred to exhaust kinetic energy,
but, as many events do not have a 100% conversion of magnetic energy to plasma
kinetic energy, there may also be heating of the plasma. Thus we now consider
whether the plasma in the reconnection exhaust is heated, i.e. whether there is a
increase in temperature observed during the reconnection exhaust.
Figure 6.14 shows the maximum temperature change between the temperature
in the exhaust and the temperature of the background plasma. The majority of
events show very little temperature change, and are therefore clustered around the
0 mark.
Most of the temperature changes shown in Figure 6.14 are within the range
expected in the solar wind (the average solar wind temperature is approximately
0.35 ± 0.31 MK during the periods where Cluster are in the solar wind). There
are two instances of temperature changes over 5 MK one of which corresponds to
a fast exhaust of (> 200 km s−1). Given that the temperature range in the solar
wind found by Cluster is between 0-2 MK, we have flagged these points in the
event list in Appendix B.
The average and the mode change in temperature during the exhaust is zero and
the temperature measurements show both slight heating and cooling. Thus there
is no evidence that the energy is going into plasma heating. Slight fluctuations in
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Figure 6.14: The change between the background temperature and the temperature
during the exhaust. The main panel shows all the data with a binsize of 0.01 MK
and the zoom in shows the range between −3−2.5 MK with a binsize of 0.02 MK.
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the temperature along with any errors in temperature measurements could account
for the events with small temperature changes. It must also be noted that the
Cluster spacecraft is most likely sampling exhaust plasma which is remote from
the reconnection site and so the background conditions may be different, leading
to observations that are not necessarily consistent with what is occurring at the
reconnection site.
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6.4.4 Structure of Reconnection Current Sheets in the So-
lar Wind
Previous models and studies of reconnection have suggested a range of possible con-
figurations for current sheet structure. For example, early idealised reconnection
pictures are of a single reconnecting current sheet (e.g., Parker , 1963). However
in the solar wind the reconnection picture is of a bifurcated current sheet struc-
ture with an exhaust directed between the sheets (e.g., Gosling et al., 2005). In
the context of the magnetopause there are observations of up to 5 discontinuities
(Heyn et al., 1985) and in Chapter 5 we discussed how reconnection events with
different inflow characteristics could give rise to reconnection with structures of up
to 5 current sheets. In this section we determine how many distinct current sheets
can be identified in the solar wind reconnection events in our survey database.
In this section we want to compare the structures that we have found from the
statistical analysis with the list of possibilities that we discussed in Chapter 5 (see
Figure 5.2).
Figure 6.15 shows the distribution of the number of current sheets found in
each event in our database. These current sheets have been visually determined
from the data. The > 5 sheet events are those that seem to have a number of
waves in the event and thus it is difficult to determine what is a current sheet and
what is a wave.
Figure 6.15 shows a predominance of events with a single current sheet, which
make up more than half of the selected events. There are also many events that
have a 2 and 3 current sheet structure. Relatively few events have 4 or 5 current
sheets. Within the events that have one current sheet there are some events where
there appears to be one current sheet that traverses over the spacecraft very slowly,
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Figure 6.15: Histogram of the number of current sheets found in each event.
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rather than the more typical events where the sheets appear as very sharp rotations
in the magnetic field.
It must be noted that the number of identified current sheets are a minimum
value within the event as the temporal resolution of 4s may not be small enough to
pick out the smallest sheets that occur. For example at least 6 points are needed
in order to identify a set of 3 current sheets which (for 4s resolution data) is a
timespan of 20 s.
As an aside we now present the findings of some case studies made using the
above statistical analysis of current sheet structure in reconnection events. We
compare our theoretical model in Chapter 5 (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3) with event
case studies which have been identified as 3, 4 and 5 current sheet structures.
Initially we will consider those events with 3 current sheets which can be com-
pared with panels (iii) and panel (v) in Figure 5.3, which shows possible magnetic
field and ion outflow exhaust structures for reconnection events. There are 5 possi-
ble points where magnetic field rotations could occur (labelled A, B, C, D, and E),
with various outflows possible in the regions between B and D. For the example
in panel (iii) it is possible for the exhaust to be either between B and C (as it is
shown in the figure), or between C and D. We name the three possible structures as
structure χ (for panel (iii) with the exhaust between B and C, and current sheets
at B, C, and D) structure φ (for panel (iii) with the exhaust between C and D,
and current sheets at B, C, and D), and structure ω (for panel (v) with an exhaust
between B and D, and current sheets between B, C, and D).
Table 6.9 shows the number of events in each of the above categories. There
were examples for each of the types of structures. The structure in which there
were reconnection exhausts between all 3 current sheets were found to be the most
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likely structure, however there were also many events that had an exhaust between
only two of the current sheets. An example of each is shown in Figure 6.16.
In Figure 6.16 we show two examples of the magnetic reconnection structures
that were described above. Each figure shows the magnetic field in GSE compo-
nents with the current sheets highlighted in the yellow boxes on the top panel (with
the x direction in red, the y direction in green, and the z direction in blue), and the
ion velocity in the bottom panel (also in GSE co-ordinates), with the reconnection
exhaust(s) highlighted by the yellow boxes.
Figure 6.16a) shows an example where the reconnection exhaust is directed
between only two of the three current sheets and Figure 6.16b) shows an example
where there is an exhaust between all the current sheets, where the exhausts are
similar in strength and direction.
Figure 6.16a) shows the three current sheets indicated by the magnetic field
rotations in predominately the x direction. The bottom top panel shows a clear
increase in ion velocity (∼ 30 km s−1) in the x direction between the first two
current sheets.
Figure 6.16b) shows the three current sheets highlighted are predominately
shown by rotations in the y direction of the magnetic field. The increase in ion
velocity is (∼ 50 km s−1) in the y direction and (∼ 20 km s−1) in the z direction.
The ion velocity conditions on either side of the exhaust are different with a higher
speed (an increase of approximately 20 km s−1) on the trailing edge.
There are a few reconnection events that exhibit more complex structures and
have 4 or 5 current sheets within the event. Figure 6.17 is the same structure
as Figure 6.16 and shows a event that has 4 current sheets highlighted by the
yellow boxes in the top panel. In the bottom panel we see that there are two
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Figure 6.16: Two examples of magnetic reconnection events with 3 current sheets.
In each of the figures the top panel shows the magnetic field data in the GSE
co-ordinate system with the x direction in red, the y direction in green and the
z direction in blue, the yellow panels highlight the presence of current sheets.
The bottom panel shows the ion velocity in the same co-ordinate system, the
yellow panels indicate the reconnection exhausts. In Figure a) the reconnection
exhaust is located between the first two current sheets. In Figure b) the magnetic
reconnection exhaust appears as an approximately constant speed encompassing
all 3 sheets. In order to view the change in ion velocity in each component on the
same graph we removed the background Vx.
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Type of structure χ φ ω equal ω unequal
Number of events 3 4 (5) 2 7
Table 6.9: How the magnetic reconnection events that have 3 current sheets are
structured. χ represents a panel (iii)-like structure with the exhaust between B
and C, and current sheets at B, C, and D, φ represents a panel (iii)-like with the
exhaust between C and D, and current sheets at B, C, and D, and ω represents a
panel (v)-like structure with exhaust between B and D, and current sheets between
B, C, and D.
Figure 6.17: An example of a magnetic reconnection event with 4 current sheets. In
this case the reconnection exhaust is split into two jets (highlighted in the bottom
panel). In order to view the change in ion velocity over the event we have removed
the background velocity in the X direction.
instances where the ion velocity deviates from the background. The first instance
is coincident with the first highlighted current sheet and the second is between the
second and third current sheet. In the second ion velocity enhancement there is a
consistent outflow in the y direction but there is also a short sharp increase in the
x direction in the middle of this outflow. It is a possibility there is more than one
reconnection event here that happen to be very close together.
Figure 6.18 is in the same format as Figure 6.17 and shows an example of an
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Figure 6.18: An example of a magnetic reconnection event with 5 current sheets in
the structure. The top panel shows the magnetic field in GSE co-ordinates and the
bottom panel shows the ion velocity, again in GSE co-ordinates. In order to view
the change in ion velocity over the event the first data point in the ion velocity in
the X direction is added to the X component over the whole event.
event that has 5 current sheets. Here the exhaust jets are very small. The second
jet is approximately 20 km s−1 and located between the last two current sheets.
In summary, the Gosling picture of a reconnection exhaust bounded by two
rotations is not always apposite. It is shown here that there are large numbers
of events exhibit only 1 rotation and many that are 3 rotations. There are also a
few events with a 4 and 5 current sheet structure. Also one must note that the
number of current sheets is a minimum as the temporal resolution of the data can
only pick out separate current sheets that are more than 4s apart. It appears that
there are examples of all the possible 3 current sheet structures as predicted by
Figure 6.16 in Chapter 5. There is thus a wide range of magnetic reconnection
event structures in the solar wind.
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6.4.5 Evolution of Reconnection Events with Time and/or
in Space
In this section we will address the science question ‘How do reconnection events
evolve over time and/or space?’. Previous studies have suggested that reconnection
in the solar wind is usually large scale in 3 dimensions (of the order of at least a
few RE ) and non-patchy. In other words, magnetic reconnection is not considered
to change structurally over short periods of time (∼ minutes) (Phan et al., 2006;
Gosling , 2010, 2011). For example, Phan et al. (2006) discussed a reconnection X
line that is at least 390 RE in length which was seen by the ACE, Cluster and Wind
spacecraft. The time delay between the ACE and Wind spacecraft encountering
the event was approximately 2 hours, the spatial distance between the spacecraft
was of order 390 RE and Phan et al. (2006) determined that there was no structural
change worthy of note.
In Chapter 4 we demonstrate that this was not true for a case study in which
the reconnection current sheets changed over time-scales and/or distances that
were smaller than the differences between the Cluster spacecraft tetrahedron. The
Cluster spacecraft, over the course of their lifetime, change their relative separation,
but at their most distant they are 10,000km (< 2 RE) away from each other, which
is much smaller than the scales assumed for solar wind reconnection events on the
basis of earlier studies.
In this section we will use our survey event list to determine whether reconnec-
tion events in the solar wind are observed by all 4 Cluster spacecraft and, if so,
how similar are the observed reconnection signatures to each other i.e., whether
there is often evidence that reconnection events evolve over the timescales and/or
distances between spacecraft.
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In order to test whether at least some reconnection events evolve in space
and/or time, we initially use spin resolution Cluster (4s) magnetic field data from
the Cluster Science Archive for each of the 4 spacecraft for each of the identified
events.
For each of the spacecraft we conduct a minimum variance analysis on the
magnetic field data and rotate the magnetic fields into this frame of reference.
This magnetic field data is then interpolated onto a common time base, that of
the Cluster 1 spacecraft.
We then find the correlation between the component of the magnetic field in
the maximum variance direction between each of the pairs of spacecraft over a
range of time lags. From this analysis we obtain the time lag between spacecraft
for each of the pairs of spacecraft for every event and the value of the maximum
correlation.
Figure 6.19 and 6.20 show the time lag at maximum correlation and the value of
the maximum correlation found between the Cluster 2 and the Cluster 1 spacecraft.
For the Cluster 2 spacecraft correlated with the Cluster 1 spacecraft we can
see that for 67% of the events the time lag at the point of maximum correlation
is between 0 and 4 s. Thus it appears that in almost all cases a reconnection
event is swept past at great speed (and not at an oblique angle to the spacecraft
formation), the events are witnessed by the spacecraft at almost the same time
and unchanged.
There are however some events that have a timelag at the point of maximum
correlation that is much larger. In this case the timelags can be up to approxi-
mately ± 50 s. Those events with time lags greater than 50 s are quite rare and
make up approximately 4% of the total number of events. As the distances be-
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Figure 6.19: Histogram of the time
lag at the point of maximum correla-
tion between the Cluster 2 and Clus-
ter 1 spacecraft. Binsize = 4 s
Figure 6.20: Histogram of the value
of maximum correlation for each of
the events between the Cluster 2 and
the Cluster 1 spacecraft. Binsize =
0.05 s
tween Cluster spacecraft are at maximum approximately 10, 000 km apart and the
average solar wind speed is (∼ 450 km s−1) the largest time-lags should be of the
order 22 s, assuming that the reconnection event passes over the spacecraft in the
direction approximately normal to the current sheets of the event. This means that
these large time lag events, if they are observations of the same event, must have
passed over the spacecraft very obliquely. It is possible that the different Cluster
spacecraft are not observing the same reconnection event and there are two similar
rotations of the magnetic field within 60 s of each other.
In Figure 6.20 we see that most of the events (> 75%) of the events have a
correlation that is greater than 0.9. There are 25 events (7%) with a value of
maximum correlation that is lower than 0.5.
We also consider the same graphs for the correlation and timelags between
Cluster 3 and Cluster 1 and also Cluster 4 and Cluster 1. These are shown in
Figures 6.21, 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24.
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Figure 6.21: Histogram of the aver-
age time lag at the point of maximum
correlation between the Cluster 3 and
Cluster 1 spacecraft
Figure 6.22: Histogram of the value
of maximum correlation for each of
the events between the Cluster 3 and
the Cluster 1 spacecraft
Figure 6.23: Histogram of the aver-
age time lag at the point of maximum
correlation between the Cluster 4 and
Cluster 1 spacecraft
Figure 6.24: Histogram of the value
of maximum correlation for each of
the events between the Cluster 4 and
the Cluster 1 spacecraft
Figures 6.21, 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 show similar results to the equivalent graphs
for the Cluster 3 and 4 spacecraft. As all these Figures show very similar results
we do not show the equivalent graphs for the correlations between C2-C3, C2-C4,
and, C3-C4.
Cluster 3 and 4 show that the average time lag is again predominantly close
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to 0 with over 75% of the events with a timelag . 4 s. They also show very high
correlations with over 75% of the events having a maximum correlation of over
0.90, which means that the overall shape of the magnetic field change is the same
for both spacecraft.
In Chapter 4 we showed an example of an event in which the magnetic field data
for the 4 Cluster spacecraft had a highly correlated general structure (> 0.95 for
each spacecraft) but did show smaller scale changes over time-scales and distances
of order of the distance between spacecraft.
In order to quantify these small scale changes we introduce an ‘evolution index’.
This index is devised as follows: each of the 4 spacecraft magnetic field data sets
(in the minimum variance frame) are shifted in accordance with the timelag at
maximum correlation. We take the average of the spacecraft data sets to determine
an average maximum variance data set. We then find the difference between each
point in the average data set and the corresponding point in each of the spacecraft
data sets, sum the results and divide by the number of points. Thus we obtain an
evolution index for each of the spacecraft for each of the events. We average the
spacecraft evolution indexes to determine the evolution index for each event. The
events with the lowest evolution index are likely to have very little temporal and/or
spatial change between the spacecraft observing the reconnection event, whereas
events with greatest evolution indices are likely to have the most change between
spacecraft. It is not possible to determine a strict numerical value to what can be
considered a ‘low’ index before the evolution index has been tested on the event
list and the resultant evolution index values compared with a visual inspection of
the events.
Figure 6.25 shows a histogram of the evolution indices for Cluster 1 in panel a),
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Figure 6.25: The evolution index for each of the Cluster spacecraft with Cluster 1
in panel a), Cluster 2 in panel b), Cluster 3 in panel c) and Cluster 4 in panel d).
In the main panel the binsize is 1. The zoom in for each panel shows the evolution
indices from 0-1 with a binsize of 0.05. The red dashed line shows the evolution
index for the magnetic reconnection event that was described in Chapter 4.
Cluster 2 in panel b), Cluster 3 in panel c) and Cluster 4 in panel d). The zoom
in for each of the panels shows the histogram for indices between 0 and 1 as in the
main plot > 75% of the indices are < 1. The red line on the zoom in panel shows
the evolution index for the magnetic reconnection event we described in Chapter
4.
Figure 6.25 shows that > 75% of events each spacecraft have an evolution index
that is < 1. The magnetic reconnection event that we described in Chapter 4 have
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indices of 0.28, 0.30, 0.18 and 0.20 for Cluster 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. This
puts each of the indices in the smallest 40% so this is not an event that has a
particularly large evolution index in comparison to the other reconnection events
in this statistical survey.
Figure 6.26 shows a histogram of the evolution indices for all the events in the
event list. Figure 6.26 shows that the majority of the events have a evolution index
close to 0, on the low end of the spectrum, with relatively few events with higher
indices.
The event described in Chapter 4 has an index value of 0.96 which is in the
lowest 40% of values. Note: the changes in the Chapter 4 event are small but easy
to distinguish via a visual inspection of the magnetic field data.
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Figure 6.26: Histogram showing the total evolution index for each of the events;
the total of the individual spacecraft indices for an event. The main panel shows
the full range of evolution indices from 0 - 44, with a binsize of 1. The zoom in
shows the evolution indices between 0-4 as > 75% of events have an index value of
< 4. The binsize in this case is 0.2. The red dashed line shows the total evolution
index for the Chapter 4 reconnection event.
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6.5 Discussion of Survey
In this Chapter we have detailed the results of a statistical survey and compared
them to current theories and previous (case and statistical) studies (e.g., Sonnerup
et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 2005; Phan et al., 2006).
Our automated algorithm requires the specification of thresholds which natu-
rally have some impact on the characteristics of the reconnection events selected
for study. Thus the thresholds may include some events that are not reconnection
events and discard others that should, as is the case with any automated method.
However the event list has returned a large number of events, which, when exam-
ined visually are good candidates for reconnection events with a minimised number
of false positives.
There are a few events in the list that occur in solar and solar wind conditions,
or have characteristics that are outside what is considered to be the normal range.
While this does not necessarily imply anything about their validity as events, it
does suggest that these events would be worthy of a further case study (which is
beyond the scope of this study). The event list in Appendix B labels a reconnection
event with a letter tag corresponding to the unusual condition that is present (if
any) as we described in Section 6.3. In Section 6.3.1 we found that 28% of events
were present where at least one of the solar conditions was outside the ‘normal’
range (see Section 6.3). Of these events 68% only had one outlying condition and a
further 21% had two. The remaining reconnection events (10 events), where there
were three or more outlying conditions, would be the most likely candidates for
interesting case studies in the future, assuming they are not false positives.
In Section 6.4.2 we compared the average solar and solar wind conditions with
the conditions during the events. The average values for the solar wind speed and
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its standard deviation are 491 ± 137 km s−1 and 438 ± 108 km s−1 and for the
solar wind density, 5.5 ± 5.0 particles cm−3 and 6.0 ± 4.4 particles cm−3, for the
reconnection events and the ambient solar wind conditions respectively and thus
the average values are relatively similar. But the average background magnetic
field strength for reconnection events is much higher (8.1 ± 4.8 nT ) than that of
the average ambient solar wind (5.4±3.0 nT ). One possibility is that reconnection
is more likely in higher strength magnetic fields, or possibly that higher magnetic
field strengths make it easier for an event to pass the threshold criteria of the
algorithm as it implies a higher Alfve´n speed and thus a potentially higher outflow
exhaust. It would mean that a smaller rotation of the field would result in a higher
absolute change in magnetic field strength. There does not appear to be an overall
correlation between the number of events found and the average solar wind density
or solar wind speed however there does appear to be a larger number of events in
slow solar wind speed than we would expect given the fraction of the time that
the Cluster spacecraft spends in the slow solar wind. We did not find a conclusive
reason as to why some of the years yielded many more events than others, but it
would appear to be a combination of solar wind conditions, as the reconnection
events do occur in regions of higher magnetic field strength and in slower solar
wind speed.
The correlations between the number of events per year and the solar and
solar wind characteristic yearly averages are weak and none returned a statistically
significant result. The lack of significance could be attributed to the low number
of points as we only have data for 11 years. Possibly a longer study could produce
results of greater significance.
Note also that some of the Alfve´n speeds are very high. A combination of high
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magnetic field strengths (30 nT ) and a low density (2 particles cm−3) could yield
a Alfve´n speed of around 500 km s−1, so these high values are still valid.
Field rotation and exhaust speed distributions will have cutoffs due to algorithm
thresholds. For example, the magnetic field rotations are limited to that greater
than 80◦ and exhaust speed to that greater than 20 km s−1 so we must be aware
of this when making any conclusions about these characteristics of the events.
The thresholds for minimum field rotation and the change in the maximum
variance directions are both absolute values. This means that events with a larger
background field are more likely to be picked out as an 80◦ rotation will produce
a larger absolute change than events which have a smaller background field. Thus
in future iterations it would be better to move to a more flexible threshold.
One such threshold could be a percentage change in the magnetic field rotation.
This method also comes with drawbacks, for example a percentage change will
always return some candidate events which means that there will be a significant
number of false positives from this threshold which will need to be filtered out later
in the algorithm. The reverse problem is also an issue as periods of time with a lot
of events will mean that some of the events will not pass the percentage threshold
and so will be discarded.
There is a high amount of variability in the current density between events.
This suggests that there is a wide range of current sheet thicknesses contained in
the events that are found by the algorithm. This is because a thin current sheet
will give a high current density for a given degree rotation, whereas a more broad
sheet with the same degree rotation will have a lower current density.
In Section 6.4.3 we found that the ratio of the exhaust to the Alfve´n speed is
mostly below 1 and thus not all magnetic energy available is completely transferred
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to kinetic energy of the exhaust in most cases as predicted by theory. For instances
that the outflow speed is less than the Alfve´n speed, it is possible that energy
has already been extracted from this process closer to the reconnection site. If
magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind are over large scales, spacecraft may
encounter exhausts at distances that are far away from the point of reconnection
and so it is possible that some of the energy could have already been lost to other
processes in the interim or that the surrounding conditions are different.
In this algorithm it was not possible to accurately determine the distance be-
tween the spacecraft and the reconnection site as it requires a highly accurate
determination of the orientation of 2 current sheets. With accurate orientations it
would be possible to use the geometry as described in Chapter 4 to determine the
distance between the spacecraft crossing and the reconnection X line.
The average temperature increase during the exhaust is near 0 which suggests
that for most events energy does not go into heating the plasma. We consider the
following:
B2IN
2µ0
=
1
2
nm∆V 2 + nk∆T +
B2OUT
2µ0
(6.12)
where ∆V is the change in ion velocity (the outflow exhaust speed) and ∆T is the
change in ion temperature between the inflow and outflow plasma. The left hand
side is the total magnetic energy density available before reconnection occurs. On
the right hand side of the equation the first term is the kinetic energy gained by the
plasma, the second term is the energy associated with the increase in temperature
of the plasma and the last term is the remaining magnetic energy left in the outflow.
The magnetic energy in the outflow will always be non-zero. Thus if the outflow
velocity of the plasma is less than the Alfve´n speed and it is not being appreciably
heated then it is likely that there is a significant amount of energy that was not
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liberated from the magnetic field during reconnection.
It should also be noted that many statistical surveys of magnetic reconnection
events find that the observed outflow is less than that predicted. An early example
of this is described in Sonnerup et al. (1981). In this instance the exhaust values
relative to the prediction have a ratio that ranges from 0.6 -1.2 with a mean value
of 0.8. A more recent example is Phan el al. (2013), whereby the authors found
that the range of the exhaust/prediction ratio is between 0.23 -1.28 with a mean
of 0.66 and a median value of 0.6. These ranges are very similar to the ranges
of the ratios in this study and support the conclusion that, usually, reconnection
does not convert all of the available reconnection energy to kinetic energy in the
exhaust.
However, there are some events with a V/VA ratio greater than 1. A significant
number of events (∼ 35), 10% of the total number of events have an exhaust
Alfve´n speed ratio that is greater than 1.5. As we have stated in the testing phase
it was not possible to completely extract all the non-events using the automatic
algorithm, for the 2003 data we had a true positive outcome of around 83% this
could account for at least some of these events having ratios that are outside of
the typical range.
There are a wide range of magnetic reconnection event structures in the solar
wind. The Gosling picture of reconnection is an exhaust bound by two current
sheets. However this study shows that there are large numbers of events that have
only 1 current sheet and many that have 3 current sheets or more.
In our analysis of reconnection structures with 3 current sheets we found that
these were comparable to those structures we described in Chapter 5. We found
examples of reconnection events where the reconnection exhaust was directed be-
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tween one or both sets of current sheets. Again this suggests that the structures
in the solar wind can be very complex.
We found that the majority of events have overall a general structural stability
over the timescales and distances of the Cluster spacecraft. We can conclude
this as over 75% of the events had correlation coefficients between magnetic field
measurements at individual spacecraft that was greater than 0.9. This does not
necessarily mean that there is not small scale fluctuation in the structure as the
reconnection event described in Chapter 4 had correlation coefficients between the
magnetic field data between each spacecraft of > 0.95 and did exhibit small-scale
(Cluster spacecraft separation) structural variation.
We introduced an evolution index to quantify the level of similarity between the
magnetic field data on each of the 4 spacecraft. It was found while the evolution
index range was between 0-15 for each spacecraft (see Figure 6.25), > 75% of
events had an evolution index < 1. Similarly with the total evolution index > 75%
of the events have an index < 4.
The total evolution index of the Chapter 4 event is 0.96 which is in the lower
40% of values. This event had clear visual evidence of changes in the magnetic
field data between spacecraft. The individual evolution indices for Cluster 1, 2,
3 and 4 were 0.28, 0.30, 0.18 and 0.20. As described in Chapter 4, the Cluster 2
spacecraft does not observe the 2 distinct current sheets that are observed by the
other 3 spacecraft and, as expected, the evolution index for Cluster 2 is the largest
value here. This potentially means that > 60% of events observe changes between
spacecraft of a similar magnitude to this event.
Karimabadi et al. (2010) discussed the possibility of fossil sites: where the
reconnection has ceased to occur but the remnants of the reconnection exhaust
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are still visible, and observed by the spacecraft. This means that estimates of the
Alfve´n speed and available magnetic energy may not be an accurate representation
of what was available at the point of reconnection. Thus events where we witness
an outflow velocity that is higher than the local Alfve´n speed, or a temperature
decrease during the exhaust could be examples of this.
6.6 Conclusion of Survey
In conclusion in this study:
• We designed an algorithm that automatically extracts reconnection events
in the solar wind using the magnetic field and ion velocity data from the
Cluster 1 spacecraft.
• We looked at the number of events found per year between the years 2001-
2011. We could not draw any strong conclusions about why each year re-
turned a different number of reconnection events. As we noted earlier, there
are more events in the slow solar wind (at solar wind speeds ∼ 200 km s−1)
than would be expected given the amount of time that the Cluster space-
craft encounter such speeds, and how rare these speeds are in the solar wind
(McGregor et al., 2011).
• We determined that the average solar wind speed and density during the
reconnection events was the same as that for the ambient solar wind but the
background magnetic field strength was higher for the reconnection events
(ambient average 5.34±3.0 nT and event average 8.1±4.8 nT ). Reconnection
events with a higher background field strength are more likely to be picked
up by the algorithm, because an equivalent angle change in magnetic field
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yields a higher absolute change in the magnetic field components for a high
background magnetic field strength than a lower strength, which makes the
change easier to discern from noise. As such in future iterations of such an
algorithm a percentage change of the magnetic field may be a good way of
being able to find reconnection events in lower background magnetic field
conditions.
• We found that the speed of the reconnection exhaust is usually lower than the
Alfve´n speed (median of V/VA : 0.80). Most events did not show any evidence
of heating (the mode value is 0 and > 50% of the results were between a
−0.2 6 nk∆T 6 −0.2 change) so it was determined that the reconnection
exhausts had lower speeds due to not all the available magnetic energy being
liberated and is non-local. For the events that had exhaust speeds that
were higher than the Alfve´n speed we concluded that the reconnection X-
line was far away from the spacecraft and the magnetic field conditions at
the reconnection site were different from the point of observation, e.g., the
Alfve´n speed at the X-line is higher, which would mean more energy was
available.
• The reconnection events found had a variety of structures, the most common
being a single current sheet structure. We also found many events that have
3 or more current sheets and so we concluded that reconnection is often
more complex than the Gosling picture which has a bifurcated current sheet
structure.
• A comparison of the reconnection events as observed by each of the spacecraft
showed that, for > 75% of events, the magnetic field is correlated to > 0.9.
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• The evolution index for the Chapter 4 reconnection event was in the lowest
40% of events (with a value of 0.96). This suggests that the majority of events
observe some temporal or spatial differences over length and timescales that
are smaller than the distances between spacecraft.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future work
The motivation for this work was to further understand the mechanism for recon-
nection using the solar wind environment. This environment is ideal for studying
reconnection as related structures are swept past the spacecraft at high speeds and
the solar wind does not have the limiting and fluctuating boundary conditions that
are generally present in most other environments where reconnection is observed.
From our analysis our stand-out conclusion is that reconnection in the solar
wind (and indeed any environment) is more complex than the simple models that
have been created to help describe it. In order for us to have a complete under-
standing of the basic mechanism behind magnetic reconnection, a large scale survey
of magnetic reconnection events in multiple environments must be undertaken.
In Chapter 4 we analysed a case study of an event that exhibited small-scale
differences in structure over times/distances that were smaller than the time-scales
and/or distances between Cluster spacecraft. In this case study, the magnetic field
data for Cluster 2 did not show the distinct magnetic field reversals indicative
of current sheets that were seen by the other 3 Cluster spacecraft (though it did
observe a overall magnetic field rotation of similar magnitude). From this we
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conclude that reconnection can evolve over spatial and/or temporal scales of order
. 10, 000 km, in contrast to conclusions from earlier works.
The main questions that arise from this conclusion are: how prevalent are
reconnection events that evolve over such small time-scales/ length-scales? What
is causing the reconnection event to evolve? Is it typical for an event that current
sheets will be apparent at one spacecraft but not at another?
In order to extend this work we can utilise both case and statistical studies
of reconnection events in the solar wind. The analysis of further case studies
of magnetic reconnection events in the solar wind using the 4 point measurement
capability of the Cluster spacecraft to observe changes would help us to see whether
there were any commonalities between events that observed change, and whether it
is possible to detect a trigger for the evolution. The use of a statistical study would
enable us to answer the question of the prevalence of evolution in events in the
solar wind. This work was begun in Chapter 6, where we introduced the concept
of an evolution index, describing the difference in the magnetic field observed by
each spacecraft.
In Chapter 4 we also determined that the current sheets were moving towards
each other. In the OC87 model a slowing reconnection rate would produce current
sheets that appeared to move closer together (Owen and Cowley , 1987a). Also in
Chapter 4 we found that some similar features to the event found at Cluster were
also observed at ACE and Wind. These current sheets were not at the time or
orientation predicted by extrapolation of the orientation and speed of the sheets
found at Cluster. This suggests, if this is indeed the same event, that reconnection
events in the solar wind can change significantly over time, possibly including
rotating. To further work in this area, we would need large-scale case studies
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where events were observed by at least 4 spacecraft, preferably spacecraft that are
as far apart as Cluster, ACE, and Wind, in order to see how the relative movement
of the current sheets changed over time.
In Chapter 5 we devised a new picture of reconnection which for the first time
includes a variety of observable outcomes based on the characteristics of the plasma
on either side of the structure and whether or not the outflow ions and electrons
show a diamagnetic effect. This model has 5 possible current sheets within the re-
connection structure (depending on the reconnection event characteristics), which
may or may not be observable within a given event. Thus we concluded that it was
possible to have a wide variety of observed structures for magnetic reconnection
events in the solar wind.
This conclusion was further strengthened by the results in Chapter 6, where
we looked at the number of current sheets in each of the selected reconnection
events and found evidence of reconnection events exhibiting between 1-5 current
sheets. The logical next step is to determine the reason for each event having the
number of current sheets that it does. We can compare each of the reconnection
structures found with Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and look for correlations between the
characteristics of events with the same number of sheets.
In Chapter 5 we also compared a mathematical model (OC87) with observations
of three case studies. It was found that the mathematical model overestimated the
outflow speeds but was of the same order of magnitude. It did not correctly predict
the relative strength of the two outflows but it was partially successful in predicting
the relative times that the Cluster spacecraft spends in each outflow region. In
order to further this work we will modify the existing mathematical model for
predicting the outflow and structure of events based on the observables outside
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so that it is more accurate. For example, developing the model to account for 3
dimensional structure variations would be advantageous as all real events exist in
3 dimensions.
In Chapter 6 we used an automatic method to obtain a list of reconnection
events in the solar wind observed by the Cluster 1 spacecraft. From this we were
able to draw the following conclusions: reconnection events in the solar wind appear
to occur in higher magnetic field strengths than the average solar wind conditions.
The ion velocity outflow is usually less than the Alfve´n speed and the net change
in temperature is usually near zero, which for these events suggests that not all the
available magnetic energy is liberated to flow kinetic energy by reconnection but
that the outflow plasma is also not generally heated. For the instances where the
outflow ion velocity is greater than the Alfve´n speed we concluded that we may
be observing an event where the reconnection X - line is far from the spacecraft
and in different solar wind conditions (where the Alfve´n speed is higher) so the
Alfve´n speed at the point of observation is not an accurate estimate of the available
magnetic energy. This is potentially a caveat for any of the events. We determined
that almost half of the identified reconnection events only had a single current
sheet and that there were a few events with 2-5 current sheets, which lead to
the conclusion that reconnection events can have a variety of structures (as we
theorised in Chapter 5).
In Chapter 6 we also looked at the evolution of events by creating an evolution
index that determined the difference between the magnetic field data observed
by each of the 4 Cluster spacecraft and the average of the 4 data sets. This
determined that most of the events are on the low end of the scale (total evolution
index ranges between 0-44 but > 75% of events have a total index value < 4). We
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found that the case study reconnection event in Chapter 4 has a relatively low total
evolution index of 0.96 (60% of the events have a higher total index value). This
suggests that either most of the reconnection events are highly variable and evolve
significantly or that it is not possible for the index to determine small differences
between spacecraft where the overall structure is similar (in this case the Cluster
2 spacecraft did observe an overall rotation that was the same as the other 3
spacecraft but it did not discern any individual current sheets).
In order to improve the functionality of the evolution index it would be first
necessary to eliminate any data that is not part of the reconnection event. The
inclusion of too many ‘background’ data points may lead to the evolution index be-
ing underestimated. Another improvement would be to be able to discern whether
the majority of the change was observed at one spacecraft in particular or whether
there was a gradual change seen by all 4. It would also be advantageous to look at
the time span between the changes. For example, looking at the time differences
over which the spacecraft encounter the event in order to answer the question
of whether the spacecraft that is most separated from the others see the largest
changes.
The selection algorithm described in Chapter 6 is a demonstration of a system-
atic approach to finding events in the solar wind. The algorithm can be improved
in many ways.
For example, the parameters and thresholds in the current version of the algo-
rithm place limitations on the reconnection events that can be found. For instance
the magnetic field rotation has a minimum threshold of 80◦ and so any events with
a smaller overall field rotation will be discarded. It would be highly advantageous
for a future version of this algorithm to not have such strict thresholds as we know
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that magnetic reconnection events with much smaller magnetic field rotations exist
(Phan et al., 2010).
One way of accounting for this would be to have the threshold level change
depending on the background solar wind conditions, as the present thresholds
are high to account for high variability in the background. It would also be an
improvement to introduce machine learning into the program to further refine it.
Further, it would be advantageous for the algorithm to be able to pick out more
characteristics for each of the events automatically. For example, having a strong
definition of what constitutes the start and end time of an event would make it
easier to determine the exact duration of an event and identify the relevant inflows
on either side of the event. Another example would be the automatic identification
of individual current sheets in the event.
In Chapter 6 we highlighted several events that had characteristics, or existed
in solar wind conditions that were different from what is usually seen. Case studies
based around some of these more eccentric events would certainly help further our
understanding both of the structure and dynamics of events and also the various
conditions in which they appear.
We mentioned that in the case of events with an exhaust speed less than that
of the Alfve´n speed, that not all of the apparently available magnetic energy was
liberated to the plasma by reconnection. We can test this theory by measuring the
difference between the background magnetic field strength and the magnetic field
strength during the event. If the remaining energy plus the kinetic energy add up
to the total initial magnetic energy then we have accounted for all the energy in
that event.
The energy not converted to kinetic energy could have either been converted
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to other forms, for example we discussed the possibility that it could have been
converted to a heating of the plasma, though we did not find any evidence for this
in Chapter 6. It could be that the remaining energy is in the magnetic field in the
outflow region, if the magnetic field strength is non-zero in the outflow then there
will be some finite magnetic field energy.
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Appendix A
Minimum Variance Analysis
Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 show the minimum variance analysis for each of the Clus-
ter spacecraft over each of the current sheets, CS1, CS2, and CS3 respectively for
the event analysed in Chapter 4. Here it can be seen that the maximum variance
directions for each current sheet are well defined but the minimum variance di-
rection is not. Thus it is not possible to rely on the minimum variance technique
alone to determine the structure of the event. By combining the minimum variance
analysis with the timing analysis we can get a much more accurate picture of the
current sheet orientations, this is described in Chapters 3 and 4.
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S/C Time frame
(mm:ss)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 38:16 - 38:23 Minimum: 0.004, 0.197, 0.980 0.00338 4
Intermediate: -0.663, -0.733, 0.150 0.0126 63
Maximum: 0.748, -0.651, 0.128 0.791
C2 38:52 - 38:56 Minimum: 0.882, 0.468, 0.059 0.00244 2
Intermediate: 0.301, -0.463, -0.834 0.0471 219
Maximum: -0.363, 0.753, -0.549 1.03
C3 38:17 - 38:25 Minimum: 0.074, 0.164, 0.984 0.00138 3
Intermediate: -0.599, -0.781, 0.175 0.00476 173
Maximum: 0.797, -0.602, 0.040 0.823
C4 38:36 - 38:44 Minimum: 0.004, 0.227, 0.974 0.000848 5
Intermediate: 0.711, 0.684, -0.162 0.00405 222
Maximum: -0.703, 0.693, -0.159 0.901
Table A.1: The minimum variance analysis for CS1, the minimum, intermediate
and maximum variance directions and the eigenvalues associated with each of these
vectors are given.
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S/C Time frame
h:m:s UT
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 38:38 - 38:45 Minimum: 0.345, 0.928, -0.144 0.0202 3
Intermediate: -0.290, 0.251, 0.923 0.0589
Maximum: 0.893, -0.277, 0.356 2.01 34
C2 39:19 - 39:28 Minimum: -0.156, 0.932, 0.327 0.01279 5
Intermediate: -0.667, -0.343, 0.661 0.05881
Maximum: 0.728, -0.115, 0.676 0.6957 12
C3 38:39 - 38:45 Minimum: 0.409, 0.888, -0.209 0.0117 3
Intermediate: -0.286, 0.343, 0.895 0.0307
Maximum: 0.866, -0.306, 0.395 1.38 45
C4 38:54 - 39:03 Minimum: -0.399, 0.304, 0.865 0.0207 6
Intermediate: -0.407, -0.904, 0.129 0.122
Maximum: 0.821, -0.301, 0.485 2.7 22
Table A.2: The minimum variance analysis for the CS2, the minimum, intermediate
and maximum variance directions and the eigenvalues associated with each of these
vectors are given.
S/C Time frame
(hh:mm)
Direction Vector λ λ Rat.
C1 38:58 - 39:02 Minimum: -0.508, 0.126, 0.852 0.00394 2
Intermediate: 0.077, -0.979, 0.191 0.00604
Maximum: 0.858, 0.163, 0.487 0.537 89
C3 38:50 - 38:52 Minimum: -0.591, 0.362, 0.721 0.00309 2
Intermediate: -0.340, -0.922, 0.185 0.00627
Maximum: 0.732, -0.136, 0.668 0.0645 10
C4 39:17 - 39:22 Minimum: -0.424, 0.405, 0.810 0.00189 3
Intermediate: -0.111, -0.911, 0.398 0.00477
Maximum: 899, 0.079, 0.431 0.38 80
Table A.3: The minimum variance analysis for the CS3, the minimum, intermediate
and maximum variance directions and the eigenvalues associated with each of these
vectors are given.
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Appendix B
Event List
Tables B.2 - B.17 show a list of the events found using the algorithm described in
Chapter 6. Each of the tables includes the start and end times of each of the events,
the average solar wind speed over the event (SW) /km s−1, the average magnetic
field strength (BF) /nT, the average density (D) /particles cm−3, the average
Alfve´n speed (AS) /km s−1, the recorded duration (Dur) /s, the temperature
increase (T) / MK, the magnetic field rotation (BR) / ◦ and the Exhaust speed
(ES) /km s−1. If any of the variables are outside the typical solar wind conditions
or typical magnetic reconnection characteristics, then they will be flagged with a
relevant letter code in the final column as follows:
(a) Solar wind speeds below 250 km s−1
(b) Exhaust speeds above 200 km s−1
(c) Temperature changes greater than 2 MK
(d) Time lags greater than 50 s at the point of maximum correlation (for the
magnetic field data in the maximum variance direction) between the Cluster
spacecraft.
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(e) Maximum correlations (between spacecraft using the magnetic field in the
maximum variance direction) of less than 0.5
(f) Current densities over 500 nA m−2
(g) Number of sheets > 5
If the characteristics of the magnetic field and solar wind conditions are what
we would consider typical then a ‘0’ is entered in the final column.
SW Solar Wind Speed (km s−1) Dur Duration (s)
BF Magnetic field strength (nT) T Temperature increase over the
exhaust (MK)
D Solar wind density (particles
per cm−3)
BR Magnetic field rotation (◦)
AS Alfve´n speed (km s−1) ES Exhaust Speed (km s−1)
Out Flagged outlying characteris-
tics
Table B.1: Key for the following Tables B.2 - B.17.
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